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                  Introduction 

This FreeBook provides an overview of fundamentals in Network Security. 

Taking an interactive, "learn-by-doing" approach to teaching, Introduction to Computer and Network Security: 
Navigating Shades of Gray gives you a clear course to teach the technical issues related to security. Unlike most 

computer security books, which concentrate on software design and implementation, cryptographic tools, or 

networking issues, this text also explores how the interactions between hardware, software, and users affect system 

security.

Managing a Network Vulnerability Assessment provides a formal framework for finding and eliminating network 

security threats, ensuring that no vulnerabilities are overlooked.

Use Network and Data Security for Non-Engineers to learn network and data security by analyzing the Anthem breach 

and step-by-step how hackers gain entry, place hidden software, download information, and hide the evidence of their 

entry.

Intrusion Detection and Prevention for Mobile Ecosystems presents state-of-the-art contributions from both scientists 

and practitioners working in intrusion detection and prevention for mobile networks, services, and devices.

Flexible Network Architecture Security examines the new security architectures from organizations such as FIArch, GENI, 

and IETF and how they’ll contribute to a more secure Internet.

Handbook  of e-Business Security covers state-of-the art practices in e-business security, including privacy, trust, 

security of transactions, big data, cloud computing, social network, and distributed systems.
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a brief overview of security and privacy. Our goal is to
define the terms we need later in the book and give a brief technical overview
before discussing the technical details beginning in Chapter 3. At the end of
this chapter, the reader should understand:

• What we mean by security,
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26 Introduction to Computer and Network Security

• The different levels of security a system can have,
• Common vulnerabilities and exploits, and
• How attackers can combine vulnerabilities and exploit them to accomplish
a larger goal.

These concepts are threads that run through the entire book. Each section in
this chapter builds on its predecessors. Specific topics in this chapter are:

• Section 2.2 – what is meant by security and the attributes of secure systems,
• Section 2.3 – the role of social engineering; how human factors and deception
help compromise systems,

• Section 2.4 – how people and computers convince computers and networks
of their identity,

• Section 2.5 – system access controls that typically define what users can and
can not do,

• Section 2.6 – how log files track system events in order to maintain system
security,

• Section 2.7 – the importance of user interfaces for maintaining secure sys-
tems,

• Section 2.8 – presents an essential, fundamental limitation to security im-
plementation and verification,

• Section 2.9 – presents a security taxonomy from the Carnegie Mellon Com-
puter Emergency response Team (CERT) that provides a language for de-
scribing security incidents,

• In Section 2.10 – the taxonomy from Section 2.9 is tailored to deal with
mobile code security,

• In Section 2.11 – the taxonomy from Section 2.9 is used to analyze automo-
tive information technology security.

Sections 2.10 and 2.11 apply the same taxonomy to distributed and embedded
systems. Since the desktop workstation market is saturated, these two domains
will become increasingly important. Traditional security approaches are not
particularly well-suited to these new systems. These sections provide readers
with an understanding of new issues that will have to be dealt with.

The final section introduces on-line privacy issues. Unfortunately, the in-
tuition most people use to preserve privacy in the physical world is not well-
suited to on-line interactions. The topic of privacy will recur frequently in this
book. The current state of affairs is not satisfying.

2.2 Security Attributes

Traditionally, security is viewed as maintaining the following attributes [375]:

• Confidentiality – Is keeping your data private and only accessible by au-
thorized persons. (e.g., The fact that you purchased the book I Can Has
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Cheezburger? A LOLcat Colleckshun from Amazon.com should only be avail-
able to you, Amazon.com, and your credit card company.)

• Authentication – The origin of information is correctly identified. (Ex. Ama-
zon.com determines your identity before accepting your book order.)

• Integrity – Only authorized parties can change information. (Ex. Your room-
mates can not change the number of copies in your book order from 1 to
5.)

• Non-repudiation – Neither sender nor receiver can deny that they performed
a transaction. (Ex. After your book is delivered, you can not deny having
made the order.)

• Access control – Access to information is controlled and limited to authorized
parties. (Ex. You can neither read nor modify the Amazon purchase histories
of your roommates.)

• Availability – Users should have access to computer assets as needed. (Ex.
You can check the progress of your book order when you want to.)

In this book, as in [90], we view these attributes as a proper subset of what
it means to be secure. Some people use the mnemonic device CIA to refer to
confidentiality, integrity, and availability [310]. This is more compact than the
list above and less explicit.

Although availability is not, strictly speaking, a security issue, it is neces-
sary. The other attributes all describe things that are not allowed to occur,
which leads to security designs that are too restrictive. It is a common joke
that the only secure system is one that is never used, but the reality is that
security needs to be effective without obstructing the user’s ability to work. If
security hinders legitimate users from doing their tasks, users will find ways
to circumvent security mechanisms.

A number of system availability properties are important to security, in-
cluding:

• Reliability – defined by the expected time to system failure [93], also known
as mean time to failure (MTTF) or mean time between failures (MTBF).
If a network is operational only when all pairs of nodes can communicate,
dependability decreases exponentially with the number of nodes. In the sim-
plest case, with n components all of which have failure rate λ and expected
time to failure1 1

λ
, and the system is down if any component is down, the

dependability of the system will be λn.
• Availability – is the percent time that a system is operational. As with
reliability, depending on what is meant by operational, this can decrease
exponentially with system size. In general, if a system MTTF is 1

λ
and

mean time to repair (MTTR) is 1

μ
, then system availability is MTTF

MTTF+MTTR
,

because MTTF is the amount of time the system works correctly until a
failure occurs and the lifecycle of the system is MTTR + MTTF.

1This assumes that component lifetime follows an exponential probability distribu-
tion [93].
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• Safety – is defined as a condition where a predefined set of error conditions
never occurs. This is a concept from fault tolerance [168]. Note that safety
and security are very different concepts.

• Liveness – is a condition where a system always eventually returns to a
predefined set of desirable states; it has liveness [168]. Liveness is another
aspect of fault-tolerance.

• Self-Stabilization – is when a system has the ability to recover from any
possible fault condition [168, 357]. This is an extreme form of fault tolerance.

These properties can be verified using either statistical or static analysis. De-
pending on security issues and system design, some attributes may or may
not be relevant. It is worth noting that the term dependability is used to refer
to both reliability and/or availability.

Reliability and availability are continuous values. Markov analysis tech-
niques are commonly used to derive these values [363, 342, 341]. These Markov
chains may be derived from reliability graphs that decompose the system into
combinations of serial and parallel components [363]. Alternatively, fault trees
can be used to derive upper and lower bounds of system dependability. They
have difficulty expressing subcomponents that are used by more than one
subsystem, but their quantitative evaluation is more straightforward [264].
We discuss Markov process analysis for another application in more depth in
Chapter 12.

Safety, liveness, and self-stabilizability are Boolean values. Model checking
tools are commonly used to verify these attributes. These techniques are quite
similar to the ones we use to verify security protocols in Chapter 4.

One important issue where security analysis goes beyond dependability is
that dependability analysis primarily relies on statistical fault models, where
security has to assume the presence of an intelligent, malicious adversary. In-
terestingly, there is a rich set of dependability literature which assumes that
failures occur in the most unfavorable way possible and allows for intelli-
gent collaboration among failing components. This is the Byzantine Generals
Problem [252, 60, 92, 93], where participants try to create consensus among
a distributed set of fault prone components. It is stated as a word problem
where a set of generals, in an army renowned for its internal corruption, try
to decide whether to attack a city or lay siege. Each of the n generals knows
that some number t of their colleagues work for the enemy and are trying to
cause confusion. The question is whether or not (and how) the loyal generals
can reach agreement. In general, this is possible as long as t < n/3, subject
to connectivity constraints [252]. Unfortunately, in security analysis, as with
social interactions, the assumption that 2/3 of your inputs are correct is rarely
practical.

Another important security attribute is attack surface [211]. Since all soft-
ware and hardware components are subject to failure and likely to contain
errors, it is wise to minimize the number of components that an attacker can
access. These components include [211]:
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• Number of open sockets (network access points),
• Number of open pipes (inter-process communications entries),
• Number of open remote procedure call (RPC) endpoints,
• Number of services (Windows), daemons (UNIX/Linux), or equivalent pro-
cesses; this includes services running by default,

• Number of services (Windows), daemons (UNIX/Linux), or equivalent run-
ning with elevated privileges,

• Number of web server scripts, filters, and applications,
• Number of accounts with elevated privilege, and
• Number of files, directories, etc. with weak access control.

Some of this is common sense. Attack surface minimization needs to be
weighed against other good design practices. Simple programs are less likely to
contain errors, so adding complexity to reduce the number of entities available
to attack can be counterproductive.

Finally, systems should always follow the principle of least privilege. Each
process and user should be given only the access rights necessary to perform
its tasks. File access rights need to be restricted to only allow read, write,
and execute access to the users/daemons/processes that should be accessing
them. Network ports that are not needed should not be allowed to accept
access requests. This list is not exhaustive, but the rule is pervasive.

2.3 Social Engineering

“It’s human nature to trust your fellow man, especially when the request
meets the test of being reasonable. Social engineers use this knowledge to
exploit their victims and to achieve their goals.” This quote comes from Kevin
Mitnick’s book The Art of Deception [290]. Mitnick is one of the best known
hackers of the late 20th century. He was convicted for a number of exploits. He
stole a Pacific Bell technical manual and a pre-release version of the Digital
Electronics Corporation VMS operating system. He listened in on the voice
mail of Pacific Bell security officials and broke into the computer of another
security expert [213]. In his book, Mitnick attributes his success in infiltrating
computers to the art of social engineering: the ability to deceive others and
extract information. He considers social engineering to be a cyclical process
with four phases[396]:

1. Research,
2. Developing rapport and trust,
3. Exploiting trust, and
4. Utilizing information.

Social engineers masquerade as repairmen, colleagues, clients, or even
bosses. Role playing makes it easy to find useful information, including pass-
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words and security mechanisms. To collect the information, attackers call on
the phone; show up in person; send e-mails; loiter; shoulder surf; read pass-
words posted on sticky notes in the workplace; use forensic tools to analyze
discarded computer equipment; or go dumpster diving. The attacker may use
“reverse social engineering,” creating a situation that allows them to “help”
their victim. Once they “help” the victim by solving the “problem” that they
created, the victim is grateful and willing to trust the attacker [142].

The human element is often the weakest link in a security system. Users
need to understand security policies, why they exist, and how they work.
Sadly, this is rarely the case and people are easily convinced by outsiders that
there is a good reason to not follow the rules in a given instance. A statistical
analysis of a cybercrime database found seven generic scam classes[374]:

1. Low level trickery – requires no planning or finesse. An example
scam is an on-line merchant reimbursing a client for their purchase,
which turns out to have been made with a bad check. Typically
some amount of money is given to the victim.

2. Story based application – are more sophisticated scams that require
planning and an elaborate background story. This class includes
fake charities.

3. Participation – complex processes that enlist the victim as a par-
ticipant. Frequently, this involves employing the victim for a period
of time. The victim may be used as a mule for money laundering.
Alternatively, by employing the victim the scammer receives their
identity information, making the victim vulnerable to identity theft.

4. Obligation – requires victims to actively respond to the initial con-
tact and receive unexpected charges. Example scams could involve
the victim dialing a number starting with *72 (which activates call
forwarding) or area code 809 (which is an area code with premium
charges).

5. Apparently authentic requests – gather information about the user
that can be misused. Examples of this class include spyware key-
loggers and phishing.

6. Merchant/customer exploitation – abuse purchase interactions. This
includes non-delivery of merchandise, shill bidding, non-payment, or
bait and switch. These scams are planned and sophisticated.

7. Marketing – involve investment opportunities. This includes pyra-
mid schemes, Ponzi scams, investment seminars, and get rich quick
schemes. By advertising investment opportunities, the scammer
tries to collect money and/or information.

These classes are differentiated mainly by four static factors [374]:

1. What the scam offers,
2. Role of the victim,
3. Scammer’s goal, and
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4. Method of scam introduction.

These are the main factors used for planning by a social engineer. While the
seven classes given in [374] relate mainly to theft, the same general approaches
can be used to collect other types of information or circumvent system security
mechanisms.

Technology sometimes makes it difficult to tell the difference between le-
gitimate requests and fraudulent ones. Professor Ross Anderson at Cambridge
recounts an incident where someone in his lab was investigating a suspected
phishing2 attack and contacted the bank concerned [46]. The bank verified
that the email they were investigating was not an official communication. The
bank was wrong: the e-mail was sent by another office. When banks can not
differentiate between their own communications and fraudulent attacks, users
can not be expected to be immune to social engineering.

Since these attacks are based on human nature, they are difficult to avoid.
Awareness campaigns can help convince employees to be wary. Detailed secu-
rity policies that address common social engineering problems can be useful.
Policies need to be tested and enforced. Security audits that test users may
be useful [227]. Many well known attacks are based on social engineering. We
now discuss some of the most common social engineering based attacks.

2.3.1 Nigerian 419 scams

Nigerian 419 scams – are also known as advance fee fraud [319]. This fraud
dates back to the sixteenth century, but the advent of email allowed it to
spread worldwide [127]. The name 419 scam refers to article 419 of the Nigerian
criminal code (financial fraud); fraud is the fifth largest industry in Nigeria.
Typically, the victim receives an e-mail from someone claiming to require
money or information to perform a financial transaction. They offer money
to the victim for their help. Common 419 variants claim that the scammer
received an inheritance; there is an investment opportunity; or the victim won
a lottery [146]. It is difficult to estimate how widespread this scheme is; the
crime is under-reported by victims that are ashamed [319]. A study from the
Netherlands estimates global loss in 2009 from 419 scams to be $9,387 million
[214]. Although the practice started in Nigeria, it has spread globally. The top
countries for generating 419 scams in 2009 were (in order) the United States,
Ghana, The United Kingdom, China, and Spain [214]. For every 1000 emails
sent by a scammer, about 10 people respond and about one person eventually
sends money [146].

2.3.2 Spam

Spam– is unwanted e-mail advertising. In 2008, Symantec observed 349.6 bil-
lion spam messages on the Internet; they estimate that 90 percent of that

2We will define phishing later in this section.
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spam was generated by botnets [319]. While not all unwanted email adver-
tising is criminal, the majority of it is fraudulent, as illustrated by it being
generated by botnets. The rush to eliminate spam has led to an industry that
attempts to identify and eliminate spam automatically. Naturally, spam op-
erators create programs that attempt to outwit spam filters [429] and there is
reason to believe that statistical learning of spam profiles can never be secure
[62]. Science fiction author Corey Doctorow has observed that legions of spam
generation engines fighting legions of spam filters daily is the equivalent of
programs evolving to pass the Turing test. He humorously hypothesizes that
this industry is likely to beat artificial intelligence researchers in producing
sentient machines [140].

As e-mail use is becoming less pervasive [402, 271], spam is naturally mov-
ing to other technologies. Since social networks are replacing e-mail as a vehicle
for on-line communications, they are increasingly attractive for distributing
spam [199]. Webspam refers to spam content distribution via webpages. It is
also used to mislead search engines into directing users to specific webpages,
known as spamdexing [108], frequently by generating large numbers of web
pages constructed solely to influence search engine rankings [158]. This in-
cludes providing different web page content to search engine spider-bots than
to normal users [114]. Not surprisingly, webspam targets searches which can
be exploited for monetary gain [114]. Spamdexing can be used to support
click-fraud when websites receive money for URL referrals [223].

Voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) is also being used to transmit un-
wanted advertising, commonly known as spam over Internet telephony (SPIT).
SPIT can be unwanted audio connections, instant messaging (spam over in-
stant messaging SPIM), or presence spam sending unwanted messages through
requests to join a “buddy” list [404]. Suggestions to date for stopping SPIT
have been unsatisfying. Blacklists that block specific callers are easily circum-
vented by generating a new identity. White lists that restrict calls to known
identities are too restrictive [356].

2.3.3 Phishing

Phishing – is an on-line attempt to extract personal identity information from
someone by masquerading as a legitimate organization [319]. Most commonly,
an email is sent designed to mimic the style and logo of a well known orga-
nization, such as a bank. The email contains an urgent request for the user
to access a remote system and input personal information. For example, an
alleged security breach at a bank requires the victim to log in, using a link en-
closed in the email, to immediately change their password. The link connects
the victim to a fraudulent machine, which collects personal information from
bank clients. Often the link closely resembles a legitimate URL. For example,
it can use a Unicode character that look like a normal Latin character, but
with a different binary value. Visually, the real and fraudulent URLs will be
identical. In the first half of 2009, an industry working group identified over
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210,000 websites being used for phishing scams; in Australia alone there were
over 30,400 victims of phishing scams in 2007 [319].

Tools exist that identify and flag phishing URLs, frequently relying on pub-
lished black lists of known phishing sites. They are currently not very reliable.
Ones that identify more than 50 percent of the blacklisted sites tend to have
high false positive rates as well [443]. Most users will eventually learn to ig-
nore these tools, when they realize that the information provided is unreliable.
In spite of this, these tools could be effective at stopping users from giving
information to phishers, if they could correctly identify phishing URLs [151].

On a positive note, economics-based analysis of phishing indicates that the
more heavily phishers use this attack, the better known and less profitable
it becomes. It appears that less than four people are victimized for every
thousand contacted [196], which gives phishing a better hit rate than Nigerian
419 scam [146]. The analysts feel that phishing may result in attackers losing
money, if you consider the possible revenues they could make by investing
their time elsewhere [196].

2.3.4 Pharming

Pharming – resembles phishing, except it does not use a malformed URL to
redirect web traffic. Traffic is redirected to a malicious copy of an authentic
website. This can be done in many ways, including:

• Malware makes the local host redirect traffic to the wrong IP address [87];
• Host file entries hard-code erroneous symbolic name to IP address entries;
• Network settings point to a DNS server controlled by the pharmer;
• DHCP and WPAD parameters are corrupted, pointing to a rogue DNS
server;

• DNS spoofing injects false redirection entries into legitimate DNS servers
(cache poisoning);

• Pharmers legitimately purchase DNS entries when owners let them expire;
• Pharmers illegitimately hijack ownership of a DNS entry;
• DNS wild-cards redirect large ranges of entries to fraudulent domains;
• A number of other specific attacks on the DNS protocol make DNS cache
poisoning and spoofing easier [320]; and

• Unprotected home wireless routers are attacked remotely to modify the DNS
server or hard-code entries for specific sites [376].

We will discuss DNS attacks in detail in Chapter 4. That discussion be-
longs with our discussion of SSL/TLS, since X.509 certificates combined with
SSL/TLS are the recommended solution for overcoming the lack of DNS au-
thentication. This is the vulnerability exploited by most pharming attacks.
Chapter 4 details common SSL/TLS weaknesses.

Like SPIT creating VOIP spam, voice pharming attackers hijack VOIP
sessions. Unsuspecting users can be redirected to bogus voice mail systems,
or simply have session initiation protocol (SIP) sessions redirected to another
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party. This can be a man-in-the-middle attack. Voice pharming mis-uses the
trust we traditionally have in our telecommunications infrastructure; assuming
the call we place goes to the telephone number we enter. With VOIP, this may
no longer be true [420].

2.3.5 Spear-phishing

Spear-phishing – is a more sophistic form of phishing. Spear-phishing mes-
sages are crafted for specific targets [321]. The attacker has specific knowl-
edge about the target and uses this to create messages that appear perfectly
ordinary. The messages could be crafted to resemble common messages from
human resources to employees. They may come to an employee spoofed to re-
semble a message from the boss. Alternatively, the attacker may prepare the
attack by learning the victim’s context [221, 222]. This may be as simple as
googling social network information to find the person’s likes and dislikes. It
may involve sniffing network traffic to determine the names and network ad-
dresses of frequent contacts. Of particular interest would be communications
partners that send MIME attachments. Adobe PDF, Microsoft Word DOC,
and Microsoft PowerPoint PPT files can be constructed to trigger exploits,
such as buffer overflows [37] (see Chapter 8).

Techniques for embedding malware in office documents can be found
in [129]. Numerous vulnerabilities have been found in Adobe PDF format
files resulting in numerous patches. Symantec wrote in 2011 that PDF files
had become the attack vector of choice for targeted attacks [389]. This attack
can be very effective and has been used to compromise the security of many
security conscious organizations, including RSA security [85], and Oak Ridge
National Laboratory [442].

2.3.6 Mules

The weak point of many current criminal activities is the difficulty of ad-
equately laundering money. Because of this, criminals running botnets and
identity theft schemes are in constant need of mules to accept payments and
make money transfers that can not be traced. Work at home advertisements
are placed that offer the victim a percent of the funds transferred. Unfortu-
nately, the unwitting victim is frequently caught, prosecuted, and accountable
for reimbursing the entire amount of the funds they received [392].

2.4 Authentication and Authorization

Authentication is performed when a computing session starts. In existing sys-
tems, a user is authenticated in one of three ways [448]:
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1. Knowledge – something the user knows (ex. password),
2. Possession – something the user has (ex. smart card), or
3. Identity – biometrics (ex. fingerprint).

Each can be problematic. Passwords can be forgotten, sent over the network
in clear-text, or revealed inadvertently. Simple passwords are easy to guess.
Complex passwords are easily forgotten, or need to be written down. Smart
cards, dongles, or other authentication tokens can be stolen. Voice-prints may
have false negatives if the user has a cold. People are hesitant to use retina
scans, since they seem invasive.

Biometrics can also be spoofed. For example, to protest Germany’s use
of biometric identification cards, the Chaos Computer Club posted the fin-
gerprints of Wolfgang Schäuble, the German Minister of the Interior, on-line,
making it possible for people to easily spoof his biometric identification [256].
The same group showed earlier how fingerprint-based payment systems can be
fooled to purchase goods using another person’s identity (for example Wolf-
gang Schäuble’s) [51].

On a local machine, authentication is straightforward. If authentication
uses knowledge, for example a password, the user is prompted directly for the
information. If possession is used, the token (ex. smart card or dongle) can be
interfaced directly to the computer. Some authentication systems give the user
a device that displays a code value to enter into the system. For biometrics, a
physical device has to interact with both the user and the computer system.

All these approaches assume the local system is trustworthy. If the local
hardware or software is not trustworthy3 this will compromise both knowledge
and biometric authentication. Two factor authentication uses more than one
authentication technique. Most frequently, the combination is knowledge and
possession. This helps minimize the damage caused by key-loggers and related
tools.

Authentication over networks is problematic. As shown in Chapter 6, data
sent over the network in clear-text is easily read by third parties. Most secure
remote systems rely on cryptography to encrypt a token or digital signature
to identify the user [375]. Some of the most widely used tools for distributed
system authentication are Kerberos and X.509, and the lightweight directory
access protocol.

Kerberos is an authentication system where tickets control access control
to data services. The system passes tickets between servers via the client that
wants to be authenticated [306]. The simple Kerberos needs at least three dif-
ferent servers which can deal with tickets: authentication server (AS), ticket
granting server (TGS), and service server (SS). Since Kerberos can be config-
ured with multiple AS, TGS, or SS servers, the system can support multiple
realm authentication. See Figure 2.1. Kerberos is based on the Needham-
Schroeder key exchange protocol [301]; later versions of Kerberos can use
public key encryption to generate session keys and tickets.

3For example, a key-logger has been installed to secretly record keystrokes
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FIGURE 2.1
The Kerberos authentication process.

X.509 is the standard for public key infrastructure authorization and priv-
ilege management established by the international telecommunications union
(ITU)4 [408]. X.509 certificates are generated by a certificate authority (CA)
who cryptographically signs a data structure containing the user’s public key.
The signature uses the CA’s private key to attest to the validity of the certifi-
cate. The CA is responsible for verifying the identity of the party receiving the
certificate. Distributed authentication can be supported through X.509 proxy
certificates. Revocation lists need to be maintained on-line by the certificate
authority to disqualify certificates that are known to be compromised [209].

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a descendant of the
X.500 standards [440]. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
developed the X.500 network directory standards uses the Open Systems In-
terconnection (OSI) network stack. The OSI stack model is not widely used,
since the Internet Protocol (IP) stack has been widely adopted. This led to
the implementation of the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP),
which adapts the X.500 Directory Access Protocol (DAP) to TCP/IP. LDAP
provides a directory for finding user credentials. LDAP authentication can
either be:

• Anonymous access – which requires no authentication and should only be
used for non-sensitive information;

4Chapter 3 provides cryptography background for understanding this process. Chapter 4
describes common problems associated with X.509 certificate use. These are generally not
due to cryptography or protocol errors. They are mainly due to X.509 relying on a number
of unfounded assumptions
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• Simple authentication – which requires a username and password sent in
clear-text (see Chapter 6 for why this is not a good idea);

• Simple authentication with SSL/TLS – which requires a username and pass-
word sent through an encrypted channel (see Chapter 4 for potential prob-
lems with this approach);

• Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) – which supports the four
following security mechanisms for authentication: Kerberos, S/Key (uses a
secure hash and is designed to not allow replay attacks), Generic Security
Service Application Program Interface (GSSAPI) (provides the possibility
of integrating other security mechanisms into LDAP), and External – which
is a catch-all category for anything else.

LDAP vulnerabilities include the weakness of simple authentication sending
clear-text username/passwords data over the network, inappropriate default
configurations of some LDAP tools [440], and vulnerability to injection at-
tacks [33].

Once the user has been authenticated, authorization determines the access
level the user is allowed to the requested assets. Section 2.5 discusses the types
of access typically allowed and how they are defined. For grids, clouds, and
web services, distributed authorization infrastructure is required [225]. We will
discuss two widely used distributed authorization frameworks: PERMIS and
Shibboleth.

PrivilEge and Role Management Infrastructure Standard (PERMIS) is an
authorization method that assigns roles and attributes to subjects and objects
using policy enforcement points (PEP) and police decision points (PDP) [111].
To support distributed authorization, multiple PEPs and PDPs can be config-
ured (see Figure 2.2). PERMIS provides cryptographically secured Privilege
Management Infrastructure (PMI) using public key encryption technologies
and X.509 certificates to maintain user attributes. PMI is like X.509 Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI), except that it securely maintains mappings of iden-
tities to the user’s privileges and access rights [225], in addition to identities.

Shibboleth is the Internet2 middle-ware solution for integrating authen-
tication and authorization [13]. It uses the Security Assertion Markup Lan-
guage (SAML) 2.0 standard. Federated identity management allows informa-
tion about users in one security domain to be shared with other related orga-
nizations [153]. This supports cross-realm single sign-on. Content providers no
longer need to maintain user names and passwords [302]. Shibboleth has two
different server types, identity provider servers (IP) provide certificates for ac-
cessing restricted services, and service provider servers (SP) manage restricted
services.
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FIGURE 2.2
PERMIS security protocol sequence diagram.

2.5 Access Permissions

Authentication identifies the system user. Authorization provides the user
with access rights to system resources. This section discusses access permis-
sions. Permissions are typically associated with files, directories5, or programs.
We first discuss Unix file system access permissions and commands. Unix
is widely used; most file system access modes are roughly equivalent. Af-
ter discussing Unix permissions and access control lists (ACLs), we discuss
contemporary access control standards defined by the Organization for the
Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS).

2.5.1 Unix file access permissions

Unix file systems typically allow three levels of file access: read (r), write (w),
and execute (x). In general, the meaning of these access levels are obvious:
files can be read, written, or executed6, respectively.

If the file is a directory, then:

• Read access allows listing files in the directory,
• Write access allows adding files to the directory, and
• Execute access allows opening files in the directory by name; this is also
called search access.

To open a file on a Unix system, the user must have execute access to all
directories in the file’s path [379, 305].

5A directory is only a specific type of file
6Assuming that the corresponding file is a program or script
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Nine bits are used for the file access permissions. The umask command
defines default file access privileges for files created by a process. One bit for
each access right for three different classes of users:

• User (file owner) is signified by octal values of 400 (read), 200 (write), and
100 (execute),

• Group is signified by octal values of 40 (read), 20 (write), and 10 (execute),
and

• World (everyone else) is signified by octal values of 4 (read), 2 (write), and
1 (execute).

The superuser with effective user ID 0 has unrestricted access to all files.
Access rights are verified in the order user, group, then finally world. Once
the process is identified as a member of a class, it is given access rights for that
class. The access rights for other classes are ignored. If the process’s effective
user ID makes it the file owner, access is defined by the user octal values; the
group access rights are not even looked at. Each process can have multiple
group ID’s. For group access to be permitted, any of the process’s group ID’s
must equal the file group ID [379].

For example, octal value 777 means all users have unrestricted access to
the file. Octal value 420 means the file owner can only read the file, even
though other members of the file group can write to the file. No other access
is permitted [379].

When the set user ID (octal value 4000) and set group ID (octal value
2000) bits are set, executable files can run using the effective user or group
IDs (respectively) of the file. This is typically used to temporarily elevate
privileges for users [305]. This feature has been the source of numerous security
incidents. The mount flag nosuid tells the system to ignore these bits for files
on the volume being mounted [399].

The sticky bit (octal value 1000) originally was used to signify program
files that would remain in memory once loaded. This use is obsolete on current
machines, since they almost always have more memory and virtual storage. Its
main use today is to modify the security properties of directories. If the sticky
bit is set, most versions of Unix only allow the file owner to delete or rename
the file, over-riding normal directory permissions. This allows users to share
the tmp directory with more privacy than would otherwise be possible [305].

The use of common directories, like tmp, can be abused by malicious users.
One attack is to create symbolic links to other files that have the names of
files used by privileged users. Privileged users are thus tricked into modifying
files they had no intention of changing [399].

Finally, each file has a four bit file-type identifier. The identifier is assigned
to the file when it is created and cannot be modified after the fact. These
identifiers signify files as being devices, pipes, normal files, etc. [379].

Access control lists, ACLs , exist in some file systems. They usually are an
exhaustive list mapping user access rights to file system objects, or they can
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just list exceptions to the normal file system access permissions. ACLs exist
in Windows NT and Unix variants [364, 170].

2.5.2 OASIS standards

The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
(OASIS) was originally a consortium of vendors of Structured Generalized
Markup Language (SGML) created to encourage SGML use. The SGML
markup language greatly influenced the development of HTML and XML.
OASIS has become an influential standards organization that cooperates with
the United Nations electronic business organizations. Some OASIS standards
have been adapted by the International Standards Organization (ISO).

OASIS security standards are widely used by web services. Where Unix
file system access controls define a security policy for a file system, OASIS
standards provide a logical framework for expressing security policies. Among
other policies, OASIS can define policies for multi-level security, role based
access control, and hierarchical access control.

PAP

PDPPEP

XACML request
Access request

XACML response

Policies

Policy database

FIGURE 2.3
A user submits an access request to the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP).
The PEP sends an XACML request to the Policy Decision Point (PDP).
The PDP evaluates the request using a policy database maintained by the
Policy Administration Point (PAP) to decide whether or not access should be
allowed.
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Important security standards frameworks related to the OASIS publica-
tions include:

• XML signatures XML DSig – is a standardized interface between XML
documents and digital signatures [299]. In Chapter 3, we explain what digital
signatures are and how they work.

• XML encryption XML Enc – is a standard describing how to encrypt XML
documents. It is possible to encrypt either the whole document or only
selected parts [299]. Refer to Chapter 3 for a fuller discussion of cryptology.

• XML Key Management Specification XKMS – is a set of simple object ac-
cess protocol (SOAP) extensions that create a web services interface with
public key infrastructure for use with XML Enc and XML DSig. It has sub-
protocols for key registration/revocation and key discovery/retrieval [299].
XKMS will suffer from the same flaws as SSL/TLS, as discussed in Chap-
ter 4.

• eXtensible Access Control Markup Language XACML – is an XML-based
language for expressing access control policies. See Figure 2.3. The access
control policy is a database of rules maintained by the Policy Administration
Point (PAP). A Policy Decision Point (PDP) uses the database to make
decisions as to whether or not access should be allowed. It is up to the
Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) to make certain that these decisions are
executed [134]. A policy is defined by a set of rules. Rules are evaluated based
on the attributes of the subject requesting access, the resource requested,
and the action desired [315] . Unfortunately, XACML rules and attributes
can be arbitrarily defined, which makes automated evaluation challenging.
Decidability issues can arise. This has led some researchers to suggest using
subsets of logic that are decidable [242].

• XML Access Control Language XACL – The IBM Tokyo Research Lab
developed a number of projects advancing web services and XML security.
These were included in an XML security suite. Part of the suite was XACL,
which was later incorporated into the OASIS XACML standard [191].

• Extensible Rights Markup Language XRML – is a language for digital rights
management (DRM) [421]. In spite of its being focused on DRM, its technical
details resemble XACML. XRML is part of the ISO MPEG-21 standard.

• Security Assertion Markup Language SAML – is an XML-based standard
for exchanging authentication and authorization information between secu-
rity domains. It is an attempt to create standards for an Internet-wide single
sign on technology. Identity providers are supposed to use SAML to securely
provide client identity information to service providers. SAML includes in-
formation exchange protocols and relies on XML-encryption standards to
secure sensitive information [270]. The SAML design is compatible with
web services technologies.

• Service Provisioning Markup Language SPML – The SPML OASIS stan-
dard is meant to support secure and quick deployment of interfaces for Web
services and applications. SAML is used to exchange authorization infor-
mation. SPML lets enterprise platforms such as Web portals, application
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servers, and service centers generate provisioning requests within and across
organizations. This should automate user or system access and entitlement
rights to electronic services across organizations [316].

• Geospatial Access Control Markup Language GeoXACML – extends
XACML to deal with dynamic geospatial data services. This includes sets of
rules that express geometric services. Different regions have different access
rules. Entities requesting access can also change roles dynamically [118, 197].

• Web Services Security WSS – are a set of simple object access protocol
(SOAP) extensions that use XML enc and XML DSig to add authentication
and end-to-end message integrity to web services [299]. WSS is independent
of the use of HTTP-S (basically ssl/tls) for transport. WSS authentication
may use Kerberos, X.509, SAML, or XrML.

2.6 Audit

Auditing business is common practice [90]. Independent experts verify finances
and business practices. Technical security audits, where independent experts
verify system security goals and implementation, should be part of this pro-
cess. Audits evaluate the risks associated with a system and suggest measures
for minimizing these risks [397, 448]. A security audit may include penetration
testing where a team of experts, called a tiger or red team, tries to circum-
vent system security [33]. Penetration testing is common in the Department
of Defense [397]. The eligible receiver security audit found vulnerabilities in
the 911 emergency response systems in many cities [166].

Computer systems and network appliances often maintain log files for dis-
covering and diagnosing security breaches. Mainframes and minicomputers
commonly used to use teletypes as system consoles; security violations and the
use of privileged commands were printed on a paper audit trail. To change the
system log, an intruder needed physical access. Searching for security alarms
required manually leafing through reams of paper. Modern systems store log
messages in computer files, making detecting and isolating security alarms
easier. Unfortunately, intruders with access to privileged accounts can erase
or modify log files to hide intrusions. This can be counteracted by storing log
files on in-erasable media, like write once read many (WORM) tape, to make
a permanent audit log that can be used as evidence. Data forensics tools can
be used to identify modifications of log files and possibly recover the original
file [304].

Audit logs may be maintained for multiple machines. Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) allows events to be monitored throughout the
network. Management Information Base (MIB) messages, including security
alerts, are transmitted to a network management workstation [257]. MIB logs,
like other logs, can be subject to after the fact modification by intruders [340].
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Unfortunately, the volume of information gathered can seriously impact
network performance. In practice, these monitoring tools are frequently dis-
abled. Network monitoring is a major part of any intrusion detection system
(IDS). IDSs monitor network usage in order to infer system misuse. Although
many commercial IDS packages exist, they are notoriously plagued by false
positives. Not only are actual attacks buried in multiple events of no conse-
quence, the volume of alarms can lead to systems crashing on their own [308].
Intrusion detection is an area of active research.

2.7 User Interface Issues

In addition to problems due to social engineering, there are many problems due
to human computer interface issues. There are also many reasons why security
interfaces are difficult to implement and use. Important issues include:

• Attackers intentionally attempt to trick users by mimicking interfaces,
• Many security issues are due to technical details that users can not be ex-
pected to be familiar with,

• It is difficult to describe cryptographic processes in layman’s terms, and
• There is a natural tension between users (who are intent on getting tasks
done with minimal work) and security personnel (who need to prohibit un-
safe practices).

For a fuller discussion of security usability, please refer to the “Usability and
Psychology” chapter in [49]. To give the reader a feeling for the issues involved,
we discuss here some issues related to passwords and ssl-certificates.

One point where security theory frequently conflicts with usability is the
use of passwords. The first academic paper on passwords, which appeared
in 1979, stated that a simple dictionary attack found 81% of the user pass-
words [295]. Longer passwords are more difficult for attackers to guess with
brute force attacks. Similarly, passwords with special symbols are more diffi-
cult to brute force. Passwords that are found in a normal dictionary are also
subject to brute force attacks, which leads to policies requiring long passwords
containing special characters.7 Passwords should also be changed regularly
[216].

Unfortunately, these measures make passwords difficult to use and remem-
ber. Users react by using a number of coping mechanisms. Passwords are
reused on multiple machines. If frequent changes are required, users often add
a number that they use as a counter. If these tools for remembering passwords
are not sufficient, they write the passwords down. These coping techniques

7Advice is often given to substitute numbers that look like letters. This use of leet (1337)
speak is not really effective. If anything, computer intruders are more adept at using 1337
than normal users.
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make the system less secure. Security policies mandating frequent use of com-
plex passwords and frequent changes encourage users to adopt these coping
mechanisms, which then make systems less secure. A good case can be made
for deploying single sign-on technologies that use one password for the entire
network, reducing the cognitive load on the users [216].

Many web-sites use e-mail for password retrieval and/or reset. Since the
DNS protocol is insecure, this is a major security flaw and easily exploited by
intruders [230]. The intruder need only modify the DNS entry for the user’s
e-mail address and read emails sent to the IP address in the false DNS record.
Since e-mail is almost always sent in clear-text, this is very easy.

Most web-browser security measures are based on transport layer security
(TLS, which is the new name of the secure sockets layer SSL). We discuss
SSL/TLS in depth in Chapter 4. These security measures suffer from a number
of user interface problems. The following list from [91] is representative:

• Web browsers have put in place a number of visual clues to signal when a
secure link is being used. Attackers can effectively mimic many of them.

• A valid SSL/TLS connection relies on a certificate that is cryptographically
signed. The majority of valid certificates are signed by themselves. On the
one hand, these certificates are valid and can be used to set up a secure
connection. On the other hand these certificates do nothing to guarantee
that the party being contacted is who they say they are, which can allow
sessions to be hijacked. The browser user should be informed of this situation
because of the potential risk; however, signaling an error for the majority of
valid certificates teaches the user to ignore alarms. It is almost impossible
to find the right way for the user interface to correctly inform non-experts
about this situation.

• When certificates are not self-signed, they are part of a chain of trust. The
certificate is either issued by a trusted authority or someone (recursively)
given a certificate issued by a trusted authority. The root certificate author-
ities are given the responsibility of verifying the identity of people receiving
certificates. There are problems with this: (i) many certificate authorities do
not verify identities, (ii) there are hundreds of certificate authorities that
browsers accept as valid roots of trust, (iii) many of these roots of trust
belong to foreign institutions that many of us would not trust, and (iv) cer-
tificate authorities located in foreign countries8 are subject to legal pressure.
Browsers typically display neither the chain of trust nor the identity of the
root of trust.

• When certificates are invalid, the browser needs to signal it. Early browsers
gave a simple error message and offered to display the certificate. Since many
fields of the certificate are the outputs of cryptographic hash functions, there
is absolutely no possibility that a user can get any useful information from
this display. The message to the user was that there was something compli-
cated that the user could not understand, but which could be a problem.

8And the US
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Users almost always ignored the error message. More recent browsers tend
to display a sequence of error messages with alarmist warnings that tend to
convince the user to give up and not use the web page. Since the error is
often simply that the certificate has expired, this approach is often excessive.

These problems with passwords and certificates are illustrative of the is-
sues faced when designing security user interfaces. Often security systems are
designed with the desire of enforcing cryptographic protocols. When the in-
terface restricts the user’s ability to perform their tasks, users find ways of
working around the security mechanisms. This can easily result in a less secure
system.

2.8 On Trusting Trust

This section outlines an attack documented in Ken Thompson’s Turing award
lecture [395]. We present the attack as a simple thought experiment that illus-
trates basic limitations in the design and implementation of secure computer
systems.

In the paper, Thompson starts by presenting a simple backdoor. The source
code for the Unix login command can be modified so that a specific user-
name/password will always be allowed to access the system. Normally, only
username/password pairs that are registered in the password file will be al-
lowed access. This backdoor could be detected by a simple code audit.

To avoid leaving traces of the back door, Thompson explains how the C
compiler can be modified. The C compiler checks to see if it is compiling the
login command. When it compiles the login file, the C compiler inserts object
code that includes the backdoor. The backdoor can no longer be detected by
inspecting the login source code. It can, however, be detected by auditing the
C compiler code.

These traces can also be removed by making one additional change to
the C compiler. The C compiler should also check to see whether or not it
is compiling a C compiler. If it is compiling a compiler, the object code it
produces should include the logic to produce login programs that contain the
backdoor.

The result is a software development environment that produces insecure
code and there are no traces of the attack in the source code. The final attack
can only be detected by reverse engineering the executables, which is difficult.
The lesson is that a trustworthy computer system can only be created when
all the software and hardware layers are trustworthy.
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FIGURE 2.4
Taxonomy of security incidents used by the Carnegie Mellon Computer Emer-
gency Response Team (CERT) [210].

2.9 Taxonomy of Attacks

To provide a structure for discussion of security issues, we adopt the taxonomy
of security incidents shown in Figure 2.4 from [210]. It is a taxonomy and
language for classifying security incidents. In each incident, an attacker abuses
the system to achieve an objective. The incident is composed of one or more
attacks. For each attack, the perpetrator uses one or more tools to exploit
system vulnerabilities and create a result that helps achieve the attacker’s
objective. Single events represent ways of exploiting vulnerabilities. Each event
consists of an aggressive action taken against a target.
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2.9.1 Vulnerabilities

The set of attackers given in Figure 2.4 is inclusive and rather generic. Simi-
larly, the tools listed are fairly complete. The list was developed in 1998 and
changes could be made to better fit current threats. US Department of De-
fense (DoD) studies compiled the following list of 20 vulnerabilities in seven
categories [45]:

Architecture/Design vulnerabilities are a direct consequence of the system
structure. Correcting these vulnerabilities requires major modifications to the
system.

• Components unique to this system may not have been thoroughly tested.
• Single points of failure can cause an entire system to fail and singular com-
ponents that exist in one place can be exploitable.

• Centralization of system control on a single process.
• Network separability can allow components or processes to be isolated from
the network and compromised using a divide and conquer strategy.

• If all component instances are homogeneous, the same attack can be repeated
to disable all of them. They can be attacked one at a time.

Behavioral complexity vulnerabilities are characterized by how the system
reacts to its environment.

• A system that is sensitive to variations in use may be vulnerable to attacks
that pinpoint a specific aspect of its behavior.

• If a systems reaction is predictable, this can be used to construct attacks.

Adaptability and Manipulation in a system can lead to the system being used
to aid an attack.

• It is hard to subvert a rigid system, but neither can the system adapt auto-
matically to attacks.

• On the other hand, a malleable system can be easily modified and subverted.
• Gullible systems that do not verify inputs can easily be used to subvert other
applications. The ability to spoof the Internet is an example.

Operation/Configuration changes allow systems to be used in attacks.

• Resource capacity limits can be used in attacks. Denial of Service (DoS) and
buffer overflow attacks are examples.

• If a system takes an inordinate amount of effort to reconfigure or recover
from failures this can be exploited.

• Systems that lack introspection are unable to detect attacks and correct the
situation.

• Systems that are awkward and difficult to configure and administer can more
easily be mis-configured.

• Complacency can result in there being a lack of effective administrative
procedures.
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Non-physical exposure refers to access to devices that does not involve physical
contact.

• Remote system access is a stepping-stone to system misuse. Connecting a
system to the Internet permits attacks, such as password guessing.

• The more open and transparent a system is, the easier it is to probe for
vulnerabilities. Attackers have even subverted the network time protocol
and postscript printers to access systems remotely.

Physical exposure refers to vulnerabilities requiring physical access to a device.
These vulnerabilities are particularly important for embedded systems. The
judicious use of tamper-proof hardware can mitigate some of these risks.

• Physical access to a system almost certainly guarantees the possibility of
Denial of Service (DoS) through sabotage or destruction.

• Physical access also extends to attacks on power or communications lines.
• In many cases, the electromagnetic radiation emanating from computer
equipment can be captured and used to compromise or steal information.
Intrusion or equipment damage may also be possible using electromagnetic
radiation. These attacks are often referred to by the code-name tempest.

Dependency on supporting infrastructure is an important vulnerability. Lack
of electric power, air conditioning, network connections, etc. causes computer
systems to fail.

Other studies of vulnerabilities have been made. The computer security
incident taxonomy in [210] classifies vulnerabilities as being design, imple-
mentation, or configuration issues. Another taxonomy can be found in [253],
where flaws are categorized using three different criteria:

1. Genesis – the flaws origin:

•Intentional flaws are either malicious (Trojan horse, trapdoor,
and logic bomb) or non-malicious (ex. covert channel).
•Inadvertent flaws of several types exist, including the following
errors: validation, domain, aliasing, inadequate authentication,
and boundary condition violations.

2. Time of introduction – when the flaw was created:

•During development errors can be made as part of the design,
coding, or build processes.
•Flaws can be introduced as part of maintenance.
•Security flaws can also be created during system operation.

3. Location – components containing the flaw:

•Software flaws can be in the operating system components,
support environment, or application being used.
•Hardware security can also be inadequate.
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The list of vulnerabilities we provided from [45] is rather exhaustive but
inconsistent. Systems should neither be rigid nor supple. Uniqueness and ho-
mogeneity can both be turned against the system. The taxonomy from [253]
provides a similar lesson. Flaws can be introduced at any point in the systems
life-cycle and they can be present in any component.

2.9.2 Attacks

Adopting the terminology from [210], see Figure 2.4, an attack exploits a
system vulnerability to create an unauthorized result. For confidentiality, au-
thentication, integrity, non-repudiation, access control, and availability, four
general classes of attacks exist [375]:

• Interruption: Availability of an asset is disrupted.
• Interception: Unauthorized access to an asset.
• Modification: Unauthorized tampering with an asset.
• Fabrication: Creation of a fictitious asset.

Attacks can be passive or active. Passive attacks monitor systems. Active
attacks change a system’s state.

Information warfare threats have a larger scope than the traditional se-
curity issues [293]. DoD studies have found twenty-one information warfare
threats in four categories [45]:

• External passive attack – wiretapping, emanations analysis (tempest), sig-
nals analysis, traffic analysis.

• External active attack – substitution or insertion, jamming, overload, spoof,
malicious logic.

• Attacks against a running system – reverse engineering, cryptanalysis.
• Internal attack – scavenging, theft of service, theft of data. Attacks involving
access to and modification of a system violation of permissions, deliberate
disclosure, database query analysis, false denial of origin, false denial of
receipt, logic-tapping, tampering.

These attacks describe the basic arsenal of cyber-warfare.

Known attacks on Internet Protocol based networks include:

• Denial of service by flooding – Multiple messages request packets for a partic-
ular address cause congestion and hinder delivery of correct packets. Smurf-
ing is an example [45].

• Denial of service by forging – The network is sent incorrect routing update
messages, intentionally inducing network congestion [45].

• Packet sniffing – Unencrypted traffic moving through the network can be
intercepted [45].

• Host intrusion – Use of the network for unauthorized access to a network
node [45].
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• Attacks on lower level protocols – IP packets can be delivered using a number
of physical and link layer protocols. Denial of service would be possible by
attacking an ATM service [45].

• Physical attacks – Destruction of nodes or critical links [45].
• Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) – Triggering a denial of service at-
tack from multiple locations simultaneously is an order of magnitude more
difficult to identify and correct than attacks from a single location [171]. For
this reason we list DDOS separately.

Switched networks, like the voice telephone system, have known vulnera-
bilities similar to those of Internet Protocol networks [45]:

• Sabotage – Destruction of equipment, lines, or offices. These are physical
attacks.

• Line tapping – The analog equivalent of packet sniffing.
• Jamming transmissions – This is indiscriminate tampering with wireless
communications to provoke a denial of service attack.

• Intrusion and tampering – If unauthorized access is possible to a switch,
the switch can be improperly reprogrammed. Eavesdropping and forging
voicemails are also possible.

The attacks discussed so far are all fairly low-level attacks. There are also
some slightly higher-level strategies that are widespread and deserve mention:9

• Scavenging – In many systems, freed or deleted storage space is simply
de-allocated. No effort is made to actually erase the contents. It becomes
possible to access confidential information by reading storage space that is
allocated in memory and on disk.

• Trojan horses – Programs that do something different than what the user
expects.

• Virus – Programs (typically malicious) that spread surreptitiously. Origi-
nally, viruses were considered programs that infect other programs. Later,
the definition was changed to be malicious programs whose spreading re-
quired some user input. This change was caused by the advent of e-mail
viruses, which did not conform to the original definition. Viruses are dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 9

• Worm – Another class of surreptitiously reproducing (typically malicious)
program. Originally, worms were considered programs that spread from ma-
chine to machine by reproducing themselves. They did not modify other
programs. Later, the definition was modified to programs whose spreading
did not require user input. Since the 1990’s, many types of malicious code
are hybrid attacks that can act as either a virus or a worm.

• Covert channel – An attack where communications occurs between two ma-
chines in violation of a security policy through use of a hidden communica-
tions mechanism. This can be done using some combination of steganography
and side-channels.

9More details about all of these can be found in [90]
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• Side-channel – A subtle attack where information is leaked from a computer
due to the attacker measuring environmental consequences of program side
effects. This is dealt with in detail in Chapter 12.

• Man-in-the-middle – In a data exchange between A and B, the attacker
inserts themselves between the two parties by masquerading as the other
end of the conversation. We discuss this in more detail in Chapter 4

• Replay – The attacker records network traffic, which is retransmitted at a
later time.

• Cryptanalysis and reverse engineering – Analysis of data and or code to
deduce information that the attacker was not meant to have. This is typically
a very difficult and time consuming attack vector.

2.9.3 Advanced persistent threat

Advanced persistent threat APT refers to attacks that combine multiple at-
tack vectors that allow the attacker to patiently search for vulnerabilities and
tailor an attack to fit the victim’s vulnerabilities. APT’s are typically meant
to be stealthy. Some of the more prominent APT attacks include:

• Google China – Attackers analyzed contacts in social networks and sent
targeted attacks to friends of key Google employees. The key employees
were then infected by messages from their friends. Google was one of 30
large companies infected. Information related to their authentication system
was compromised [426].

• Ghostnet – Computers and networks used by Tibetan activists were in-
filtrated by variants of spear-phishing attacks. Malicious PDF and office
documents were transmitted to activists in order to infect their computers.
The system included a sophisticated command and control infrastructure.
Infected systems included computers used by the UN and the Indian mili-
tary [37].

• Stuxnet – Malware was crafted to spread over the network of an Iranian
nuclear research facility and infect computers used for system control and
data acquisition (SCADA). Some SCADA nodes were used to control cen-
trifuges essential for the enrichment of radioactive material. It seems that
the malware was introduced to the system via USB drives [97].

• RSA Security – A spear-phishing attack on RSA employees allowed some
machines belonging to the security firm to be infected. The infection spread
slowly through the network, eventually compromising machines including
product source code and customer information [73].

• Lockheed Martin – Information gained by attackers from the RSA attack
was used later, apparently in combination with spear-phishing, to attack
defense contractor Lockheed Martin Corporation [110].

Other victims of similar attacks include Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
the International Monetary Fund [349].
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FIGURE 2.5
A transmission is a set of message exchanges.

FIGURE 2.6
A message has an instruction and a payload.

FIGURE 2.7
An itinerary is a set of transmissions.

2.10 Case Study – Mobile Code

This section10 adapts the taxonomy discussed in Section 2.9 and shown in
Figure 2.4 to mobile code security issues [325, 89, 90]. This allows the cor-
respondence between mobile code implementations and security issues to be
naturally discussed.

10Parts of this section appeared previously in [325, 89]
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FIGURE 2.8
A behavior is a set of itineraries defining a complex network activity.

FIGURE 2.9
Remote evaluation transmits a program for remote execution.

As shown in Figure 2.5, in the mobile code taxonomy a transmission is
a set of messages sent between two entities. An entity may be either a host
thread bound to a specific machine or a user thread that may migrate from
node to node.

A message (see Figure 2.6) is the basic unit of communication. It has
an instruction and a payload. Many instructions request a service from the
target and have an empty payload. In most cases, the target responds with
a new message containing the appropriate instruction and payload. Payloads
may contain a concatenation of many payload types. For example a thread
migrate request for a mobile agent with strong mobility typically contains a
payload containing code, data resources, and execution state.

An itinerary (see Figure 2.7) is a set of related transmissions, and a systems
behavior (see Figure 2.8) is a set of related itineraries. Figure 2.8 thus presents
the entire taxonomy showing the relationship between its parts.

We now discuss mobile code paradigms that are based on client-server
concepts. In client-server, the first message has two requests: (access to node
services, and execution of services). The second message returns the results
of execution. In remote evaluation (Figure 2.9), the first message contains the
program to be executed and the second message the results of execution. In
the Java code-on-demand (Figure 2.10) approach, the first message requests
the program and the second message contains the program.

Mobile agent systems are different. Figure 2.11 shows a multi-hop mo-
bile agent with strong migration. Each agent hop consists of a single message
transmission. The user thread migrates at its own volition from node to node.
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FIGURE 2.10
Code on demand downloads a program for local execution.

FIGURE 2.11
Agent migrates from node to node under its own volition.

Figure 2.12 describes the process migration approach, which is often used for
load balancing. Migration decisions are made by the local operating system,
which pushes processes to other nodes as needed. Finally, an active network ap-
proach has a mobile agent traversing the network, triggering software updates
in its wake. The agent decides how code is executed on the infrastructure.

Let us map the security taxonomy in Figure 2.4 [210] to our mobile code
taxonomy. Each security incident is a combination of one or more attacks,
perpetrated by a group to fulfill its objectives. Attacks use tools to exploit
system vulnerabilities and create an unauthorized result. Each unauthorized
result is produced by an event. Events are the actions an attacker takes to
exploit the vulnerabilities of specific targets.

The behavior of a malicious mobile code package results in a single security
incident. The itinerary of the package behavior is a set of transmissions. Each
transmission used by the malicious code is an attack, and every message is a
security event. Each instruction is an action applied to a payload, which is a
potential target. Unauthorized mobile code executions produce unauthorized
results.

Where do mobile code security measures fit in? A sandbox contains code
execution. It protects a target machine from unauthorized access. A firewall’s
goal is to protect a target sub-network from unauthorized access. Proof car-
rying code’s goal is to allow target machines to reject offensive code before
executing the code.

The security taxonomy shows that attackers use tools to exploit vulnera-
bilities. Actions are then taken against targets to produce unauthorized results
fulfilling the attacker’s objectives. Note how events in this taxonomy corre-
spond to messages in the taxonomy illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Although a case could be made that these approaches remove vulnerabil-
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FIGURE 2.12
Process migration allows hosts to move programs to other nodes.

ities, in essence all these approaches protect target machines, or networks,
from attacks.

Code signing works at a different level. By identifying the source of a
program, code may be rejected as being unsafe. Alternatively if code is found
to be malicious, the signature can be a forensics tool for proving culpability.

Some approaches for protecting code from hosts concentrate on fortify-
ing components. Computing with encrypted functions and code obfuscation
protect mobile code programs from being targets by making them difficult to
decipher.

Tamper-proof hardware makes system corruption impossible, removing an
entire class of vulnerabilities. This allows both host and code to trust the
tamper-proof component. In the ideal case, this protects both from being
targets of attack.

The use of itineraries, redundancy, and audit trails work at an entirely
different level. Although each single event in a mobile code intrusion is of
relatively minor importance, the consequences of the aggregate behavior can
easily become catastrophic. These approaches look at aggregates of messages,
and thus work closer to the incident or behavior levels of the taxonomies.

Most security measures fortify potential targets of attacks. While this is
important and necessary, consider the larger picture. Many e-mail viruses
do not perform actions that are forbidden by a sandbox. Worms primarily
exploit software implementation errors. It is unlikely that software design will
advance in the near future, if ever, to the point where we automatically foresee
the abuses of software features or consistently produce bug-free systems.

Our network infrastructure enables distributed attacks. Increasingly for-
tifying individual machines on the network does not fortify the network. A
metaphor can be made between worms / viruses and blitzkrieg. The advent of
blitzkrieg made fortification of individual positions insufficient. In much the
same way, fortifying individual processors is no longer sufficient. Distributed
attacks have become widespread. Distributed countermeasures are needed to
defend against them. Concentrating on fortifying individual processors is like
building a stronger Maginot Line after WW II.
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2.11 Case Study – Connected Vehicles

This section11 presents another adaptation of the attack taxonomy. In this
case, we adapt the taxonomy to automotive information technology [95]. Au-
tomobiles are now networks of embedded computers integrated into global
information networks. Vehicles are often communication hubs with multiple
wireless communications. Traditional automobile security tools (car alarms,
key-less entry, power door locks, etc.) no longer adequately protect owners
and their investments. The interests of many other stakeholders, such as au-
tomobile manufacturers, can also be compromised by attacks on automotive
systems. We use the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) taxon-
omy [210] to systematically analyze the problem space.

Modern automobiles are networks of embedded computers, often with
global connectivity. Communications can be either wired or wireless, either
long-distance or short distance. This is the basis of many recent major inno-
vative automobile applications. We roughly classify them into the following
areas:

• Automobiles externally communicating with the environment or other au-
tomobiles for safe driving and other purposes.

• Automobiles connecting with manufacturer integrated business services.
• Electronic control unit (ECU) reprogramming for cost savings, easy main-
tenance, and/or better performance [258].

• The automobile’s internal communications bus connecting embedded sys-
tems [258].

Each area brings new security concerns. Although most automotive security
research concentrates on car theft, modern automotive systems are subject
to a much wider range of potential abuses. We map automotive security re-
search onto the CERT taxonomy to find which threats are not adequately
addressed. In mapping, we tailor the taxonomy to our applications. This in-
dicates gaps in the problem space, like inadequate protection of embedded
software from invasive attacks [258]. It also finds common threads in the set
of known vulnerabilities, like exploiting the use of inadequately long crypto-
graphic keys [82, 42].

Individual consumers are not the only people concerned with the secu-
rity of automotive systems. Automobile manufacturers and dealerships have
large inventories of cars they need to protect. After-sale, unauthorized modi-
fications to automotive software can have warranty and liability implications
for manufacturers and suppliers. In addition, as automotive systems become
increasingly dependent on embedded computers, manufacturers are forced to
make large investments in software development. This intellectual property
needs to be protected.

11Parts of this section appeared previously in [95]
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Every automobile owner has common security needs: protecting their in-
vestment from theft, avoiding their systems being abused, and being certain
their property is not used to launch attacks on others. However, fleet owners
view automobiles as a commodity, and do not store sensitive personal or cor-
porate information on vehicles. This contrasts with individual users who will
store sensitive personal information (SIM card credentials, itineraries, calling
and billing records) on their vehicle. These individuals should be concerned
that personal information remains private.

On the other hand, service providers are concerned about vehicles as po-
tential attack vectors. For example, the cloning of credentials, like the attack
in [82], can be used to make fraudulent payments for gasoline, tolls, etc.

We can not assume the vehicle operator is not a potential attacker. Private
owners typically have access to very few automobiles and lack incentive for
executing most attacks. On the other hand, someone interested in attacking an
automotive system could rent vehicles for short periods of time. They have less
to lose should reverse engineering damage vehicle electronics and they would
be able to collect a much larger set of data. Individuals working at automobile
dealerships have access to an even larger set of automobile configurations; this
can be useful for determining how to undermine network security measures.
A vehicle in a repair shop is also exposed to invasive testing and modification
using equipment that is typically not available to most attackers.

Automotive information systems can be accessed in many different ways.
The most invasive interactions, such as removing or replacing vehicle com-
ponents, require physical access. We place physical attacks in the category
of wired access, since wires imply physical contact with the vehicle. Often
physical contact with vehicles is unsupervised, for example in a repair or chop
shop.

We divide wireless communications into low-power local communications
and long distance connections. Multiple types of local communications are
supported:

• It is increasingly popular to interface vehicle electronics with consumer elec-
tronics devices, including PDAs, MP3 players, and cell phones.

• Some manufacturers provide blue-tooth connections for easy interfacing with
gadgets.

• RFID chips are used in engine immobilizers and other applications.
• Wireless key fob control of physical access to cars is commonplace.

Important security gaps have been found in these systems [82, 192, 42].
It is uncertain which technology will dominate automobile connections to

wide area networks in the future. Current applications mainly use cell phone
infrastructure. Widespread future acceptance of WiMAX is expected, due to
its broad coverage area and capability to support network connection even
when automobiles travel at speeds up to 70 mile per hour. IEEE standards
exist for transferring sessions between Wi-Fi and WiMAX. Although some
groups propose peer-to-peer VANet solutions [268], there are good security
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Attackers Objectives
Thieves Steal cars and expensive components
Vandals Enter vehicle to inflict damage
Hackers Crack entry system for fun and challenge
Professional criminals Carjack, chop shop, kidnap, theft, ...

TABLE 2.1
Attackers of auto entry systems and their objectives.

arguments for most applications to be between individual vehicles and a fixed
infrastructure. Each technology has a different security profile.

2.11.1 Anti-theft systems

Common automobile anti-theft systems are key/keyless entry systems and
engine immobilizers. Customers, fleet owners and leasing companies rely on
these systems to protect their ownership. Manufactures rely on them to main-
tain their reputation and provide customer satisfaction. Usually, thieves use
low-tech attacks to steal cars, such as breaking the window, jimmying the
lock, cutting alarm wires, hot-wiring the ignition, or looking for keys left in
automobiles by their careless owners, etc. However, vandals, hackers, or pro-
fessional criminals are likely to adopt the high-tech attacks that are possible
now as soon as it becomes cost-effective. There is some anecdotal evidence of
high-tech car theft already being a reality. The attackers of automotive entry
systems and their goals are summarized in Table 2.1.

Keyless entry is widely adopted to prevent unauthorized physical access to
automobiles. Researchers have successfully cracked the Keeloq [80, 215] key-
less entry used by many car manufacturers, such as Chrysler, Daewoo, Volvo,
Toyota, etc. The key recovery attack in [80] exploits three Keeloq weaknesses:
self-similar key schedule scheme, short block length, and existence of an effi-
cient of linear approximation of the NLF Shift Register (NLFSR ). The set of
known Keeloq attacks are in Table 2.2.

The Digital Signature Transponder (DST) RFID device has been used by
more than 150 million vehicle immobilizer keys, including 2005 model Fords
and Exxon’s SpeedPass gasoline payment. The DST uses Advanced Encryp-
tion Standard (AES) encryption and a 40-bit cryptographic key. DST interacts
with a reader by emitting a factory-set 24-bit identifier, and authenticates it-
self by engaging a challenge-response protocol. The reader initiates the proto-
col by transmitting a 40-bit challenge. The DST encrypts this challenge under
its key, truncates the resulting cipher text, and returns a 24-bit response.
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Attack Tool Vulnerability Action Target Unauth. Re-
sult

Slide
attack
step

Info. ex-
change

Design: similar
key schedule and
short 32-bit block

Read,
authen-
ticate

Key Recover first
16 bits of 64-
bit key

Correlation
step

Info. ex-
change

Design: existence
of a linear ap-
proximation of
the NLFSR

Read,
authen-
ticate

Key Recover bits
17-48 of 64-
bit key

Linear
step

Info. ex-
change

Design: existence
of a linear ap-
proximation of
the NLFSR

Read,
authen-
ticate

Key Recover re-
maining 16
key bits

TABLE 2.2
Known Keeloq attacks.

Attack Tool Vulnerability Action Target Unauth. Re-
sult

Reverse
engineer-
ing

Info. ex-
change

Design: cipher
structure and
function design

Read,
authen-
ticate

Function
detail
of
cipher

Recovering
complete
functions of
the cipher

Key
cracking

Info. ex-
change

Design: short 40-
bit cryptographic
key

Read,
authen-
ticate

Function
detail
of
cipher

Recovering
40-bit cryp-
tographic
key

TABLE 2.3
Known DST attacks.

Researchers successfully cracked the ignition key of a Ford car which uses
the DST [82]. Based on a rough schematic of the DST 40-bit cipher, they were
able to clone a key and open the car with that fake key. They also compromised
Exxon’s SpeedPass gasoline payment that uses the DST. With their cloned
card, they successfully purchased gasoline for free. The main vulnerability of
DST was its short cryptographic key length. See Table 2.3.

Bypass kits can be an attack vector for anti-theft systems. Anti-theft sys-
tems are usually produced by an OEM and sold to manufacturers. Sometimes,
manufacturers need an additional interface kit to allow an aftermarket (not
installed at the factory) system to work properly. Bypass kits are interface
kits used to momentarily bypass the anti-theft system to allow remote vehicle
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Attackers Objectives
Terrorists Cause harm and hysteria
Drivers Clear traffic paths
Hackers Crack system for fun and challenge

TABLE 2.4
Attackers of VANets and their objectives.

starting. With the easy availability of by-pass kits and a growing market for
stolen luxury cars, this mode of crime is expected to be cost effective in the
near future.

2.11.2 Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANet)

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANets) are seen as a way to enhance safety (col-
lision avoidance, traffic optimization, lane-changing assistance, etc.) and com-
fort (toll/parking payment, Internet Access, locating fuel stations, etc.) [344,
217]. VANets include vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside communica-
tions [217]. The communications technologies (WiMAX, LTE, DSRC, GSM,
...) that will be used to create VANets is still uncertain. Likely attackers for
VANets and their objectives are listed in Table 2.4. Terrorists could misuse
VANet in the hope of creating traffic havoc. Greedy drivers that want to clear
traffic along their path could fool other vehicles into choosing other paths [332].

VANets are prone to the attacks listed in Table 2.5. In a Sybil at-
tack [434, 186], one vehicle may pretend to be hundreds of other vehicles
to send bogus road congestion information, fooling nodes in the VANet. In
denial of service (DOS) attacks a large number of spoofed packets absorb all
network bandwidth making the system unavailable for legitimate users. DoS
attacks can prevent vehicles from receiving urgent information, such as acci-
dent notification. Spoofed information can also be hazardous. An attack may
fool one vehicle in front of a line to halt abruptly to create traffic accidents that
may involve many vehicles rear-ending each other [332]. Currently, colluding
vehicles do similar things in a common insurance scam. VANets could spread
malicious code [434, 176, 303]. In [434], the author investigates parameters
that govern how quickly active worms can spread.

Vehicle location information is also valuable. There are two types of at-
tacks: location tracking [353] and location spoofing. In location tracking, an
attack may use data mining technology to trace the location of a vehicle. There
are cases that vehicles announce their coordinates, for example, geographical
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Attack Tool Vulnerability Action Target Unauth. Re-
sult

Sybil at-
tack

Crypto or
protocol

Spoof,
authenti-
cate

Identity Multiple-
identity
forgery

Bogus in-
formation

Script or
program

Crypto or
protocol

Data Data corrup-
tion

Denial of
service

Distributed
tools

Crypto or
protocol

Flood Resource Theft of re-
sources

Man-
in-the
middle

Crypto or
protocol

Modify or
eavesdrop

Data,
identity

Data mod-
ification or
eavesdrop-
ping

Location
tracking

ID data
mining

Crypto or
protocol

Eavesdrop Location
informa-
tion

Violation of
privacy

Malicious
code

Script or
program

Replay
attack

Crypto or
protocol

Bypass,
spoof,
authenti-
cate

Identity Identity
theft, in-
creased
access, data
corruption

TABLE 2.5
Anticipated VANet attacks.
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routing, accident location, etc. Attackers may also send spoofed location in-
formation for their own benefit. In [435], on-board radar detects neighboring
vehicles, to confirm advertised vehicle coordinates. It is worth noting that
many automobile passengers carry mobile phones, which have similar issues
with safeguarding location data.

One challenge for VANets is the trade-off between authentication and pri-
vacy [332]. To prevent Sybil or other ID spoofing attacks, it is advisable to
bind each driver to a single identity. Such strong authentication also provides
valuable forensic evidence and allows us to use external mechanisms, such as
law enforcement to deter or prevent attacks on VANet [332]. However, drivers
are likely to value privacy, so they may not adopt systems that require them
to abandon their anonymity.

Another challenge for securing VANets is the fact that not all drivers
are honest. There are incentives to lie about traffic or accident information.
Researchers need to find ways of verifying the source of information they
receive.

Current security research for VANets focuses on strong authentication, pri-
vacy, and encryption to secure data during transmission. The wireless media
being used also needs to be considered, since different wireless communica-
tions media have different security designs. Securing data during broadcast
constitutes only one part of an effective security system. The protection of
the VANet automobile infrastructure from abuses is important as well. For
road side units, physical protection from vandalism should be considered.
Since people (friends, family members, etc.) other than the owner also op-
erate the automobile, care needs to be taken to protect data stored on the
vehicle. While it is desirable that these people can also use the communica-
tion system, for either safe driving or effective traffic, the system should be
carefully designed so that they use the VANet only when operating legally.
System misuse, such as tampering with data, should be forbidden or at least
detected and not repudiated.

2.11.3 Electronic control units

Many vehicle functions, gear shift, servo steering, ignition system, electrical
window lift, climate controls, etc. are controlled by electronic control units
(ECUs). The number of these embedded processors varies from 40 in compact
class automobiles, up to 90 in luxury class automobiles. A typical embedded
system consists of a microprocessor with its programs stored in read-only
memory (ROM). The ROM is often reprogrammable, to save cost. This allows
bugs to be corrected, and new functionality to be introduced without replacing
ECUs. This also reduces the number of hardware variants [258].

ECU software flashing comprises software development, software deliv-
ery, and software installation. Multiple parties with conflicting interests are
involved in these processes, which makes flashing a challenge. ECU remote
on-line flashing is being considered. Vehicles connected to the manufacturer
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back-end network could then have their ECUs flashed on-line. This makes
secure flashing an even bigger challenge.

Confidentiality is important to software developers who want to protect
their intellectual property. Confidentiality can be violated by both insiders
and outsiders. The most highly motivated outsiders are corporate competitors.
They covet proprietary information because they can benefit by applying it
to their products or disclosing software bugs to besmirch their competition’s
reputation. Reverse engineering is one way to acquire the information. Insiders
have easy access to data. Disgruntled employees may intentionally disclose
information or employees may be tempted to sell information.

Authentication identifies the origin of software. Software from untrusted
sources should not be used in critical embedded devices. They may degrade
ECU performance. Automobile owners may sometimes use software of un-
known provenance because of a lower price. To guarantee authentication, au-
tomobiles owners are notified of the hazards of using unauthorized software
or ECUs can be designed so that only an authorized party can flash the pro-
cessors.

Integrity prevents software modification by unauthorized parties. Automo-
bile owners may intentionally have software modified to have more sportive
shock absorber calibration, power enhancement, improved brake behavior,
etc. [258]. Truck drivers in Europe may want to change data in the digital
tachograph, which is used to record driving hours as required by law. Modify-
ing software can also be lucrative. One typical example is changing the ECUs
of vehicle immobilizers [258]. Non-repudiation keeps track of the software ver-
sion, when it was installed and who installed it. This serves as a deterrent to
unauthorized software flashing.

We summarize the attackers of ECU flashing and their objectives in Ta-
ble 2.6. Possible attacks are listed in Table 2.7. Possible attacks on ECU
flashing include more than reverse engineering and modifying code. Phlashing
is a potential threat and with severe aftermath. Phlashing tricks a remote
device into letting you flash its firmware so that the machine can never be
rebooted, and must be pulled out and replaced [8]. It causes permanent dam-
age. Phlashing may exploit unpatched vulnerabilities in embedded systems to
gain access. Such access can be obtained by fuzzing. Fuzzing sends random
packets to discover vulnerabilities in systems.

2.11.4 Integrated business services

In many vehicles, customers connect embedded systems in their automobile
to the manufacturers back-end network to use the applications or services
provided by manufacturers, such as remote tele-diagnostics, remote software
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Attackers Objectives
Customers More sportive shock calibration, power enhance-

ment, improved brake behavior, change digital tacho-
graph readings, etc.

Corporate raiders Steal code to obtain proprietary information.
Thieves Disable vehicle immobilizers, entry systems, and

other anti-theft protection.

TABLE 2.6
ECU flash attackers and their objectives.

Attack Tool Vulnerability Action Target Unauth. Re-
sult

Modifying
code

Script or
program

Design,
implementa-
tion

Modify Data Information
corruption,
performance
degradation,
destruction

Reverse
engineer-
ing

Information
exchange

Design,
implementa-
tion

Probe,
read

Data Disclosure of
information

Fuzzing
attack

Script or
program,
infor-
mation
exchange

Design,
implementa-
tion

Probe,
modify

Computer Information
corruption,
increased
access

Phlashing
attack

Information
exchange

Design,
implementa-
tion

Modify Computer Denial of ser-
vice

TABLE 2.7
ECU flash attacks.
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Attack Tool Vulnerability Action Target Unauth. Re-
sult

Brute
force

Info. ex-
change

Crypto or
design

Authent. Account,
data

Increased ac-
cess to data

Social at-
tacks

People Data, ac-
count

Increased ac-
cess to data

Denial of
service

Distributed
tools,
script or
program,
toolkit

Configuration,
design

Flood Resource Resource
consumption

Malicious
code

Script or
program,
distributed
tools

Configuration,
design

Modify,
delete

Process,
data,
compo-
nent

Increased ac-
cess, disclo-
sure of infor-
mation, data
corruption

Reverse
engineer-
ing

Information
exchange

Design,
implementa-
tion

Probe,
read

Data Disclosure of
information

TABLE 2.8
Integrated business application client-side attacks.

update, entertainment, access to the third party applications (email, on-line
banking, etc.).

Automobile manufacturers look at these innovations, not just to provide
the most comfort to customers, but also to add revenue streams. GM is proud
to present its subscriber-based OnStar services: vehicle diagnostic checks, On-
Star Navigation, automatic notification of air bag deployment, hands-free call-
ing, etc. OnStar uses mobile phone networks and GPS for communication.
Similar services are offered by BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and LoJack.

Integration involves three entities, the client (vehicle) side, manufacturer’s
back-end network, and Internet Service Provider (ISP) in between. Sometimes,
a third party (on-line banking, email, etc.) is also involved. The security of
integrating business models entails securing all the entities involved. Attacks
can be launched from both vehicle side (Table 2.8) and non-vehicle side (Ta-
ble 2.9). Integration of business services into the automobile introduces the
following risks:

1. Attacker gains access to the business platform in vehicle.

2. Attacker gains access to vehicle system.

3. Attacker gains access to user data.
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Attack Tool Vulnerability Action Target Unauth. Re-
sult

Phish
and
Pharm

Info. ex-
change

Configuration Authent. Account Increased ac-
cess to data,
disclosure of
information

Malicious
code

Script or
program

Configuration,
design

Modify,
delete

Process,
data,
compo-
nent

Increased ac-
cess to data,
disclosure
of informa-
tion, data
corruption

Wireless
tapping,
eaves-
dropping

Data tap Design Read Data Disclosure of
information

TABLE 2.9
Integrated business application server-side attacks.

When an attacker accesses the business platform from the vehicle they
get normal client-level access to the back-end. The attacker can use this as a
stepping stone for other attacks on the server to increase their privilege level
on the business system. The attacker can gain client-level through phishing
and pharming attacks. They can also gain client-level access using malicious
code. Once the attacker is able to run arbitrary software on the business
platform in vehicle, then the attacker can take over embedded systems and
gain access to other vehicle systems. Depending on how cryptographic checks
are performed, the attacker may be able to send malicious code to other vehicle
systems. The user may also have personal or corporate data at risk, which may
be associated with the manufacturer or with third party applications such as
on-line banking. Tools that an attacker could use include malicious code, social
attacks, and wireless exploits.

Given the nature of the Internet, web access provides a path for malicious
content to execute on the client and attack the vehicle (e.g., Trojan horse
attack). Malicious content could originate from a man-in-the-middle attack or
from the intended third-party server. Malicious code attacks will not be quite
as likely if the vehicle platform is not based on the widely used Microsoft
Windows or Linux operating systems.

Eavesdropping and tampering can leverage wireless network vulnerabili-
ties to compromise the confidentiality and integrity of user messages. This is
slightly less worrisome as long as the user understands the risks and necessary
precautions to take when using wireless networks.
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Malicious
code

Social en-
gineering,
phish, and
pharm

Wireless
tampering,
eavesdrop-
ping

Client separation X X -
Content filtering X X -
VPN - - X

TABLE 2.10
Security measures for different attacks.

Security mechanisms can reduce these risks. They include content filtering,
client-side separation and trusted path, and network separation (VPN). A
mapping of security mechanisms to attacks is given in Table 2.10.

When discussing security mechanisms, consider users connecting directly
to third party applications through the ISP. This will require client-side secu-
rity mechanisms, including content filtering and application separation. Client-
side application separation includes data separation and the use of a trusted
path. Trusted paths should be implemented in a manner outside of the ap-
plication. Data separation provides a boundary between applications, so that
malicious code is limited to execution within a single domain. Data separation
involves either high assurance software development or machine virtualization.
The quality of data separation determines the level of security, and secure sep-
aration is highly desirable. Software or hardware virtualization is a potential
tool for maintaining safe separation. Since software analysis is more difficult
than hardware analysis, the level of reliability in software separation is less
than hardware separation. Also, software virtualization suffers from security
risks and performance degradation due to monitoring and translation over-
head. A benefit to software virtualization methods is that they do not require
special hardware.

None of these options reliably remove vulnerabilities from third party web-
sites. Session ID attacks, cross-site scripting attacks, social attacks, and other
common attacks may be present in third party applications. This analysis is
focused on protecting the system and preventing third party applications from
being less secure than they would otherwise be over a wired network.

2.11.5 Connected vehicle summary

Security for connected vehicles differs from the traditional view of automobile
security. We note that research to date has concentrated mainly on finding
flaws in existing implementations. Little has been done to find ways to avoid
creating flaws. Of the flaws found so far, many relate to either the use of
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FIGURE 2.13
Modified attack taxonomy.

non-standard cryptographic protocols or the use of insufficiently long crypto-
graphic keys. Current industry best practice is to rely on standardized crypto-
graphic algorithms, as they are the most thoroughly reviewed. There is little
excuse for using short cryptographic keys in the current environment.

We find that some columns in the taxonomy from [210] are not suited
to the automotive security domain. A modified taxonomy is shown in Fig-
ure 2.13. Spies and voyeurs are not expected to attack automotive systems,
nor is political gain a reasonable outcome from compromising the security of
a single automobile. Most attacks are to be expected from professional thieves
seeking financial gain.

The new computerized environment creates a natural tension between au-
tomobile enthusiasts and automobile manufacturers. Enthusiasts want to mod-
ify the manufacturer’s proprietary systems. Attempts to secure these systems
against modification provide incentives to hobbyists to break system security.
A similar dynamic exists in the game console market. It is worth noting that
the only console whose security has yet to be compromised is the console that
provides a Linux interface supporting hobbyist modifications [32]. Perhaps
automobile manufacturers should consider a similar strategy.

The sets of vulnerabilities and unauthorized results in Figure 2.13 vary
little from those in the original taxonomy [210]. We expect them to remain
unchanged for the long term.

On the other hand, we have not updated the sets of tools and actions in
Figure 2.13 for the opposite reason. The new automotive security environment
differs greatly from traditional systems. New attacks are to be expected, and it
is probably premature to enumerate them. For example, fuzzing sends random
packets at an embedded system hoping to find software flaws through trial
and error, and phlashing is fuzzing with the goal of permanently breaking an
embedded computer. These attacks did not exist when [210] was devised and
we expect many new classes of attacks to emerge for attacking automotive
and pervasive computing systems.
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2.12 Summary

This chapter provides an initial introduction into computer and network
security. There are a number of attributes that distinguish secure systems
from insecure systems, notably: confidentiality, authentication, integrity, non-
repudiation, access control, and availability. The definitions of many of these
attributes overlap. Except for availability, there are no quantitative measures
for these attributes. The following chapters deal with ways that we attempt
to maintain these security attributes and why we often fail miserably.

A major issue in security is social engineering. Attackers deceive indi-
viduals and take advantage of them. We describe the more common social
engineering attacks. In particular, spear-phishing is a powerful tool that is
very difficult to stop.

We described a number of security tools, including file-system authentica-
tion and authorization and auditing.

There are limitations to the security we provide. User interfaces are too
often ignored. It is difficult to translate mathematical and logical constructs
into an intuitive representation for use by non-experts. This problem is made
worse by the fundamental limitation pointed out by Thompson in [395]. Se-
curity decisions depend on information provided by software. If inputs are
wrong, the wrong decision will be made. In practice, some layers of the sys-
tem must be trusted. Security must always depend on a set of assumptions
that may not be valid.

Section 2.9 provides a structured definition of computer and network secu-
rity. We present an exhaustive discussion of vulnerabilities and attacks. The
taxonomy we provide is a useful tool for describing the problem domain. We
adapt this tool to mobile code and automotive systems. These classes of ap-
plications are increasingly important, since computer applications are moving
from desktops to clouds and embedded devices.

2.13 Problems

1. A common way to install spyware on a computer is to advertise the
malware as an anti-spyware tool. Which scam class does this belong
to and what are the scam factors that define it?

2. Describe the approach you would take to avoid having users install
spyware on their machine. How could you verify that your approach
was effective?

3. Is pharming a social engineering attack? Support your answer by
comparing it with phishing.
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4. Two-factor authentication systems use two of the three (knowledge,
possession, and identity) authentication factors to identify a user.
Describe an attack that is able to foil two-factor authentication.

5. Would the use of tattoos or subcutaneous RFID chips as authenti-
cation factors make a system significantly more secure?

6. Create a directed graph of the OASIS standards showing which
standards depend on other standards. Indicate where it is possible
that two standards have overlapping responsibilities.

7. Explain what Unix file access values 777, 700, 241, and 017 mean.

8. Count the number of computer passwords that you have (include
each webpage that requires you to have a registration password to
access their service). Explain why or why not it is reasonable to
assume that a person would be able to remember that number of
random sequences of digits, letters, and random characters.

9. Explain how the problem described in the On Trusting Trust [395]
could be removed from software development.

10. Pick eight information warfare threats and explain the vulnerability
that they exploit.

11. Describe the advanced persistent threats from Section 2.9.3 using
the taxonomy in Figure 2.4.

12. Describe at least one advanced persistent threat from Section 2.9.3
using the Case study in Section 2.10.

13. Rank the known attacks on automotive information technology sys-
tems by severity.

14. The smart grid concept uses computer technology to increase the
efficiency of our electric power distribution network. Which of the
attack taxonomies presented in this chapter is best suited to ex-
pressing threats to the power grid? Justify your answer.

15. Which would provide more anonymity: a system of 20 users all of
which are equally likely to have generated a message, or a system of
1,000 users where the originator of the message is 10 times as likely
to have generated the message?

16. There is debate as to whether or not anonymity should be permitted
on the Internet. List ten reasons why anonymity should be allowed
for information access. List ten reasons why anonymity should not
be allowed.

17. Explain the relationship between On Trusting Trust and side-
channel attacks.
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2.14 Glossary

419 scam: A class of fraud that requests money from the victim as a down-
payment on some future reward that never arrives.

Access control: Security attribute for limiting and controlling access to in-
formation.

ACL: Access control list.

Advanced persistent threat: Attack using multiple attack vectors over an
extended period of time.

Attack surface: The set of components potentially accessible by an attacker.

Authentication: Security attribute for correctly identifying the origin of
information, or the process of verifying user identity.

Authorization: Process of determining the access level a user should have
to an information asset.

Availability: Security attribute denoting that the system needs to be usable.
Availability also refers to the percent of time that a system can be used.

Byzantine generals problem: Refers to the ability to reach a correct de-
cision even when a subset of the available information is intentionally
deceptive.

CIA: Used to refer to the core security attributes: confidentiality, integrity,
and availability.

Click-fraud: Fraudulent collection of URL referral fees through the creation
of illegitimate web page accesses.

Cloning: Creating an exact copy of something. Frequently refers to credential
duplication.

Confidentiality: Security attribute for restricting access to authorized per-
sons.

Covert channel: Hidden communications between two machines in violation
of a security policy.

Denial of service: An attack that makes system resources unavailable to
legitimate users.

Distributed denial of service: A denial of service attack that is imple-
mented using multiple attackers.
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Engine immobilizer: Security device that electronically disables an auto-
mobile engine.

Fuzzing: Use of randomized data to discover system vulnerabilities.

Integrity: Security attribute for only allowing authorized people to change
information.

Kerberos: A widely used authentication system.

Key-logger: Surreptitious software that records keyboard inputs.

LDAP: Distributed directory system based on ITU X.500 standards.

Leet: Use of numbers and other alternate characters to represent similar
looking letters on-line.

Liveness: A system that is guaranteed to return to a known set of desirable
states.

Man in the middle: An attack where an intruder inserts themselves be-
tween two parties and masquerades as the other end of the connection.

Mule: An individual used for money laundering of illegal funds.

Non-repudiation: Security attribute for not letting parties deny the exis-
tence of a transaction.

Orwell: George Orwell wrote 1984 and Animal Farm. The novel 1984 de-
scribed a dystopia where individuals were constantly surveilled by a tele-
vision camera and told they were being watched. Those people have more
privacy than you.

PERMIS: An authorization system.

Pharming: Extracting personal information by using a malicious copy of
a legitimate website, typically involving a malicious modification of the
Internet addressing scheme.

Phishing: On-line attempt to extract personal identity information from
someone by masquerading as a legitimate organization, typically using
an email containing a malformed URL.

Phlashing: Attack where firmware is remotely rewritten in order to make it
unusable.

Principle of least privilege: Each process and user should only have the
access rights necessary for performing their role.

Reliability: The average time to a system failure. Related to availability.
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Replay: An attack where the intruder records network traffic that is resent
at a later time.

Safety: A system that does not allow a pre-defined set of errors to occur.

SAML: XML-based standard for exchanging authentication and authoriza-
tion information between security domains.

Scavenging: Inspecting freed storage space for data that have not been
erased.

Shibboleth: Middle-ware for authentication and authorization.

Side channel: Information leakage from a machine by environmental conse-
quences of program execution.

Sniffing: Inspecting Internet packets traversing the network.

Social engineering: Deception in order to receive information or access.

Spam: Unwanted email advertising.

Spamdexing: Modifying search engine rankings to lead people to webspam.

Spear-phishing: A phishing attack crafted for a specific target.

SPIM: Spam over instant messaging.

SPIT: Spam over Internet telephony.

Spoofing: Using false data.

Sybil: An attack where one entity pretends to be multiple entities.

Taxonomy: A structured way of classifying a domain.

Traffic analysis: Study of network traffic flows to infer information about
network usage.

Trojan: Programs designed to deceive the user by intentionally doing differ-
ent actions than they are supposed to.

umask: Unix command for setting default file access settings.

Virus: Program that reproduces by inserting copies of itself into other pro-
grams.

Webspam: Spam distribution through webpages.

Worm: Network process that reproduces by creating new versions of itself
on remote nodes.

XACML: XML-based language for expressing access control policies.
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X.509: ITU standard for public key infrastructure authorization and privi-
lege management.

XML Enc: Standard for encrypting XML documents.
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Chapter 3

Assessing Current 
Network Concerns

The number of reported incidents to the Computer Incident Advisory Capability
(CIAC)1 and the CERT2 Coordination Center has seen an increase each year
since its founding in 1988. This chapter examines current trends in network
incidents. As an individual charged with conducting a network vulnerability
assessment (NVA) within your own enterprise, you will quickly discover that
there are more possible problems or risks than you will have time to assess.
To improve your chances of being successful, it will be necessary to identify
which risks concern your enterprise most and then concentrate on them.

This chapter examines some current network concerns and provides a brief
discussion on how to minimize their impact on your organization. The chapter
then reviews two checklists that can be used as examples to help ensure that
important concerns are addressed. As with all checklists, I must caution you that
they are only a starting point. All too often, individuals employing checklists
complete the items identified and assume that they have completed the task.
Checklists are only starting points in a complete review process. Use them as
reminders of items to look for but keep an open mind for additional risk or threats.

Making a quantitative determination of the value of the information and
resources you need to protect is a first step in developing a comprehensive
information security plan. This determination can allow you to address areas
of greatest concern first and then look to lesser concerns as time and budget
permit. A balance between the budget available for protecting your network
and the value of that which is to be protected is what we seek.

Specific aspects of a network vulnerability assessment (NVA) include:

� An analysis of the physical topology and architecture of the network
� A critique of UNIX, which versions and revisions are part of the network

1 http://www.CIAC.org
2 http://www.CERT.org
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� A survey of network protocols being used on the network and their current
uses

� An investigation into WAN (Wide Area Network) connections; do you have
one?

� An examination of data and information available over the WAN link
� An inspection of the authentication process used to access network

resources
� An analysis of the nature and sensitivity of the data residing on systems

connected to the main network backbone
� An examination of dial-up points-of-entry into the network
� A critique of policies in place to protect information from unauthorized

access, modification, disclosure, and destruction
� An analysis of access granting authority and the process
� A critique of the system administration responsibilities

Network Vulnerability Assessment Timeline
A typical NVA might take as long as 12 weeks, especially if you are attempting
to complete the task while maintaining your current responsibilities (see Exhibit
1). This process should result in an extensive report detailing points of weakness
found in the network with respect to data and resource vulnerabilities.

Recommendations made should address:

� Policy and procedure modifications
� Architecture and topology changes
� Possible security hardware (firewalls, switches, physical separation of sub-

nets) and software (encryption, remote access controls, single sign-on,
authentication) implementation recommendations

Exhibit 1. Network Vulnerability Assessment Timeline

2 4 6 8 10 12

Visit

Phase
I

Phase
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Phase
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Phase
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Planning

Analysis

Draft Report

Final Report
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Network Vulnerability Assessment Team (NVAT)
When assembling a team to assist in the tasks of an NVA, it is important to
ensure that each of the various infrastructure support areas is either an active
member of the team or a support member. NVA team members should include
representatives from:

� Information protection
� Operations
� Telecommunications
� Systems support
� Network management
� Desktop deployment
� Account administration
� Auditing

The task of an NVA crosses departmental lines and therefore should not
be viewed as an information-technology-only process. To be successful, the
NVA team should include other departments and business units that can be
used as support members. Support NVA team members should include rep-
resentatives from the following areas:

� Physical security
� Facilities management
� Human resources
� Legal

It will be necessary to ensure that the team membership meets the needs
of the assessment scope (see Chapter 2, Project Scoping). To be successful,
it will be necessary to ensure that political as well as technical members are
part of the team. There may be an employee or two at your work site who
has the ear of management and takes offense if his or her input is not included
in any task that appears to be as important as a vulnerability assessment.
Make certain that any person who can torpedo the findings is part of the
team. It will be more difficult for such people to attack the results if they are
part of the assessment team.

Threats to Computer Systems
Computer systems are vulnerable to many threats that can inflict various types
of damage and result in significant losses. Damage can range from minor
errors that impact database integrity to fires that destroy entire computer
centers. Losses can stem from the actions of supposedly trusted employees
to defraud the system, to outside hackers roaming freely through the Internet.
The exact extent of computer-related losses is unknowable; many losses are
never discovered and others are covered up to avoid unfavorable publicity.
The Computer Security Institute (CSI)1 and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
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(FBI) publish an annual report on computer crime. While not the complete
picture, this report provides NVA teams with a starting point to begin their
assessments. A sample of the recent 2002 report includes the following
information:

Based on responses from 503 computer security practitioners in U.S.
corporations, government agencies, financial institutions, medical insti-
tutions, and universities, the findings of the “2002 Computer Crime and
Security Survey” confirm that the threat from computer crime and other
information security breaches continues unabated and that the financial
toll is mounting.

Highlights of the “2002 Computer Crime and Security Survey” include:
Ninety percent of respondents (primarily large corporations and gov-

ernment agencies) detected computer security breaches within the
past 12 months.

Eighty percent acknowledged financial losses due to computer
breaches.

Forty-four percent (223 respondents) were willing and able to quantify
their financial losses. These 223 respondents reported $455,848,000
in financial losses.

As in previous years, the most serious financial losses occurred through
theft of proprietary information (26 respondents reported
$170,827,000) and financial fraud (25 respondents reported
$115,753,000).

For the fifth year in a row, more respondents (74 percent) cited their
Internet connection as a frequent point of attack than cited their
internal systems as a frequent point of attack (33 percent).

Thirty-four percent reported the intrusions to law enforcement. (In 1996,
only 16 percent acknowledged reporting intrusions to law enforcement.)

Respondents detected a wide range of attacks and abuses. Some exam-
ples of attacks and abuses include:

Forty percent detected system penetration from the outside.
Forty percent detected denial-of-service attacks.
Seventy-eight percent detected employee abuse of Internet access priv-

ileges (e.g., downloading pornography or pirated software, or inap-
propriate use of e-mail systems).

Eighty-five percent detected computer viruses.

For the fourth year, we asked some questions about electronic com-
merce over the Internet. The results revealed that:

Ninety-eight percent of respondents have WWW sites.
Fifty-two percent conduct electronic commerce on their sites.
Thirty-eight percent suffered unauthorized access or misuse on their

Web sites within the past 12 months; twenty-one percent said that
they did not know if there had been unauthorized access or misuse.
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Twenty-five percent of those acknowledging attacks reported from two
to five incidents; thirty-nine percent reported ten or more incidents.

Seventy percent of those attacked reported vandalism (only 64 percent
in 2000).

Fifty-five percent reported denial of service (only 60 percent in 2000).
Twelve percent reported theft of transaction information.
Six percent reported financial fraud (only 3 percent in 2000).2

Other Concerns
In addition to the published report discussed above, there are other sources
we can examine to identify threats to computer systems. We will do this by
giving a broad picture of the threat environment in which systems are currently
operated. An overview of many of today’s common threats is useful to
organizations studying their own threat environments with a view toward
developing solutions specific to their organization.

A wide variety of threats face today’s computer systems and the information
they process. To control the risks of operating an information system, managers
and users must know the vulnerabilities of the system and the threats that
might exploit them. Knowledge of the threat environment allows management
to implement the most cost-effective security measures. In some cases, man-
agers may find it most cost-effective to simply tolerate the expected losses.

Computer Viruses

Currently, the more common, more ambitious, and more sophisticated attacks
are coming from a new crop of virus specialists who have been sending out
new viruses at an alarming rate. Nimda, a mass-mailing worm with an
attachment entitled “readme.exe.” Anna Kournikova, written by a 20-year-old
Dutchman who did it to prove that it was simple to make a virus and that
companies would be vulnerable to it. The Code Red worm has caused $1.2
billion in damage to networks and the I Love You virus infected more than
15 million computers.

The number of corporations infected by viruses this year (2002) has risen
by 20 percent (ICSA.net) and typical losses cost between $100K to $1 million
annually. Nearly 40 percent of companies report having data loss due to
viruses. A study released by the Omni Consulting Group of 3000 businesses
worldwide reported that security invasions cost companies between 5 and 7
percent of their annual revenue.

Computer Hackers

According to “The Jargon File” (AKA, _The New Hacker’s Dictionary) the
hacker mind-set is not confined to this software-hacker culture. There are
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people who apply the hacker attitude to other things, such as electronics or
music; actually, you can find it at the highest levels of any science or art.
Software hackers recognize these kindred spirits elsewhere and may call them
“hackers” too — and some claim that the hacker nature is really independent
of the particular medium in which the hacker works.

There is another group of people who loudly call themselves hackers, but
are not. These are people (mainly adolescent males) who get a kick out of
breaking into computers and phreaking the phone system. Real hackers call
these people “crackers” and want nothing to do with them. Real hackers
mostly think crackers are lazy, irresponsible, and not very bright, and object
that being able to break security does not make you a hacker any more than
being able to hot-wire cars makes you an automotive engineer. Unfortunately,
many journalists and writers have been fooled into using the word “hacker”
to describe crackers; this irritates real hackers to no end.

Two Russians were indicted on computer-crime charges stemming from
a rash of intrusions into the networks of banks, Internet service pro-
viders, and other companies. Federal authorities say they also found
evidence that the two intended to create a Web page made to resemble
the site of online cash-transfer service PayPal to nab credit card numbers
from more victims.

Hackers force some banks to cancel VISA debit cards. The online
merchant customer database had been hacked and one bank had over
3000 customers impacted.

A well-known Web site that tracks defacements on other sites by hackers
PoizonBox was itself defaced yesterday by a hacker going under the
name of ThePike. Alldas.de is one of a shrinking number of sites that
track a growing number of defacements. At the end of May a similar
site, called Attrition.org, said it would stop tracking Web site deface-
ments because the volunteer staff can no longer keep up with the
volume.

Denial-of-Service Attacks

A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) is characterized by an explicit attempt
by attackers to prevent legitimate users of a service from using that service.
Examples include attempts to:

� “Flood” a network, thereby preventing legitimate network traffic
� Disrupt connections between two machines, thereby preventing access to

a service
� Prevent a particular individual from accessing a service
� Disrupt service to a specific system or person
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Not all service outages — even those that result from malicious activity —
are necessarily DoS attacks. Other types of attack include a denial-of-service
as a component, but the denial-of-service may be part of a larger attack.
Illegitimate use of resources may also result in a denial-of-service. For example,
an intruder might use your anonymous FTP area as a place to store illegal
copies of commercial software, consuming disk space and generating network
traffic:

� Animal activists targeted the Web site of a U.S. investment bank that saved
a controversial drug-testing company from liquidation. They used a hacking
tool called Floodnet that sent download requests, making it too busy for
other use.

� A former network administrator for a U.S. District Court launched a DoS
attack against that Court’s Web site to prove to officials how vulnerable it
was.

� BidBay, a California-based online auction site, was put out of business for
hours by hackers. The attack occurred when thousands of new registered
users were being welcomed.

E-Mail Mistakes

E-mail is an easy and immediate way of communicating with almost anyone,
from business associates to friends, to people we have not even met. And it
is growing in use. Studies show that two thirds of U.S. workers have access
to e-mail at work, and they use it more than any other form of communication.
In general, about 110 million Americans have e-mail, and the average e-mail
user has more than one mailbox, according to Eric Arnum, editor of Messaging
Online, an electronic publication covering e-mail issues. By his best guess,
between 100 and 700 billion e-mails are sent in this country each year. But
as e-mails increase, so do e-mail errors. Among the gaffes that have made the
news:

� Paul Chung, a recently hired associate at Carlyle Group in its office in
Seoul, South Korea, was forced to resign after boasting about his sexual
exploits and new lavish lifestyle in an e-mail message to his buddies in
New York. Unfortunately for Chung, a 24-year-old Princeton graduate who
had moved to Seoul only three days earlier to start his job, the message
was forwarded and passed around to thousands on Wall Street and wound
up being forwarded to his bosses at Carlyle Group, a private equity firm.
Chung was given the option of resigning or being dismissed, a Carlyle
executive said.

� District of Columbia police were caught sending racist, vulgar, and
homophobic messages via patrol car computers.

� Dow Chemical Co. fired 50 employees and disciplined 200 others after an
e-mail investigation turned up hard-core pornography and violent subject
matter on company systems.
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Disgruntled Employees

Rich Brewer of International Data Corp. (IDC) commented during Directions
’99 that “the perception is that most hack attacks come from political activities
and professional industrial thieves, but the reality is that approximately
70 percent of attacks come from within a company. Most security breaches
are committed through a bunch of holes, enabling hackers to steal assets and,
more important, ideas.”

“Hackers are benefiting from a company’s silence,” Brewer said, adding that
“according to the FBI, fewer than 3 percent of hack attacks were detected last
year, and out of those, fewer than 1 percent were reported to the FBI.” To defend
against hack attacks, “products alone can’t save” companies. Companies will
have to look at all options: security consulting and implementation; managed
firewalls; an intrusion, detection, and response operation; and hacker insurance.

� In 1998, a disgruntled programmer at defense contractor Omega Engineer-
ing Corp. set off a digital bomb, destroying $10 million in data.

� A temporary employee working as a computer technician at Forbes Mag-
azine was charged with crashing the company’s network and causing more
than $100,000 in damage.

Industrial Spying

The gathering of competitive business intelligence is now considerably easier
and more effective because of the Internet. Clues to competitors’ intellectual
property development and strategic plans have grown so accessible that
management might fear repercussions from shareholders for not gathering
such material. It is very easy to gather such information from private-sector
and government Web sites, news groups, chat rooms, and other quite public
gathering spots of the information age. It is so easy that it is almost criminal.

� Recently, the European Union warned that the Russian secret service is
committed to stealing technology.

� According to the Futures Group, some 60 percent of companies have
organized systems for collecting information on rivals.

Additional Threats
To successfully identify possible threats, there are a number of services that
can provide current threat information and possible solutions. The contacts
most commonly used include:

� Vendors
� CERT Coordination Center (www.cert.org/advisories)
� Computer Incident Advisory Capability (CIAC)
� Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS Pub) 

(www.itl.nist.gov/fipspub)
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� National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) publications
� Generally Accepted System Security Principles (GASSP)
� British Standard (BS) 7799
� International Standard for Information Security (ISO 17799)
� Global Information Assurance Certification (GIAC) (www.giac.org) by the

SANS Institute

Some additional threats identified by these organizations include:

� Firewall and system probing. Hackers are using sophisticated, automated
tools to scan for the vulnerabilities of a company’s corporate firewall and
systems behind the firewall. These hacker tools have proved quite effective,
with the average computer scan taking less than three minutes to identify
and compromise security.
– Safeguard/control. Companies can prevent this by ensuring that their

systems sit behind a network firewall, and any services available through
this firewall are carefully monitored for potential security exposures.

� Network file systems (NFS) application attacks. Hackers attempt to exploit
well-known vulnerabilities in the NFS application that is used to share files
between systems. These attacks, usually through network firewalls, can
result in compromised administrator access.
– Safeguard/control. To combat this, ensure that systems do not allow

NFS through the firewall, and enable NFS protections to restrict access
to files.

� Vendor default password attacks. Systems of all types come with vendor-
installed user names and passwords. Hackers are well educated on these
default user names and passwords, and use these accounts to gain unau-
thorized administrative access to systems.
– Safeguard/control. Protect systems by ensuring that all vendor pass-

words have been changed.
� Spoofing, sniffing, fragmentation, and splicing attacks. Recently, computer

hackers have been using sophisticated techniques and tools at their disposal
to identify and expose vulnerabilities on Internet networks. These tools
and techniques can be used to capture user names and passwords, as well
as compromise trusted systems through the firewall.
– Safeguard/control. To protect systems from this type of attack, check

with computer and firewall vendors to identify possible security pre-
cautions.

� Social engineering attacks. Hackers will attempt to gain sensitive or con-
fidential information from companies by placing calls to employees and
pretending to be another employee. These types of attacks can be effective
in gaining user names and passwords as well as other sensitive information.
– Safeguard/control. Train employees to use a “call-back” procedure to

verify the distribution of any sensitive information over the phone.
� Prefix scanning. Computer hackers will be scanning company telephone

numbers, looking for modem lines that they can use to gain access to
internal systems. These modem lines bypass network firewalls and usually
bypass most security policies. These “backdoors” can easily be used to
compromise internal systems.
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– Safeguard/control. Protect against this intrusion by ensuring that
modems are protected from brute-force attacks. Place these modems
behind firewalls, make use of one-time passwords, or have these
modems disabled.

� Trojan horses. Hackers will install “backdoor” or “Trojan horse” programs
on business computer systems, allowing for unrestricted access to internal
systems, which will bypass security monitoring and auditing policies.
– Safeguard/control. Conduct regular security analysis audits to identify

potential security vulnerabilities and security exposures.
� Threats to personal privacy. The accumulation of vast amounts of electronic

information about individuals by the government, credit bureaus, and
private companies, combined with the ability of computers to monitor,
process, aggregate, and record information about individuals, have created
a very real threat to individual privacy. The possibility that all this infor-
mation and technology could be linked together has loomed as a specter
of the modern information age. This phenomenon is known as “big
brother.”

Prioritizing Risks and Threats
Once the possible threats have been identified, it is necessary to prioritize
those risks so that the NVA can focus on those of highest concern. To
accomplish this task as quickly as possible, it is necessary to assemble a team
of interested employees. This team will determine the probability that the
identified risk might occur and what its impact would be if it did occur.

It is necessary to define what probability and impact mean so that the
team can use common criteria for assessment. Over the past ten years, the
following definitions have become a mainstay in the risk analysis process that
we use. These terms have been adopted and modified to meet each organi-
zation’s specific needs. You will have to do the same. Use the nine-box square
shown in Exhibit 2 to help establish the priority.

The definitions of probability and impact are as follows:

� Impact:  a measure of the magnitude of loss or harm on the value of an asset
– Low impact: when the business objective or mission of enterprise is

not significantly affected
– Medium impact: when the event is limited to a business objective or

a business unit is affected
– High impact: when the entire business or mission of the enterprise is

affected
� Probability: the chance that an event will occur or that a specific loss value

will be incurred should the event occur
– Low probability: highly unlikely that the risk will occur during the next

year
– Medium probability: possible that the risk will occur during the next year
– High probability: very likely that the risk will occur within the next year
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The NVA will concentrate on those items prioritized as a level 6 or higher.
If there is time and additional resources available after the high-priority items
have been addressed, then the team can look at priority items 4 and 5.

Other Considerations
The primary objective of human resource management is to make the most
effective use of the people involved with the project. Activities included are
planning the organizational structure of the project, acquiring staff, and devel-
oping team members. The resources necessary to carry out the project and to
ensure its success should be clearly defined and documented in terms of their
roles and responsibilities. Reporting relationships can also be documented, if
necessary. Each person in the project should understand his or her responsibilities
and should have the time available to carry out those responsibilities.

Today’s computer systems, linked by national and global networks, face a
variety of threats that can result in significant financial and information losses.
Threats vary considerably, from threats to data integrity resulting from unin-
tentional errors and omissions, to threats to system availability from malicious
hackers attempting to crash a system. An understanding of the types of threats
in today’s computing environment can assist a security manager in selecting
appropriate cost-effective controls to protect valuable information resources.

Assessment of the network involves systematic consideration of:

� The business harm likely to result from a significant breach of network
security (taking into account the consequences of failures of information
confidentiality, integrity, and availability)

� The realistic likelihood of such a breach occurring in light of prevailing
threats and existing controls

Assessment of these two aspects of risk depends on the following factors:

� The nature of the business information and systems
� The business purpose for which the information is used
� The environment in which the system is used and operated
� The protection provided by the controls

Exhibit 2. Network Security Concerns Priority Matrix

Impact to the Organization/Network

Low Medium High

Pr
ob

ab
ili

ty Low 1 4 7

Medium 2 5 8

High 3 6 9
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The NVA might identify exceptional business security risks requiring stron-
ger controls that are additional to the recommendations given in enterprise
standards. Additional controls will need to be justified on the basis of the
conclusions of the security assessment.

Checklists
To a large extent, the need for concern regarding information security is
independent of the size of the organization’s network. The object of an NVA
is not to find the 100-percent security solution; that is not a viable option.
We must look to find ways to level risks to network usage to an acceptable
range. For years, organizations have worked to secure access to the technology
centers that process the organization’s information. To that end, there has
been a decidedly positive outcome. However, once the information is trans-
mitted out of the technology center to where the employees are, then the
controls and safeguards begin to become suspect.

Public telecommunication networks, which handle a tremendous amount
of traffic, are not secure. The Internet was not designed to be a secure
mechanism for the transmission of confidential information. The confidentiality
and integrity of the information carried over this medium is not assured.
Microwave communications and other technological advances, such as satel-
lites, fax machines, videoconferencing, and cellular communications, are also
susceptible to control breaches.

Current thinking about protection suggests that all communication controls
are subsets of information protection. Effective control measures are a balance
of technology and personnel management. Network control is the protection
resulting from application of specific technical controls, as well as physical
security measures to protect all elements of the transmission and connection
process.

These measures are taken to deny unauthorized persons information of
value that might be derived from the possession and study of portions of
information available from numerous sources throughout the enterprise. There-
fore, network controls must extend beyond the user of unique userids and
confidential passwords.

As previously discussed, control needs differ for each organization. Sooner
or later, most organizations will have to identify control issues for their
environment. By establishing a standard set of control elements and using
them as a starting-point checklist, the NVA can assess the level of readiness
for a network review.

To establish your unique checklist, use the ones included in this book, but
also set aside a two-hour meeting of the infrastructure support departments,
audit, and some user representatives; brainstorm additional items; and review
and edit the ones provided in this book.
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Three checklists are provided in Appendix A:

1. ISO 17799 Self-Assessment Questionnaire
2. Network Vulnerability Assessment Checklist
3. Window NT Server 4.03

When developing your checklist, it might be helpful to establish categories
to review. In ISO 17799, the Communications and Operations Management
section 8.5, Network Management, identifies “network controls” and a topic
to be covered. Section 9, Access Controls, is subdivided into 9.4, Network
Access Controls; 9.7, Event Monitoring; and 9.8, Mobile Computing and Tele-
working (Telecommuting). Use these as a starting point for categories or use
the following:

� Environmental hazards
� Power supplies
� Cabling security
� Equipment maintenance
� Off-premises equipment security
� Disposal of equipment

Summary
To be successful, the NVA team must identify what network security concerns
have the highest priority. This allows the team to focus on those threats and
risks that can cause the enterprise the most damage. Understanding that the
security concerns include personnel and physical as well as technical issues
will ensure the most comprehensive assessment prospect.

Establishing a team that represents the enterprise also adds to the credit-
ability of the assessment results. Using enterprise personnel will ensure that
those individuals with the most intimate knowledge of how the network works
and how it is supposed to work will have input into the report. Be sure to
include representatives from the user community. Some of the best and most
knowledgeable network users come from the business units.

Use all of the resources available to plot what threats will be addressed. Do
your research to gather significant issues and then prioritize these risks based
on probability of occurrence and impact to the enterprise or network. Concentrate
on those issues that will bring the biggest impact to your organization. Use your
team to identify additional items and measure their specific impact.

Developing a checklist will assist the NVA team in ensuring that basic
security controls are examined. Do not just use the checklist. Listen and ask
questions, and be ready to include additional information into the examination
process.
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An NVA can take a considerable amount of time to complete. Divide the
total mission into manageable chunks and then begin the process. Complete
one phase before moving on to the next. Be sure to get support from the
infrastructure groups; this will make the task easier. Remember that it is not
your NVA; it is the NVA of the organization.

Notes
1. The Computer Security Institute (CSI) is the world’s leading membership organiza-

tion specifically dedicated to serving and training the information, computer, and
network security professional. Since 1974, the CSI has been providing education
and aggressively advocating the critical importance of protecting information assets.
The CSI sponsors two conference and exhibitions each year (NetSec in June and
the CSI Annual in November), as well as seminars on encryption, intrusion man-
agement, the Internet, firewalls, awareness, Windows, and more. CSI membership
benefits include the ALERT newsletter, the quarterly Journal, and the Buyers Guide.

2. The Computer Crime and Security Survey is available for no charge from the CSI
by accessing its Web site at www.gocsi.com.

3. Window NT Server 4.0 was developed by Bob Cartwright, CISSP, of ESAAG,
Concord, Calfornia, and is presented here with his permission.
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Chapter 17

Mobile Platform Security

People are increasingly relying on mobile devices to perform the majority of their daily tasks, 
leading many attackers to focus their efforts on mobile operating systems within the top-tier 
markets. Android has about 50% of that market, whereas Microsoft has 23% and Apple iOS has 
21%. While these are different operating systems, the attack vectors to which they are vulnerable 
are quite similar. Nearly all smartphones allow the installation of externally supplied applications 
(apps). These apps, once downloaded to the phone, are the linked to messaging services capable 
of launching many forms of remote media. Many of the vulnerabilities associated with mobile 
devices were previously associated with non-mobile desktops, laptops, and tablets. The following 
summarizes three of these mobile platforms.

Comparison of Mobile Platforms
Many companies will carefully evaluate the security risks across mobile platforms to determine 
what may be the best fit for their company-sponsored mobile device deployment (if a bring-your-
own-device [BYOD] policy is not implemented). In this case, an evaluation of the company’s 
“security model” should be performed. Security needs to be implemented and viewed as a whole, 
which is why it is best represented as a model or architecture.

The Apple iPhone iOS operating system is based on the Objective-C programming language
and separates its platform into four key areas. Apple has a highly regulated app-development envi-
ronment as compared with the Android and Windows platforms. All Apple devices have built-in 
hardware encryption, remote wiping, and a protocol stack that is current with the latest secure 
transmission standards. The area most at risk is the ability to download from an external source 
and install user apps. When apps are installed, they are “sandboxed” into their own separate 
environment and are unable to access other areas of the system. When an app is created and then 
distributed to and made available from, or “published,” by the app store and compiled using the 
Xcode platform, it must be signed using a certificate that can only be granted by Apple. Figure 17.1 
illustrates how the sandbox isolation works.
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Apple iOS Operating System

At the highest level, iOS acts as an intermediary between the hardware and apps you have on your 
phone. Apps talk through a set of defined system interfaces. This allows apps to work consistently 
on devices that have different hardware capabilities. The iOS technology can be viewed as a set of 
layers, which are shown in Figure 17.2. The OS is implemented in C and Objective-C.

Core OS Layer

The core OS layer (the bottom layer) contains low-level features on which most technologies are
built. Some examples include explicitly dealing with security or communicating with an external
hardware accessory.

Core Services Layer

The core services layer (one of the middle layers) contains fundamental services for apps. The key
services are the core foundation frameworks, which define the basic types that all apps use. This
layer also contains individual technologies to support features including iCloud, social media, and

MyApp.app

Application sandbox

Application sandbox

Application sandbox

App

App
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Temporary

App App
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Figure 17.1 How sandbox isolation works.
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Figure 17.2 The Apple iOS layers.
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networking. It also includes SQLite, which allows you to embed a lightweight Structured Query 
Language (SQL) database into your app without running a separate remote database server pro-
cess. This layer also includes POSIX threats and UNIX sockets.

Media Layer

This layer (the upper middle layer) contains graphics, audio, and video that you would use to
implement multimedia experiences in your apps. This layer makes it easy to build apps that look
and sound ideal.

Cocoa Touch Layer

The Cocoa Touch layer (the top layer) contains key frameworks for building iOS apps. These frame-
works define the appearance of your app. They also provide the basic app infrastructure and support
for key components such as multitasking, touch-based input, push notifications, and other services.

Development of iOS Applications
The development of iOS apps is done in Objective-C using Apple SDK or Xcode (Figure 17.3).

Apple iOS Security

Apple has four primary security focuses: system, data, app, and network security.
Apple uses touch ID and passcodes to protect a phone’s information. Users are encouraged to 

use strong passcodes, and to have both an expiration and maximum number of fail attempts. For 
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Figure 17.3 Apple iOS app development.
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data security, it provides hardware encryption, remote and local wiping of your data, encrypted 
configuration profiles, and encrypted iTunes backups. For security, it keeps current accepted net-
work security protocols, such as Internet Protocol Security (IPSec), Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol 
(L2TP), pocket transport network (PTN), and virtual private network (VPN). PTNs are fre-
quently associated with MPLS networks. Secure Socket Layer (SSL) VPN is available via app store 
apps, SSL/Transport Layer Security (TLS) with X.509 certificates, and Wi-Fi Protected Access 
(WPA)/WPA 2 Enterprise with 802.1x.

Android Mobile Smartphone
As with Apple’s iOS operating system, the Android phone is based on a Linux operating system 
kernel (which was derived from the standard historical UNIX kernel). The Android programming 
is in the C language (similar to Apple’s Objective-C language utilization). When apps are down-
loaded, installed, and run, they are executed by the Java platform.

In comparison to Apple iOS, Android apps can be “self-signed,” whereby the individual user 
is in complete control of what apps are installed. This is a point of vulnerability due to the wide-
spread use of Android and limited education concerning the potential security risks associated 
with downloaded apps. Even app stores for the Android marketplace may unknowingly distribute 
malicious software.

Android has a similar approach to the app containment methods used by Apple iOS. Android 
runs each app on the device as its own user with its own permission and restrictions. Each of 
these apps runs in a mini virtual machine provided by Dalvik, much like Apple’s sandbox. If one 
app wants to access resources from another, they must communicate through the “inents” app 
framework.

Android Security Model
The Android Platform Outline-Android is built on the Linux kernel and is currently developed 
by Google. The other layers include libraries, app frameworks, and apps. Android is open-source 
software and is written with C with a Java platform for running apps (Figure 17.4).

Because Android is open source, this allows for a vast amount of apps to be developed 
by third parties, which enhance your mobile capabilities but also can expose your phone to 
self-signed apps (uncertified) or permit actions on installation. When malware is downloaded 
in the form of an unsecure app, the malware app escalates from being a remote exploit out-
side the device to being installed inside the device and now having privilege escalation status 
on the device. Under privileged escalation, a bug—or merely a design flaw or configuration 
oversight in an operating system or software app—can be exploited to gain elevated access to 
resources that are normally protected from an app or user. The malware app, once downloaded 
and installed on the mobile device, then gains a privileged status for exploitation of the user’s 
device’s facilities.

The shift has then moved from being a remote external potential exploit to having privilege 
escalation status on the mobile device. This privilege escalation is essentially the exploitation of 
an installed bug, or of a design flaw or configuration oversight in an operating system or software 
app, which is used to gain elevated access to resources that are normally protected from other apps 
or users.
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Security Features
One of the key features in an Android phone is that it uses a multiuser Linux operating system. 
In other words, each app normally runs as a different user, preventing them from having access to 
one another. Communications between apps may share the same Linux user ID. If they do, they 
can access files from each other. Another key feature of an Android phone, although not specifi-
cally a security feature, is its battery life. Both Android designers and application developers have 
attempted to extend battery life by employing power conservation methods. Apps store state so 
they can be stopped (to save power) and restarted for power conservation purposes.

Figure 17.5 shows a chart of the app development process.

App Development Concepts
The five key components to consider when developing an app are activity, service, intents, con-
tent provider, and broadcast receiver. Activity refers to a one-user task. An example would be 
scrolling through your inbox. An e-mail client comprises many activities. Service refers to a Java 
daemon that runs in the background. An example would be an app that streams an MP3 in the 
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background. Intents are an asynchronous messaging system. When you fire intent, you switch 
from one activity to another. An example would be an e-mail app that has an inbox, compose 
activity, viewer activity, and so on. When the user clicks on the inbox entry, an intent is fired to the 
viewer activity, which then allows the user to view the e-mail. A content provider looks at where 
and how to store and share data using a relational database interface, and a broadcast receiver looks 
at “mailboxes” for messages from other apps.

Exploit Prevention

There are hundreds of libraries and over 500 million lines of new code with those libraries. The 
goal of mobile security is to prevent remote attacks and privilege escalation. One large defense is 
the app sandbox. A sandbox is a security mechanism for separating running programs. This pro-
vides central processing unit (CPU) and memory protection (Figure 17.6).

Layers of Security

Each app executes as its own user identity. Android middleware has a reference monitor that medi-
ates the establishment of intercomponent communication (ICC). Applications (apps) announce 
permission requirements that create a whitelist model giving users grant access.
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Java Sandbox
The Java sandbox is a security measure in the Java development environment. When a browser 
requests a web page with applets (a program designed to be executed from within another app), 
the applets are sent automatically and can be executed as soon as the page arrives in the browser. 
If the applet is allowed unlimited access to the memory and operating system resources, it can 
be harmful in the hands of an attacker. The sandbox creates an environment in which there are 
strict limitations on what system resources the applet can request or access. Sandboxes are used 
when executable code comes from unknown or untrusted sources, and they allow the user to run 
untrusted code safely.

The Java sandbox relies on a three-tiered defense. If any one of these three elements fails, the 
security model is completely compromised and vulnerable to attack. These three elements are

 ◾ Byte code verifier
– This is one way that Java automatically checks untrusted outside code before it is allowed 

to run. When a Java source program is compiled, it  only compiles down to the platform-
independent Java byte code, which is verified before it can run. This helps to establish a 
base set of security guarantees.

 ◾ Applet class loader
– All Java objects belong to classes, and the applet class loader determines when and how 

an applet can add classes to running Java environment. The applet class loader ensures 
that important elements of the Java run-time environment are not replaced by code that 
an applet tries to install.
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Figure 17.6 The Android app model.
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 ◾ Security manager
– The security manager is consulted by code in the Java library whenever a dangerous 

operation is about to be carried out. The security manager has the option to veto the 
operation by generating a security exception.

Apple iOS versus Android Operating System Comparisons
Below is a list of comparisons between the Android and Apple iOS operating systems.

App approval process: Android apps are downloaded from an open app store, while Apple iOS 
apps are downloaded from a vendor-controlled store of vetted apps.

App permissions: Android permissions are based on an install-time manifest, while all Apple 
iOS apps have the same prespecified set of sandbox privileges.

App programming language: Android apps are typically written in Java with no buffer flow, 
while Apple iOS apps are typically written in Objective-C.

Windows Mobile Models 7 and 8 Devices
Windows Mobile devices have been on the market far longer than either Android- or Apple iOS-
based devices. Furthermore, the Windows security model is far simpler and more streamlined 
than its competitors, especially for the Windows Mobile 8 operating system. Figures 17.7 and 17.8 
show the Model 7 and Model 8 security models.

Microsoft describes its “isolation” boundaries as “chambers,” but its isolation techniques are 
similar to that of its competitors. Each chamber has a preset amount of permissions and process 
capabilities. Memory data is completely isolated, and there is no direct communication between 
apps; such communication must go through cloud-based services. When an app is switched, the 
app is entirely shut down, which differs from the way Apple’s iOS operates.
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Figure 17.7 Windows 7 phone security.
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Windows Phone OS 7.0 Security Model

The Windows security model has the principles of isolation and least privilege. Each app runs its 
own isolated chamber. Each chamber provides a security and isolation boundary and is defined 
and implemented using a policy system. The security policy of a chamber is that it specifies the 
operating system capabilities that processes in that chamber can access. The isolated chamber 
cannot access the memory or data of other apps, including keyboard cache. No communication 
channels are permitted between apps, except through the cloud. Non-Microsoft apps that are dis-
tributed via the marketplace are stopped in the background. In other words, when a user switches 
apps, the previous app is shut down. The reason for this is that apps cannot use critical resources 
or communicate with Internet-based services while the user is not using the app.

There are four chamber types. Three types have fixed permission sets, while the fourth is capa-
bilities driven. Apps that are designed to run in the fourth chamber type have capability require-
ments that are honored at installation and at run time. Apps that are designated to run in the 
fourth chamber type have capability requirements that are honored at installation and at run time.

The four chamber types are as follows:

Chamber 1, the trusted computing base (TCB), has unrestricted access to most resources and can 
modify policy and enforce the security model. The kernel and kernel-mode drivers run in 
the TCB. Minimizing the amount of software that runs in the TCB is essential for minimiz-
ing attack surfaces in the Windows Phone 7 and 8.

Chamber 2, the elevated rights chamber (ERC), can access all resources except the security 
policy. It is intended for services and user-mode drivers.

Chamber 3, the standard rights chamber (SRC), is the default for preinstalled apps that do not 
provide device-wide services.

Chamber 4, the least privileged chamber (LPC), is the default for all non-Microsoft apps and is 
configured using capabilities.

The overall goal of isolation and chambers is to give apps the least amount of privilege as pos-
sible. The app should get the amount it needs but no more. Developers use the capability detection 
tool to create the capability list. The capability list is included in the app manifest. Capabilities 
are resources associated with user privacy, security, cost, or business concerns. Each app discloses 
its capabilities to the user. It is listed on the Windows Phone Marketplace, and there is an explicit 
prompt on app purchase. Lastly, there is a disclosure within the app for the first time the user is 
about to use the location capability.
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Figure 17.8 Windows 8 phone security.
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.NET Code Access Security That Can Be 
Exploited on Windows Phones
The .NET framework is a proprietary, partially open-source freeware software framework devel-
oped by Microsoft that runs primarily on Microsoft Windows. The default security policy is part 
of the .NET Framework. Default permission for code access is permitted to protect resources. 
Permissions can limit access to a system’s resources. “Deny and revert” denies access to a resource, 
and “revert” can cancel a previous deny command. Figure 17.9 shows an example of code requir-
ing permission.

Figure 17.10 is an example of code denying permission because it is not needed.
The following is a summary list of Windows characteristics.

 ◾ The approval process for apps:
– The market is both vendor controlled and open
– App signatures are also both vendor and self-signed
– User approves permissions

Class native methods

{

}

// This is a call to unmanaged code. The execution of this

// method requires employing "UnmanagedCode" security

// permission. Without this permission, an attempt to call this method

// cause a security exception.

[DllImport" ("msvcrt.dll")]

Public static extern puts(string.str);

[DllImport" ("msvcrt.dll")]

Internal static extern int_flushall();

Figure 17.9 Code requiring permission.

[Security Permission(Security.Deny, Flags =

         SecurityPermissionFlag.UnmanagedCode)]

     private static void MethodToDoSomething()

     {try

Console.WriteLine(" … ");

SomeOtherClass.method();

catch (SecurityException)

{

}

}

}

}

…

Figure 17.10 Code denying permission because it is not needed.
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 ◾ The programming languages employed:
– The managed execution is in Java, .NET
– The native execution is in Objective-C

Figure 17.11 provides a summary of overall comparisons between the different platforms.

Mobile Platform Security

Mobile platform security is a leading topic regarding the future of information security. More 
often than ever, people are using their smartphones to deal with critical tasks such as banking, 
investing, and even health care. Knowing this, hackers and malicious coders are looking for ways 
to exploit present security vulnerabilities in Apple iOS, Android, and Windows Mobile platforms. 
Luckily, security measures have already been implemented within these operating systems to com-
bat potential issues. However, they are certainly far from perfect. Understanding the potential 
risks of mobile information security is important for understanding each operating system’s cur-
rent security platform.

Apple’s iOS is one of the leading mobile operating systems in the world. In fact, it is esti-
mated that Apple has sold almost half a billion iPhones within the past seven years! Apple’s iOS 
is a kernel-based operating system, much like Apple’s computing operating system OS X. It is 
coded in the C and Objective-C programming language, which is a fairly efficient comput-
ing language. While at rest, Apple’s iOS is fairly secure. There are lock-screen passwords that 
enable a user to lock their phone at the simple click of a button. However, if the phone is stolen, 
the data integrity may be compromised by third-party apps that could rip data off the iPhone. 
Luckily, Apple has a remote erase feature that can wipe the iPhone of all its data if it has been 
stolen. However, there have been iPhone worms that have affected users. Ikee is the most famous 

Apple iOS

UNIX

Windows X

Open market X

Closed market X X

Vender signed X

Self-signed

User permission approvals

Managed code X X

Native code X

X X

Android Windows

Figure 17.11 Summary chart: Differences between, Apple iOS, Android, and Windows phones.
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of these iPhone worms. While it isn’t considered malicious code, Ikee changes the background 
to a picture of Rick Astley with text on the top screen that reads, “Ikee is never going to give 
you up.”

While the developer had no malicious intent, it was supposed to be a commentary on the fact 
that users do not adequately change their passwords. In fact, this code could have been written 
maliciously and taken bank information from the users. Figure 17.12 shows the source code for 
Ikee with developer comments.

The Android phone has another vulnerable operating system. One billion Android phones 
were shipped in 2014 alone. Needless to say, this is a fairly popular operating system. As with 
iOS, Android is written in the C programming language and utilizes a Linux kernel. The apps for 
Android users are written in Java, which can be a security risk itself. Another glaring security flaw 
is the Android applications. In the Android model, users could potentially create malicious apps 
to be downloaded by other Android users. DroidDream is a perfect example of one of these apps. 
DroidDream conducted data theft on Android user’s phones by utilizing 58 bad apps. It got its 
name because the malicious apps would run between 11 p.m. and 8 a.m., when most users would 
not be utilizing their telephones. While Google has removed DroidDream, variations of it have 
hit the market since. Some of these variations include DroidDream Light, which hit the market 
in 2011.

Mobile security is the next big topic of the future regarding information security. The statis-
tics for vulnerabilities and exploits presented in Figures 17.3 and 17.4 will corroborate this belief. 
Mobile operating system vulnerabilities have grown from 18 to close to 200 from 2006 to 2012, 
while mobile exploits have risen from near zero to 14 in the same time period.

More users need to proceed with the same caution in using their mobile devices that they use 
on their computers, if not more so. With this being the next frontier for hackers and malicious 
coders, there is no telling what the possibilities are for security threats within iOS and Android 
devices.

People are stupid, and this is to prove it so

RTFM. its not thats hard guys

But hey who cares its only your bank details at stake.

if (get_lock() == 0) {

syslog(LOG_DEBUG, “I know when im not wanted *sniff*”):

return 1; } // Already running.

sleep (60); // Lets wait for the network to come up 2 MINS

syslog(LOG_DEBUG, “IIIIIII Just want to tell you how im feeling”);

char *locRanges = getAddrRange ( );

// Why did i do it like this i hear you ask.

// because i wrote a simple python script to parse ranges

// and output them like this

// THATS WHY.

*/

*/

// This is the worm main()

#ifdef IPHONE_BUILD

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

{

Figure 17.12 Source code for Ikee with developer comments.
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Mobile Platform Security
In this section, we will further discuss mobile platforms and the potential threats they each face. 
Specifically, we will again focus on the Apple iOS, Android, and Windows 7 and 8 security mod-
els. Figures 17.13 and 17.14 show a graph representing the mobile phone operating system market 
share from 2008 to 2012.

As you can see, Android has been rapidly growing in popularity. Apple has remained steady in 
its market share, but Microsoft has begun growing significantly in the past 4 years. For each oper-
ating system, there are dozens of apps providing similar services. Figure 17.15 is a list of displayed 
icons that represents some of the Android advertised apps.

However, apps for all mobile phones can be broken down into eight broad categories (Figure 17.16).
With the rise in mobile devices and apps, more and more threats and attacks will continue to 

occur following the pattern of operating system vulnerabilities and exploits previously discussed.

Worldwide mobile operating system share change

Dec 2008 to Dec 2012

Apple iOS

Nokia

Android

Blackberry

from 33 % to 26%

from 43% to 22%

from 0% to 38%

from 0% to 4%

Figure 17.13 Worldwide mobile operating systems (phones) market share.
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Figure 17.14 Gartner group estimate of mobile operating systems sales market share 2008–2016. 
(From Gartner, Forecast: Mobile devices by open operating system, worldwide, 2009–2016, 2012.)
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Attack Vectors for Mobile Devices
There are two attack vectors for mobile platforms, the web browser and installed apps, both of 
which are increasing in prevalence and sophistication. Phones are unique in that they have short 
message service (SMS) messages, identity location, and records of phone calls, and they log a 
certain number of your SMS messages. They are similar to desktops in that they can connect to 
botmasters, can steal data, and are vulnerable to phishing and malvertising. Some broad exam-
ples include DroidDream (Android), Ikee (iOS), and Zitmo (SYmbian, BlackBerry, Windows, 
Android). DroidDream was malware that was placed in over 58 apps and then uploaded to the 
Google app market. It conducts data theft, sending credentials to attackers. Ikee has worm capa-
bilities (targeted default ssh pwd), but it only worked on jailbroken phones with ssh installed. 
Zitmo is malware that propagates via SMS, claiming to install a “security certificate,” but it actu-
ally captures information from the SMS. It’s aimed at defeating two-factor authentication. Zitmo 
works with Zeus botnet and is timed with user PC infection.

QUESTIONS
 1. List the Apple iOS layers and describe each.
 2. What are the five key components when developing an app?
 3. What is a Java sandbox?
 4. A Java sandbox relies on a three-tiered defense. What is it?

Android advertised apps for phones and tablets

CCC app for Android

Gun Bros

Grocery iQ-Tablet

Google Sky Map

Samurai II Vengeance

Fruit Ninja THD

Movies

Angry Birds Seasons

Cordy

Accu Weather.com

Monster Madness

Rocket Bunnies

Pulse News Reader

Androidify

Breaker THD

Talking Tom Cat Free

Figure 17.15 Some Android advertised apps.

Broad categories for available apps
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Food and drink

Entertainment

Games
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Figure 17.16 Eight broad categories of mobile apps on the market.
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4.1 Introduction
Forecasts for mobile Internet penetration show that its end-users’ basis will grow at
a pace of 25% in the coming years, while currently mobile users are approximated
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to two billion as reported in [1]. This means that in the next few years, mobile
end-users’ basis will be greater than landline Internet end-users. Further, the evolu-
tion of mobile software and the underlying mobile infrastructures, for example,
the augmentation in mobile Internet speeds and the one-stop shop model in
which the various official or third-party app stores are based on can validate
this trend.

In this direction, device manufacturers and software houses produce smart-
phones capable of processing information similar to personal computers (PCs). To
do so, these devices incorporate a high-level operating system (OS) easily managed
by end-users, while they provide access to different built-in sensors offering oppor-
tunities for new advanced services. This way, these OSs provide a fine-grained access
to personal data, for example, GPS, Camera, and Contacts.

On the one side, these advances are on the benefit of the end-users, while on the
other side, they increase even more the attack surface against them. This means that
an adversary, in the era of mobile world toward a unified communication model, is
presented with much more opportunities and capacities to gain access to sensitive
user or network data. Even worse, having in mind that smartphones are nothing
less than a mobile personal inventory, they essentially become a valuable target for
adversaries.

So, while the majority of end-users may have developed a certain degree of trust
to centralized software stores, for example, Google Play Store and Apple App Store,
it is rather improbable for one to be totally sure about the quality of any given
application from a security and privacy point of view. For example, spying applica-
tions can collect end-users’ geographical position or steal personal information for
their coders to sell them, for instance, to marketing companies [2]. Not only dif-
ferent “families” of malware [3], but even popular and well-established applications,
named as goodware, especially on software stores, take advantage of their access to
sensitive resources for stealthily manipulating and/or stealing personal information
as demonstrated in various research works so far [4–6].

Primarily, as mentioned previously, this is because mobile OSs have a more gran-
ular approach for providing access to personal data through third-party software,
which is naturally not the case for PC OSs. For instance, third-party Android OSs
software have direct access to end-user’s private storage, and consequently adversaries
can easily retrieve personal information without the end-user’s consent. Examples
of mobile software invasive behavior are, for instance, games that request access
to unique identifiers or user location that are not needed by the app to function.
Ultimately, it is up to each mobile device end-user to judge if software behavior is
invasive according to his/her personal perception.

So, a major open question is whether end-users are in a position to become
informed and cope with the various forms of software intrusiveness threatening
their private sphere as a consequence of software usage, especially when using
their mobile devices as they provide a fine-grained access to private data sources.
Toward this direction, Theoharidou et al. [7] and Mylonas et al. [8] introduce a
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risk management approach in order to assess end-users’ impact of a privacy breach,
while in [9] automatically assesses the review-to-behavior fidelity of applications
in terms of security and privacy. Although these works might be beneficial, they are
based on end-user-centric reviews, without taking into consideration software innate
properties.

In this chapter, we introduce a risk management approach to assess mobile appli-
cation’s intrusiveness to end-users’ private sphere. In this work, we focus on Android
applications, aka apps, as Android is the most employed OS in mobile devices. How-
ever, a similar approach can also be used for other existing platforms. Our approach
relies on app’s static features, for example, permissions and running services, to com-
pute its intrusiveness using an entropy-based heuristic metric. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that quantifies app’s intrusiveness based on its fea-
tures themselves. In this way, end-users will be able to understand how intrusive an
app is. We evaluated our methodology using the top hundred apps of Google Play
Store and well-known malware.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we report on our
motivation and we introduce background information with reference to this work
in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we present our methodology for grading Android’s
mobile application risk, while in Section 4.5, we evaluate it using different mobile
applications. In Section 4.6, we overview and discuss the related work. Finally, in
Section 4.7, we conclude this chapter and we give some ideas for future work.

4.2 Motivation
Software security, especially at the operating system (OS) level, has been greatly
enhanced during the last few years. So far, various protection solutions at the OS
level have been proposed in the literature, including Address Space Layout Random-
ization (ASLR) [10,11], Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [12], and canaries [12]. These
solutions are mostly considered to work jointly toward reducing the OS attack sur-
face. However, adversaries do not solely focus on OS-level vulnerabilities, but also
target known or unknown application flaws to somehow gain access to otherwise
private user space.

Hence, to enhance security at the application level, several additional counter-
measures and alternative approaches have been proposed as well. Kc et al. [13]
introduce an Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) approach to protect applica-
tions against the different types of injection attacks. Moreover, the feasibility of
the employment of ISR on commodity systems, for example, x86 is demonstrated
in Reference 14, while ASLR for mobile OS has been studied in Reference 10.
In addition, Provos et al. [15] spawn a new process for each user connected to
an OpenSSH service running without administrator privileges. This happens in a
memory area separated from the one of the main process, in order to eliminate the
chances for a malicious entity to acquire unauthorized root access to the system.
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Such an approach for instance is incorporated by Android OS in which end-users’
applications are executed on separated processes.

Despite the advances on securing software running on commodity hardware as
well as proposals targeting on enhancing end-users’ security and privacy, one can
safely argue that they are still quite far from being complete if we consider that data
leakages and data manipulation occur in real services. At the same time, very little
attention is paid to software intrusiveness when it comes to preserving end-users’
security and privacy, especially in the mobile world. For instance, we believe that
end-users’ attack surface could be minimized if they install less intrusive software.
To do so, there is a need of employing the appropriate technique of informing end-
users about software intrusiveness in a quantitative way before software installation
takes place.

4.3 Android Architecture Overview
Android is a multilayer architecture OS. Its basis relies on a Linux kernel and
supports a custom virtual machine suitable for mobile resource constraint devices.
Android apps are executed in an isolated environment in order to be protected from
other services flaws. In such an environment, communication among apps and OS
services is restricted, and could be accomplished only through Interprocess Com-
munication (IPCs). In Android, apps code, configuration data, and other required
resources for app’s execution are contained in a single file, named as Android
application package (APK).

In this architecture, the manifest holds essential information for app’s configu-
ration. In a nutshell, the manifest describes from an implementation point of view
all the components required for its normal execution. For instance, it contains (a)
the permissions required by the app during execution for getting access to the cor-
responding “sensitive resources,” (b) message receivers that provide to the given app
the ability to read messages broadcasted either by other apps or by the OS, and
(c) the definition of app’s services running in the background for the app’s needs.
However, these are only a few of the manifest’s elements. A detailed analysis for the
app’s manifest is beyond the scope of this chapter, and can be found in the Android
documentation.*

4.4 Application Risk Assessment
In this section, we introduce our approach for assessing app’s intrusiveness based on
entropy theory and app’s innate features. This is because, risk is associated with the

* https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html
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lack of knowledge about a future event, while entropy is a measure for uncertainty.
Further, we believe that this approach should be automated, so that end-users can
use it as is, without requiring any specific knowledge. To do this, we build a custom-
made architecture for automatically extracting mobile app’s features and assess its
risk in terms of intrusiveness. Briefly, we rely on app’s permissions and its APIs as
its innate features, since these data complement each other. Note that the permis-
sion provides very high-level information about applications behavior but it is not
useful enough alone. However, in mobile apps, sensitive APIs are connected with
permissions to grant access during execution.

In the following subsections, we report on background information with regard
to entropy information, and to our approach for computing the app’s intrusiveness.

4.4.1 Entropy
Information theory entropy, introduced by Shannon [16], models a system’s uncer-
tainty of symbols with regard to the expected value. That is, the predictability of the
symbol assuming that the corresponding probabilities are known. In other words,
reduced uncertainty corresponds to a lower entropy and vice versa. Consequently,
symbol repetition can contribute to the identification of hidden redundancy in the
information handled by the corresponding system.

Briefly, considering that a symbol S in a set L has probability PS(i) , the entropy
of the set L is calculated based on the formula (4.1).

H(S) = −
n∑

i=1

P(i) ∗ logb p(i) (4.1)

It should be noted that the entropy of a set L maximizes when all instances (i.e.,
symbols) that consist the set are equiprobable. In that case, the uncertainty of the
outcome maximizes as the repetition of symbols in the set L is “minimized.” That
is, the higher the symbol repetition in a specific set, the lesser the entropy. In case
in which two sets are independent, the entropy of both sets can be computed using
the formula (4.2).

H(A,B) = H(A) + H(B) (4.2)

4.4.2 Android Software Intrusiveness
We believe that to assess any software’s intrusiveness and understand better possi-
ble consequences on end-users’ private sphere, among others, its innate properties
should be taken into account. So, in this work, we rely on app’s permissions and sen-
sitive APIs that are contained in the APK. More specifically, “uses-permissions” tag
defines in a coarse-grained approach the sensitive resources that the app might need
to access during its execution, while sensitive APIs are highly connected with access
to sensitive resources, for example, network and camera. Even though additional
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Intrusiveness
Smali

manifest
Decompilation

APK

Figure 4.1 High-level architecture for assessing app’s intrusiveness.

components can be used toward assessing app’s intrusiveness in this work, we study
only two main sensitive resources such as permissions and APIs; we are planning to
extend our approach by including additional features in a future work.

To extract such information, that is, uses-permission and code APIs, we relied
on apktool.* Briefly, we reverse-engineered the app (APK) to gain access to its man-
ifest data and smali source code. Then, using custom-made tools, we extracted the
permissions that are defined in the manifest, and the app’s smali source code from
which we rebuilt the method’s original signatures. This information is used to com-
pute a given app’s intrusiveness. Our approach’s high-level architecture is depicted
in Figure 4.1.

In our approach, we assume that there is a set P of n permissions in mobile OS as
well as a setM of k APIs. An app A(i) requests a subset of P permissions andM APIs
to perform its activity. We use two binary variables X (i,j) and Y (i,m) to represent
the status of each permission P(j) and of each methodM (m) (API), whether it exists
or not, correspondingly. In this way, we build two one-dimensional vectors that are
used to compute A(i) app’s intrusiveness according to formula (4.2). Note that in
our case, the vectors consist of 170 elements for modeling app’s permissions based
on Google’s documentation† for API level 21, and 1310 elements for “sensitive”
methods as determined by Felt et al. [17].

So, consider for instance an app A(k) that after the extraction of permissions and
sensitive methods from the APK leads to the identification of 5 permissions and 10
sensitive APIs. Then we generate the vectors P(k) and M (k) that correspond to the
existence or not of the specific feature in the app and then we compute the overall
app’s entropy. So, in this specific case, permissions and methods entropy are 0.0656
and 0.0237 and consequently its final value is 0.893.

Overall, Figure 4.2 reports on the risk trend of a given app considering different
numbers of permissions and APIs incorporated in it according to formula (4.2). This
risk trend corresponds to the entropy values of permissions and APIs, respectively,
which in both cases have linear function form. In this theoretical analysis, we assume
that there are no feature repetitions among the available features; however, this is not

* https://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/
† http://developer.android.com/reference/android/Manifest.permission.html
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Figure 4.2 Apps’ entropy permission and sensitive APIs privacy and security risk
assessment. (a) Entropy risk trend for different number of permissions. (b) Entropy
risk trend for different number of sensitive APIs.

always the case in the real world, especially for APIs that an app might use. Without
loss of generality, the less sensitive features an app might rely on the less intrusive
behavior has, and vice versa. Obviously, an app that has no sensitive features and
neither a permission nor an API has no entropy and consequently no risk according
to our model. On the other hand, if an app has, for example, 170 permissions and
1310 APIs, its risk reaches the maximum value of intrusiveness, that is, 5.31.
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4.5 Evaluation
We evaluate our approach using two different sets of mobile apps: (a) Google Play
Store’s 100 top apps and (b) 100 malware apps randomly selected. All the apps were
collected during August 2016. We should mention that our approach’s aim is not to
classify apps into different categories, that is, goodware and malware, but to assess
their intrusiveness in terms of sensitive requested resources. This way, end-users can
be informed in a quantitative approach about an app’s intrusiveness without the
need to install and use it beforehand, and we can compare different apps under
their intrusiveness perspective.

4.5.1 Goodware
Figure 4.3a reports on the intrusiveness score of the top 100 apps of Google Play
Store. According to our approach, apps’ intrusiveness values range between 0 and
0.76 (for additional stats, refer to Table 4.1). As mentioned earlier, the less intrusive
the score of a given app, the less offensive the behavior of the app. Recall that an
app’s intrusiveness is directly related with its incorporated functionality. So, if an
app declares that it accomplishes a task, let us say X, while it hides other additional
tasks, we can identify it; we do not identify the task itself, but the app’s high entropy
could be used to deduce this fact.

Based on our outcomes, 20% of the top 100 apps score is less than 0.1, while
40% of them are between 0.1 and 0.2. Only 9% of the apps reach values greater
than 0.6; however, 15% of the examined apps have values between 0.3 and 0.5.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the probability density function of goodware intrusiveness.
At this point, we should mention that apps with high score do not mean that
they act maliciously, and vice versa, but it indicates the app’s high intrusiveness
on end-users’ private sphere. Interestingly, in our analysis, the most intrusive app
is a security-related app, while communication and social media apps also reach
very high. We are planning to study different categories of intrusiveness in a
future work.

4.5.2 Malware
We also report on malware intrusiveness in Figure 4.3b in order to represent the
whole picture of software intrusiveness. This is because unfortunately malware is
part of the software that end-users might use (usually without noticing). So, it is
interesting to study this kind of software, over our approach, as well.

Briefly, malware app’s intrusiveness values range between 0.15 and 0.45 (for
additional stats, refer to Table 4.1). According to our analysis, 20% of the malware
apps have intrusiveness values less than 0.1. 40% of them have a score between 0.1
and 0.2, while 23% have values between 0.2 and 0.3. Surprisingly, only 1% have
intrusiveness score greater than 0.5 (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.3 Apps’ intrusiveness: Goodware versus malware. (a) 100 top apps’
intrusiveness. (b) Malware intrusiveness.

4.5.3 Discussion
The empirical analysis demonstrates that our approach provides promising results
with regard to software intrusiveness of Android apps to end-users’ private sphere.
Results show that malware does not have a higher intrusiveness score compared to
goodware. From one side, this fact might be considered expected as malware relies
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Table 4.1 Goodware and Malware Intrusiveness Score Statistics
Summary

Category Average Maximum Minimum Standard Deviation

Goodware 0.22 0.765 0 0.168

Malware 0.15 0.42 0.02 0.08
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Figure 4.4 Probability density function for goodware intrusiveness.

on sophisticated approaches to hide its intrusiveness. On the other side, this could
also be a limitation of our approach as we rely on sensitive APIs as determined by
Felt et al. [17], which currently might be outdated. Moreover, in the current version
of our approach, we assume that all permissions and APIs have the same significance
on the intrusiveness score. Thus, we are planning for our future extensions to also
use other research works identifying these sensitive APIs, like the research work
presented in [18], and weighted the different features in order to achieve higher
accuracy on app’s risk estimation. In any case, as mentioned earlier, our goal is to
provide a framework that enable end-users to easily assess app’s intrusiveness instead
of classifying whether an app is a malware or not.

4.6 Related Work
In this section, we overview related works that deal with end-users’ privacy. A
detailed security and privacy analysis of these works is beyond the scope of this
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Figure 4.5 Probability density function for malware intrusiveness.

chapter, and can be found in Reference 19. In brief, we distinguish related works in
two main categories based on the main characteristics of the solutions that are used
to assess end-users’ privacy:

1. Static and dynamic monitoring : Monitoring data flows and access to other
sensitive resources, either statically or during application execution, to detect
possible privacy leakages.

2. Privacy risk evaluation: Assessing either the risk of using an application or the
impact that data privacy leakages can have to end-users, without the need to
execute an app.

An overview of these solutions can be found in Table 4.2. The next two
subsections analyze the above two categories more in detail.

4.6.1 Static and Dynamic Monitoring
TaindDroid [20] is among the very first works demonstrating privacy issues of
third-party apps in Android through dynamic execution analysis on a virtualized
environment. To do this, the authors extended Android OS to make it able to track
sensitive data flows between sources and sinks. Using this solution, end-users could
identify possible data leakages of the apps they are willing to use before installing
them in the phone. In this direction, PasDrdoid [21] builds on the advantages of
TaintDroid, and enables end-users to determine on the fly whether a transaction
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Table 4.2 Overview of the Related Work

Data Privacy Risk
Solution Tracking Evaluation Characteristics

[20] Yes No Dynamic—Functions at OS level

[21] Yes No Dynamic—Functions at OS level

[22] Yes No Dynamic—Controls access at data
sources

[23] Yes No Static—Data flow correlation

[24] Yes No Dynamic—Cloud-based solution

[25] No Yes Static—Permission-based analysis

[26] No Yes Dynamic—Privacy behavior
analysis

[27] No Yes Static—Machine learning-based
solution

[28] No Yes Dynamic—Develops privacy
profiles

[29] No Yes Introduces risk indicators

[30] No Yes Dynamic—Monitor app’s behavior

[31] No Yes Dynamic—A cooperative
cloud-based app’s privacy
evaluation approach

[9] No Yes Assess app’s reviews for assessing
its risk

[7,8] No Yes Assess the impact of app’s security
breach on end-users

[32] No Yes Measuring users’ perception with
regard to security and privacy

[33] No Yes Probabilistic generative models for
risk scoring

[34] No Yes Risk assessment based on
permissions

[35] No Yes Symbolic execution—Identifies
unintended data transactions
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that includes sensitive data should be allowed or blocked. Orthogonally, Aspect-
Droid [36] focuses on monitoring sensitive data on a modified instrumented version
of the original app, without the need to modify the underlying infrastructure, that
is, OS.

DroidJust [23] is an automated static solution that justifies whether an access
to sensitive data is accomplished for the purposes of the app. This is achieved
through a correlation between incoming and outgoing data flows based on static
analysis. In this way, end-users can assess how offensive a given app is based on the
DroidJust justification for the access to sensitive data performed by the app. How-
ever, privacy leakages might be connected with end-users’ intention to accomplish a
specific operation, so the analysis of sensitive data transmission in Android for pri-
vacy leakage detection presented in AppIntent [35] is an important complementary
function.

In an alternative approach, Beresford et al. [22] in their solution enable end-
users to control access to sensitive data by granting access either to mock or to actual
(sensitive) data. However, this solution requires the use of a customized version of
the Android OS.

AntMon [24] introduces a service, which is completely transparent to end-users,
and records apps’ mobile traffic to a cloud service for analysis in order to deduce
whether a privacy leakage exists or not.

4.6.2 Privacy Risk Evaluation
Theoharidou et al. [7] andMylonas et al. [8] introduce a risk management approach
in order to assess end-users’ impact of a security breach in their mobile device. In
these works, the authors take into consideration end-users’ expectations with regard
to personal and sensitive data disclosure and assess possible impacts on a qualitative
scale from zero to four. In this direction, Jorgensen et al. [29] develop risk indicators
to study mobile app’s risk as perceived by end-users.

Complementary, Kong et al. [9] automatically assess the review-to-behavior
fidelity of apps in terms of security and privacy. Although these works might be
beneficial, they are based on end-user-centric reviews and their subjective opinion
about privacy leakages, without taking into consideration software innate properties.

Close to our approach, Agrawal et al. [25] focus on apps’ intrusiveness. Their
framework analyzes permissions and classifies them into different categories assign-
ing a specific score to each of them, that is, from 1 to 5. So, the permissions of a
given app are exported in order to calculate app’s intrusiveness using a maximum
function of permissions’ score.

AppProfiler [26] develops a knowledge base of mapping between APIs and fine-
grained privacy behaviors, which is used to analyze an app in terms of privacy
behavior and privacy report easily understandable by end-users. In the direction
of identifying privacy leakages on apps for kids, Liu et al. [27] introduce a machine
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learning approach using app’s static features, that is, category to classify whether an
app violates kids’ privacy.

In a postactive approach Roshandel et al. [28] collect information during apps’
execution in order to develop their privacy profile and inform end-users about
apps’ privacy behavior. This approach helps users to better calibrate their own
preference, and determine if they would like to continue using the app. Similarly,
RiskMon [30], having in mind also end-users’ diverse perception for privacy risk,
introduces a solution for a continuous monitoring of app’s behavior. This solution
consists of building a specific level of privacy of a set of apps that end-users trust in
order to develop the expected behavior and compare it with the behavior of other
untrusted apps. This is done during app’s execution, and it identifies the ones diverg-
ing from the expected behavior. In the same direction, Papamartzivanos et al. [31]
introduce a cloud-based architecture that enables end-users to share privacy-related
information for a specific app, which is logged locally. This way, authors build a
cooperative privacy awareness system for end-users that have installed and use the
same application.

Using probabilistic generative models for risk scoring, Hao Peng et al. [33] intro-
duce the notion of risk scoring and risk ranking for Android applications in order
to improve risk communication. The results, based on real dataset extracted from
Google Play Store, show that the Naive Bayes with Informative Priors (PNB) has
performance equivalent or better than other more sophisticated approaches, and
that it gives an accurate indication about why an application has a high risk and
how the latter can be reduced.

Sarma et al. [34] propose an Android apps’ risk assessment that takes into
account also the benefits associated with a permission and a comparison with the
permissions requested by similar apps. They conduct an analysis on a large dataset
of applications and malware, categorizing the permissions according to their level of
criticality and obtaining a signaling mechanism triggered when the risk is above a
defined threshold.

A complementary and different approach is the work of Chin et al. [32], a study
aimed at measuring the perception users have about smartphone’s privacy and secu-
rity in order to guide the design of possible solutions. The results highlight users’
concerns on running sensitive tasks on smartphones, mainly for the fear of data
loss and to a low level of security they associate to wireless channels. The conclu-
sion drawn up by the authors is to embed, directly on the devices, data backup and
wipe functionalities as well as the adoption of security indicators in the applications
store.

4.7 Conclusions and Future Work
Familiarizing end-users with mobile app’s privacy and security risk is a challeng-
ing task. This is mainly due to the fact that end-users have different technical
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backgrounds, perspectives, and notions about the terms of privacy and security.
Consequently, any approach aimed at identifying and disseminating the risks of an
app is always insufficient for some end-users. As a consequence, those approaches
should always be orthogonal to each other in order to complement their limitations.

In this chapter, we introduced a practical methodology for assessing mobile
app’s intrusiveness, with regard to end users’ privacy, taking into consideration apps’
innate characteristics. Our approach can be considered as a standalone solution that
is able to quantify any app’s intrusiveness. Outcomes show that app’s intrusiveness
relies on the functionality incorporated in its code. Currently, we use only permis-
sions and APIs as features for calculating app’s intrusiveness. Thus, we are planning
to extend our methodology to include other useful features existing in the app, such
as interprocess communications activities, data sources, etc., and weighting the dif-
ferent features appropriately in order to develop a more fine-grained intrusiveness
assessment methodology.
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Chapter 4

Significance of
Authentication —Future
Internet Architecture

4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter provided a brief overview of the importance of security estab-

lishment, objectives, requirements, security mechanisms required for Future Internet

architecture. The following chapter explains the significance of authentication along

with the authentication mechanisms required for the architectures. The main goal

of this chapter is to discuss an authentication mechanism for Future Internet archi-

tectures, a case study of an architecture is considered to compare the performance

analysis with TCP/IP in the distributed environment.

4.2 What is Authentication?
Authentication is a process of verifying the identity of someone or something who

it states to be. The best example of it can be the online applications like banking,

shopping, etc. The common form is using the passwords for authentication. Once

the identity is claimed, authorization states what a user can do and can see in the

application and accounting keeps track of all the actions done by the user. This is

like a chain process where if one principle fails automatically the others fall apart.

This states the importance of authentication [35] [132].
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4.3 Challenges in Secure Authentication
When a high level of secure authentication is provided in the form of tokens, phrases,

etc, instead of passwords, it will lower the usability of the users. The increase of

users/entities to use Internet raised the development of new architectures and simul-

taneously raised threats which require a secure authentication mechanism that suites

the Future Internet.

4.4 Authentication Protocols
An authentication protocol is a defined sequence of messages between a claimant and

a verifier that enables the verifier to verify that the claimant has control of a valid to-

ken to establish his or her identity. An exchange of messages between a claimant and

a verifier that results in the authentication (or authentication failure) of the claimant

is a protocol run.

4.4.1 Authentication Threats
Threats involve attacks against the authentication protocols itself, and the attacks that

reveal tokens or any sensitive information. These tokens can be used to identify the

subscriber are worse than the compromising on some sensitive information.

4.4.1.1 Protocol Threats

The trustworthy parties like CSPs, Certification Authorities (CA’s), verifiers are also

vulnerable and can be malicious to an attack. To avoid these attacks even the trust-

worthy parties should not expose to long-term authentication secrets. It is very impor-

tant to protect the data as well as to protect the identity on the Internet itself, or else

it leads to identity spoofing. An attacker can impersonate and access the confidential

data. IP addresses are being used to identify the users by the security systems which

are being fooled by the attackers. The threats even include eavesdroppers observing

the protocol and how it runs and analyze it later. After analysis, the attacker intercept

between CSP and the verifier, rather than the user and the verifier. Once the attacker

obtains the token, the attacker claims to be an original user and proceeds with the

communication. The attackers may pose as the subscribers to the verifier to test the

tokens which are guessed by the attacker or can be used to obtain the information

of a specific subscriber. The attackers can act as verifier to a genuine user and ob-

tain the tokens that can be used to impersonate. Attackers can hijack a session which

is already authenticated, pose as a user to the third party and learn about the infor-

mation which is sensitive or send an invalid information. The other attacks that are

possible are replay attacks, password guessing attacks, impersonation attacks, man

in middle attack, etc,. Although we use the TLS protocol to avoid such attacks the

results are not satisfactory. Other threats include the malicious code that is compro-

mised to obtain the authentication tokens, intrusion attacks that can obtain the tokens
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by penetrating the system, tokens lost by social engineering or by shoulder-surfing,

intentional repudiation by the users who compromise on their own tokens.

In order to obtain the user’s token of authentication, a malicious code is intro-

duced into the user’s system. The code can be introduced into the system by any

means of the threats included above. There are measures that can be considered and

to avoid the code to enter into the system. It is a good practice to mitigate the threats

using hardware tokens like a secret token from a hardware token. Shared keys are to

be protected by CSPs and CSPs will not issue the long-term keys to users. The ver-

ifiers will be given a challenge response information one time independently, if the

response is a password then the mechanisms applied are vulnerable to threats. Some

insider threats can be avoided using firewalls, intrusion detection, etc,. Hardware to-

kens and cryptographic methods provide the keys and password protection against

some of the attacks. Public key cryptosystems are less vulnerable to the attacks, en-

cryption of the long-term shared secret keys reduces the risk of attacks.

4.4.1.2 Encryption Technique Problems

The information is made unreadable by using these techniques. So the third parties, or

the server administrators or any other mechanism is not required to access the plain-

text but still the problems exists. In symmetric encryption, we use a single key for

both encryption and decryption. It is quite fast but has an inherent weakness of shar-

ing the keys between the communication parties. This requires a high level of trust, if

an attacker gains the key for that transaction he can decrypt all the messages for that

particular transaction. The trust problem is being solved by asymmetric methods
where it uses two keys, public key for encryption and private key for decryption. The

public key is freely available and private key is with the owner. These two keys have

a mathematical relationship, calculation of a private key is impossible even though

we know the public key. To generate a digital signature, we can use private keys, later

can be verified by public key. This method take a long processing time compared to

symmetric algorithm. In order to overcome the problem, a combination of symmetric

and asymmetric method can be used where symmetric for encryption of message and

asymmetric for the exchange of symmetric keys [17] [211].

4.4.1.3 Resistance to Threats

� Eavesdropping resistance protocol does not allow the attacker to perform any

offline attacks when the authentication protocol runs between the user and the

verifier. This makes the attacker learn about the password, secret key or the

private key is impossible.

� Password guessing resistance will disable the attacker to guess the passwords

with many authentication attempts without any prior knowledge. This pro-

tocol makes the targeted password guessing impractical by using the high

entropy passwords and limiting the number of unsuccessful attempts. To re-

sist this attack, the verifier may control the actions with the help of network

security controls.
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� Replay resistance is possible if the attacker is not successful although the

message in the communication is recorded and replayed

� Hijacking resistance is possible if the adversary is unable to takeover a ses-

sion after a successful authentication. If the per session secret is generated

for the authentication process between the verifier and the user, then the re-

sistance for the hijacking attack is possible.

� Impersonation resistance is possible if the impersonator is unable to learn

about the tokens when acting as the verifier. Sometimes, the secure protocols

are bypassed by the attackers which is due to the usage of another protocol

or overriding of the controls.

� Man-in-the-middle resistance is possible when both the parties are authen-

ticated without allowing a third party to detect the information within the

channel. Sometimes the attacker will be able to attain the information by

bypassing the controls of security.

4.4.2 Authentication Mechanisms
Authentication was acceptably described in the literature as a reliable means of iden-

tity verification [35] [116] [127] [146]. There are various ranges of mechanisms

available from simple to complex. The security provided varies upon the technique

and how it has been deployed. The common form of it is simply using a password

along with a username. But this also leads to various threats. The popular authen-

tication one involves knowledge that the user knows like password, possession the

user has like smartcard or the token and the attribute that the user itself is like bio-

metrics. Based on these three factors, i.e., knowledge, possession and the attributes,

authentication schemes are divided into two and they are Single factor and the multi

factor authentication. Single factor is based on one factor such as something the user

knows like password etc.. Multifactor is based on more than one factor like certifi-

cates, biometrics, one time passwords, tokens, etc. This multifactor authentication

provides various levels of security which imposes some level of difficulty to the user.

The best example we can take for this is the ATM card, something which we have

and something we knows to access it. This provides the user a simple way to verify

that they are connected to the intended site. The usage of digital certificates in the en-

crypted communications is treated as strong authentication like Secure Socket Layer

(SSL), use of digital images is another technique.

4.4.2.1 Shared Secrets (Passwords)

The information shared by both users and the authenticating authority using pass-

words are the primary means of authentication and the weakest means of authenti-

cation. The tools are available to protect passwords, these efforts are of no use as

the hackers try to hack, crack, trap and find the secure passwords. In general, the

passwords are very easy to reveal by the attackers as the users try to choose an easy
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password to remember like the date of birth, name, etc. The Infosecurity Europe in

2004 revealed that the users volunteered their passwords without any bribe. Some

attacks directly attack the core operating systems, in order to protect them, a layer

identity strategy can be applied.

4.4.2.2 One Time Passwords (OTP)

These change on every usage. These are generated randomly and kept by the user and

the system. These can be generated on demand by means like scratch cards which

contain randomly generated numbers or the letters arranged in a row and column and

are cheap. If it is misplaced or lost, the replacement is easy and less cost. It is used

in Multifactor authentication where first username and password is entered, then the

system asks to enter the characters on the card as the second authentication. The diffi-

culty with this method is if the card is compromised, it can be used for future access

by others. The acceptance of this method depends on the clients. Time-based uses

RSA SecureID3 which is another type of password in which the password changes

every minute. The algorithm is known to the system and the user’s authentication

device only. This is a small card or a liquid crystal display. It is very easy to use and

the password is created based on the current time. The token once expired, the in-

ternal clock creates a new password within the time range using key and the current

time as input. The basic challenge with this is the time synchronization. The server

has to cope with the internal clock computing many passwords within the couple of

seconds. This allows multiple passwords to be accepted as correct. Another difficulty

is the key which is preinitialized by the manufacturer. For this, the manufacturer has

to save the copy of passwords and these passwords are valid for 24 to 60 months and

after they are expired, it has to be replaced. This increases the cost as the licenses to

get these passwords in the form of tokens are expensive. Challenge Response Based
is used when the system generates random challenges once the user logins. The to-

ken is unlocked when a user login with its password, i.e., PIN, starts the task. This

calculates the response and displays the response. The user sends this response as a

challenge to the system. It is similar to a time-based system, as the time is replaced

by the challenge. A server generated challenge is used instead of time. This is treated

as a bit more secure compared to time based system as the challenge is maintained

by a third party and the password for unlocking a token. Out of band Transmission
uses a different channel from the user who is trying to initiate a communication. This

provides an additional security, as the attacker has to intercept the two channels. This

is basically used for second authentication like OTP and it can be an email or a call or

fax. Once the server receives the request, a one-time password is sent to the mobile

to confirm the transaction.

4.4.2.3 Soft Tokens or Certificates

Soft tokens or the certificates are sent to mobile or a laptop. This can be used as

additional authentication along with what the user has. These are less expensive and

are flexible rather than the hardware solutions. These are the most used SSL certifi-

cates. This not only authenticates the client but also authenticates the web server.
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This authenticates during the handshake, i.e., at the transport layer using these cer-

tificates. The mutual authentication provided by this protects from phishing attacks

along with various similar attacks. These certificates are used to authenticate based

on what the users have like a certificate and a private key and what the users know

like the phrase of the private key. Whenever the client browses to the server it re-

quests a pass phrase of the certificate. This provides a strong two factor authentica-

tion, convenient to merge the certificates onto the device, and support a wide range

of platforms. Disadvantage of this is used only on the host where the software resides

and is vulnerable to malware, keylogger as well as visual spoofing attacks.

4.4.2.4 Hardware Tokens

These are physical devices that the user has and it is a part of multifactor authen-

tication. Some of the tokens are USB token and smart card. These store the digital

certificates which are used in Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to perform crypto-

graphic operations. The USB tokens are directly plugged into USB computer port

and require no installation of any hardware. Once the token is recognized, it asks the

users to enter the password to gain access to the system. The password acts as sec-

ond authentication. Smart card contains a microprocessor which enables it to process

the data and store the same and the size is of a credit card. The recognition of the

smart card by the system is the first authentication and prompting for password is

the second level to complete the process of authentication. These are hard to create

duplicates and tamper, they are relatively secure for storing the data which is sensi-

tive. These are easy to carry and easy to use. The difficulty that we face with these

are the installation of the hardware reader and the drivers associated with it. Smart

cards are divided based on the card components, interface and the OS used. The cards

can be a memory card or the chip cards which are of less cost. The card can be ac-

cessed after a code is provided. The card becomes expensive when they contain CPU,

RAM which carries various instructions along with EEPROM and ROM. These are

ideal for credit and financial cards as they are capable of executing the instruction of

encryption and decryption. The protocols such as SSL/TLS can be used to provide

strong authentication [132].

4.4.2.5 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) Authentication

As the customers access, the enterprise applications have increased the need to know

about the user from the security point of view. The strength of the authentication de-

rives the user access for an application along with what kind of authorization rights

have been issued to that particular user. As the frequency has increased for authen-

ticating the users, the need for LADP has increased as it performs a quick read for

identifying a user than a traditional databases. These are of low cost and some of them

are available for free. These also provide virtual LADP’s which allows a fast link

between multiple databases and directories. These directories perform rapid LADP

authentication against any digitized authentication. It enables quick interaction be-

tween the enterprises and allows the exchange of information with universal protocol.
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In order to improve the performance and network load, the directories are partitioned

and placed near the user.

4.4.2.6 Biometric Authentication

Nowadays, the usage of biometrics is in fashion by many industries. Some of the

applications are the U.S. government for personal identification in their visas, pass-

ports, etc., and some others for identifying and accessing the banking machines, door

access, etc. Authentication is a process of determining a user who they claim to be

whereas biometric authentication is a process of recognizing the person using a dig-

itized biological piece of the human. Some of the famous biological pieces which

are used for recognition are voice recognition, fingerprints, iris scan, skin texture,

etc.. Biometrics along with some mechanisms can play a major role in verifying the

identity.

4.4.2.7 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

This contains hardware, software, policies and procedures which are required to man-

age, store and generate keys and cryptographic key distribution and the certificates.

The services are implemented by using the encryption concepts using asymmetric al-

gorithms. This system is used to identity authentication using a third party called as

a Certificate Authority (CA) who performs attestation along with public and private

keys of cryptography [124]. CA can authenticate the user using digital certificates,

email or sometimes by name and background check. If the user trusts CA certificate,

they can trust all the certificates issued by the CA. The trustworthiness depends on

the server attestation instead of certificate attestation. For attestation, the upper level

CA’s charge the lower level CA’s like a hierarchical tree. The authority of CA’s is

distributed to share the task of authentication within the network. Sometimes the CA

gains the reputation in the network by the trust and the recommendation. The authors

proposed a concept of local and cross authentication protocol for P2P network for the

purpose of identity-based public key cryptography (ID-PKC). In this scheme a pub-

lic key can be any string like IP address, etc., which removes the concept of a public

key certificate. In ID-PKC, needs a third party to generate aprivate key. Therefore,

ID-PKC can be used only for small networks. The other technique which can be used

is one way cumulative function to authenticate the P2P nodes in a network. They al-

low the users to authenticate with each other directly. In the traditional PKI system,

authentication is performed using Identity Authentication Code Distribution Center

(IAC) for unique identification code. But if IAC is under attack, single point failure

occurs. Certificate management is a main issue due to the inherent property of PKI

and ID-PKC [54]. So it is necessary to implement identity authentication based on

PKI in the peer to peer network. The usage of certificates provides confidentiality, in-

tegrity of the message and authentication without exchanging the secrets in advance

[216].

Encryption Techniques: The protocols which exist in the current Internet architec-

ture are based on conventional and public key encryptions. In conventional
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techniques a secret key is shared between both parties like SHA, HMACs,

DES, AES, MD5 [200], etc. The public key based techniques involve shar-

ing of two keys where the public key is shared in a network and private key

is for decryption of the message. This involves a third-party interference for

the exchange of the keys. Some public key based protocols like Diffie Hell-

man key exchange algorithm [166], Needham and Schroeder authentication

protocols, Kerberos [114], RSA [108] and so on. These protocols were devel-

oped from many years for solving different problems that were raised at the

application level authentication and digital signature [2] [191]. Most of the

distributed systems rely on authentication for the prevention of some basic at-

tacks like masquerade attack, spoofing attacks, brute force and so on. As the

development of the attack is out of control, research organizations are growing

their attention toward’s the direction of development of security mechanisms

to deal with the attacks of the present day world and the attacks that may arise

in the future of the Internet [83]. There are different types of protocols avail-

able in current Internet architecture that can be used in an effective manner

because of their long run in current Internet architecture. Authentication of the

principals is found as an important issue in SONATE for the performance of

secure communication in the distributed environment. Not only in SONATE,

RBA, AKARI, etc., uses Authentication for secure communication over the

network. Many protocols were developed and many are in progress in the field

of flexible network architecture.

Key Management: The management of keys raises the main issue as the attacker

targets the management level rather than the algorithm itself. Once the key is

generated and transferred in the network it must remain secret until the com-

munication between the two parties is over. This deals with generation of keys,

storage of keys, and the distribution of the keys between the parties. The user

will obtain the keys securely based on the security need and the efficiency of

the communication. If the private key is lost, they must intimate others not

to use those keys or not to accept the message signed with the lost keys. Pri-

vate keys must be kept secret, but it must be made accessible by the legitimate

users. Keys are to be made valid for a limited period, the date can be extended

and publicize it in an authenticated channel.

4.4.2.8 CASCADED Authentication

Cascaded authentication is the solution to a set of problems that have arisen from

confederations of autonomous systems. The problems occur when disparate com-

puter systems are being called upon to cooperate in the absence of complete trust

of each other. Futhermore, the systems are utilized in a cascaded fashion, where one

invokes a second, which invokes a third, and so on, until the final service is invoked.
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4.5 Future Internet —Authentication Objectives
The objective of the authentication service is to provide the functionality of request

and validate the information about an authenticating user against a specific authen-

tication mechanism and create a session for validating the application participating,

upon a successful authentication. The main focus of this is to enable the modules of

authentication plugins for different purposes after successful validation of the enti-

tie’s credentials. The services of the authentication can be accessed by the users once

they get authenticated using an authentication mechanism. After authentication, the

user is allowed to access the services based on the requested credentials. The authen-

tication services provided by Future Internet should perform the following:

� Identify the requestor’s requirements.

� Generate dynamic agent connection as per the required authentication mod-

ule.

� Maintenance of state information.

� Activation of sessions after successful authentication.

� Population of all user-authenticated properties into valid session.

� Support pluggable authentication modules.

� Create session identifiers.

� Generate different time-dependent alerts and session expiration.

� Provide remote authentication between users and agents present in the net-

work.

4.5.1 Authentication Mechanism in SONATE —Case Study
Authentication is the process of identifying the principals of the network associated

with accessing the applications. This serves as proof of identification that the princi-

pals/entities are the same as they claim to be. Once the principals are authenticated,

they are believed to be communicated among themselves but not with the malicious

agents of the network. Authentication can be used for different purposes depending

on the application types. The main goal of authentication is to allow a principal to

communicate with, to and fro fetching the services of the network which assures the

following:

1. The verification of the identity of the principal from where the service was re-

quested or sent, i.e., user and broker authentication (principals authentication).

2. The service was not modified in transit over the network, i.e., service authen-

tication.
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In a distributed network, the principals who meet the above criteria need not

be constrained but ironically many attacks are possible through the principals. This

is one of the reason, to make the principals get authenticated and those who got

authenticated does not mean access to all types of services or request any type of

service from other principals of the network.

1. Principal authentication: In this, it must prove that the principal of the service

sent is the one who is expected to be. when a request for a service is sent then

the broker requests for a selection process to know its availability in its repos-

itory. If it is not available, then a request is sent to another broker via routers

of the network. The routers will accept the packets based on the authentication

list available with it. It may accept the packet or simply reject and forward to

the next router (Figure 4.1). And with this, avoidance of the masquerade attack

is possible.

Figure 4.1: Router involvement for packet accept/deny.

2. Service authentication: The second issue is the tranmission of the information

to the intented principal of the network which passes through several routers

where there is a possibility of a snooping attack, sniffing attack, man in the

middle attack, etc. When a service is transferred, it may get hacked by the

hacker. Attacker may modify the data then sent to intended system. For solving

this type of situations only authentication of the principals is not enough. To

avoid such modification on the data, the message must be encrypted. As with-

out encryption the transmission of data lacks privacy in the network. Encryp-

tion of services is not compulsorily required for only authentication purposes.

All that is required is some type of confidence that the information passed over

the network is correct and not modified in the transit. This can be achieved by

using various algorithms such as message digest algorithm without encrypt-
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ing the service. Some confidential services such as the bank transactions when

performed, the security provided by authentication is not sufficient. Sometimes

data/service authentication does not allow modification of information but al-

lows an attacker to read the information that was transmitted over the network;

to avoid this, service must be authenticated.

The authentication mechanism used for the purpose of secure communication in

SONATE is based on PKI which provides a foundation for the security services like

confidentiality, nonrepudiation, integrity and authentication. Its primary function is

to allow the distribution of the keys, maintain the certificates with security. It consists

of the security policies, security services and the protocols which support the use of

public key cryptography for the management of the keys and the certificates. The

certificates are issued by the CA via broker in SONATE.

In order to provide security services to the entities in SONATE authentication is

used as an initial process to identify it using its secret credentials. The credentials

include sourceID, certificates, signature, public key for verification. The verification

is performed using the CA via a broker of the system. With this, the information

security and service integrity is maintained using encryption and service authentica-

tion. Therefore, authentication is directly related to architectural security in terms of

entities, information and integrity of the data.

4.5.2 SONATE —Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
A PKI- based architecture [59] is an effective solution to cope with the emerging

threats. It allows

� Entities authentication in more secure fashion

� Encrytion of sensitive information

� Documents are electronically signed

It is usually defined as a set of policies, practices and technologies involved in sev-

eral processes like management, storage, reveocation of public key certificates when

asymmetric key is used. The aim is to develop “Chain of Trust” for securing the data

and authenticating the entities. The PKI concept has been modified in many ways

for the management of public keys, certificates of various entities of the network. A

single system level authentication process is shown in (Figure 4.2). At the network

level, where many systems exist, the brokers contact with the AS to get authenti-

cated by themselves and allow users to get authenticated via brokers of the system.

For the development of secure architecture, authentication plays a vital role in the

verification of the identification of the entities. It is important to verify the request

sent from an authenticated user but not from a hacker. The identification and verifi-

cation process along with the management of the keys is explained in the following

sections.

The feasibility of a PKI is discussed which is adopted for the upcoming emerging

architectures. A herierachical process was followed for the certification of the entities
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Figure 4.2: System level Authentication.

and key management was also discussed. Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)

[142] and Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL’s) [59] were used for the decrease of

network and computational overheads.

4.5.2.1 PKI Cryptographic Resources

The components which are used for smooth and secure communication are as fol-

lows:

� Public and private keys: Each and every entity of the system holds two keys:

one for encryption and the other for decryption. The private key is kept secret

whereas the public key is made available publicly. These are the one-way

functions, which are difficult to decrypt if the message is encrypted with one

of the keys. RSA [168] is used as it is a well-known asymmetric algorithm

based on the keys.

� Digital certificates: X.509 certificates are used as it is widely used for Internet

applications [59]. These certificates are the central elements for the asymmet-

ric key pair technique. The certificates are used for binding the entities with

a public key in an authentic way. The certificate delivers the information like

Source ID, certificate number which is unique, the algorithm used for the

generation of the signature, public key and the validation period. Other fields

like type and purpose of the certificate can be included.

� Hashing: Hash function is used as it is one-way, collision free and produces

fixed output. SHA-1 [48] is used for the computation of the 160-bit length
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hashes. In the PKI of SONATE, hashes are used to produce the digital signa-

ture. A hybrid model which is a combination of MAC and CBC-MAC was

used as it is a double hashing technique and there is no need to add any type

of paddings.

� Digital signature: It is used for certifying the entities signature and integrity

of the data. For the verification of the digital signature, the first condition is

to validate the signer’s digital certificate which is not revoked or expired. To

obtain the hash value of the user, the broker decrypts the signature using the

public key of the user. The broker computes the hash data and compares the

two obtained hashes. If both are the same, then it is assumed that the integrity

of data is maintained.

4.5.2.2 Components of PKI

The components that are required in PKI with respect to SONATE architecture are

as follows:

� Certificate Authority (CA): The core component that can issue the public

key certificates is CA. These are responsible CRL’s to the issuer. It manages,

stores, generates, revocate and the certificates whenever required. It func-

tions as a third party that provides key management services. It certifies the

identity of the end entities, accomplished by providing sufficient proof of the

entities. X.509 public key certificates [59] are used for the exchange certifi-

cates between the entities and the CA. The functions of CA are to generate

the certificates, and revocate the certificates.

� Broker: This verifies the user’s identity and forwards the request to CA for

the issue of digital certificate, forwards the user request to the provider for

the fulfillment of the services.

� End Entities: A user or the device is used to denote as entity that requires a

digital certificate. In the context of SONATE, the principals/entities of the ar-

chitecture are the Consumer/user, Broker and the Provider which are required

to get authenticated before accessing the services.

� Repository: It is a storage device for the storage of the certificates and CRL’s

for easy retrieval whenever required.

4.5.3 Architecture for the Identity Management of the Entities
The identity of the entities is important for the exchange of the services over the net-

work and for the protection of the services from the attackers. The users can only

interact with the service brokers for requesting the services by sending the applica-

tion/service request. Identification of the entities can be performed by using the IP

address as sourceID or the userID. In both cases, the entity’s have to get authenticated

with the authentication server via the broker of the system.
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4.5.3.1 Service Consumer Identity

Each entity involved in a transaction must be authenticated as the first step by using

its ID. If the entity is already authenticated and requesting a service then the request is

fulfilled by forwarding the request to the service provider after the verification of the

identity of the entity (Figure 4.3). At present IP address, MAC address is considered

a UniqueID for the identification of the user which is stored in Valid-IP table of the

system.

Figure 4.3: Sequence Diagram of Authentication Mechanism in SONATE.

Valid-IP Table

For maintaining the validity of packets along with its entity identity it is required to

store the valid hop count and MAC address and the IP address of the system. The

source IP address is obtained from the packet and if it is valid it considers the packet

or else drops the packet. Frequency count has been stored along with Hop count,

MAC address, IP address for future use (for more details please refer to Chapter 6).

The mapping of the IP address to hop count and MAC address is required when a

packet is captured and its IP address and hop count are compared with the stored

hop count against the corresponding IP address. Since hop count is not constant and

may vary as every packet is free to follow any existing path to reach the destination,

compulsory measures are to be considered for updating the hop count value. The hop

count value is obtained using the IP address and TTL field value from the packet and

subtracting the TTL value from the initial value of TTL which can be obtained by

the if-else ladder (Algorithm 4.1). The most modern OS use only selected initial TTL

values and they are 30, 32, 60, 64, 128 and 255 [205]. This valid IP table is also used

to store a frequency count for updating the hop count information.
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Algorithm 4.1
If ladder

1. If(ttl <=32)

2. Hop=32 - ttl;

3. If(ttl <= 64 && ttl >32)

4. Hop=64 ttl;

5. If(ttl<= 128 && ttl >64)

6. Hop=128-ttl;

4.5.3.2 Service Broker’s Identity

The broker communicates with the consumers/users at the front end to accept the

service request and the provider at the backend to fetch the services. The broker has

to fetch the services from other brokers of the network if the service is not avail-

able within the registered provider of the system. The brokers are identified with the

broker’s ID which is authenticated within the network.

4.5.3.3 Service Provider’s Identity

For the identity of the service provider’s of the system, the service providers get

registered with the brokers of the network along with the list of services they provide

before offering the services to the user via a broker.

4.5.4 SONATE: Generation of the Keys
The major issues for the transaction of the services over the network of SONATE are

i) how can the entities verify each others identity, ii) exchange of encrypted services,

iii) creation and verification of the signatures. PKI is a well-established approach for

addressing these issues [59]. Technically, PKI is referred to as a technique to enable

the public key encryption or digital signature over the distributed networks. The func-

tion of PKI is to distribute the keys to those who want to encrypt the services. This

process involves the issue of digital certificates by the CA to the users via brokers

and the brokers who get registered with that CA. For the issuance of the certificates

to the entities, it requests authentication, usually by the broker of the system. It can

extend its functions to renewal of the certificates for the entities of the architecture

of SONATE. The main functions of PKI are

� To generate the key pairs (public and private keys)

� To store the certificates in the authentication server and

� Generation and verification of the signatures that are produced digitally.
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4.5.4.1 PKI Consumer Functionalities

The user sends a request for the requirements of an application along with its sour-

ceID, i.e., UserID or IP address of the system, if already registered with the broker of

the system. If the user is not registered then the functionalities to get registered with

the provider for accessing the services are as follows:

1. User sends a request to get authenticated by sending a request of invoking

Generate Key pair() function along with its sourceID for the generation of

public and private key pair.

2. Whenever a user sends a request that requires a digital signature, the user in-

vokes digital signing function which helps in creating a hash of the message

and generates the digital signature.

3. Verification of the certificate signature can be performed using the public key

of the sender.

4.5.4.2 Key Establishment Process

The user/broker generates its private key and sends it to the broker in the encrypted

format using the system’s public key. Hashing technique is used for the transmission

of the keys over the network. For the computation of the certificate services, MD5

or MAC services are utilized. The private key is established with the help of the

authentication server’s authority and the public key which consists of two session

keys one for each direction. Once the session is established, all the traffic over the

network is encrypted over both directions. The private key can be used for multiple

sessions for fetching the services, ultimately reducing the overhead of the private

key operations. For the development of the session keys, MD5 can be used. The

certificate of the user can be stored within the authentication server and can be used

for future purposes.

4.5.5 Certificate Management Service —SONATE
The purpose of use of the PKI in SONATE is for the management of the certificates.

The functions provided by the Certification Authority (CA), PKI via authentication

server are certificate request, certificate revocation and the certificate verification ser-

vice.

4.5.5.1 SONATE –Certificate Request Process

The functions of the certificate request are as follows (Figure 4.4):

1. The service consumers/users use PKI to generate the asymmetric key pair and

send Certificate Request message to the communication broker of the system.

The broker forwards it to the authentication server. The message contains in-

formation like the sourceID and it is signed with the user’s private key as at-

tachment.
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2. The CA of the authentication server verifies the entities digital signature with

the public key. If it is successful, a randomly generated authentication code is

sent to the broker as specified in the Certificate Request. This code is used to

identify the certificate request.

3. When the broker receives the message from PKI via AS, it stores the details in

its repository and forwards the authentication code to the user of the system.

The user sends its code along with its sourceID to the broker as in step 1.

The broker verifies the user with the received code from the authentication

server(AS). If it is correct then it sends a verification signed by the broker’s

private key to PKI of AS.

4. CA verifies the user’s signature which is received via the broker and checks

the random codes for the identification of the specific certificate request. If the

verification is successful, it invokes a Certificate Request. The service request

contains PKCS#10 [149] certificate message request.

5. The CA issues the certificate based on the identity of the user by sending a

response message PKCS#7 [110] to the broker as service response which is

forwarded to the user. This message contains X.509 certificate details signed

by the service provider of the CA of the authentication server.

6. The CA of the PKI verifies the user’s signature with users certificate which

was loaded during the initialization phase. If the signatures are same then the

CA of PKI stores the X.509 certificate along with the public key, permissions

of the services to be accessed. The same is also stored with the broker of the

systems for the verification of the user for the next time. The key is stored with

the service provider for the issue of services in an encrypted form to the user

via a broker.

4.5.5.2 SONATE –Certificate Revocation Process

The revocation process is useful when the key is lost or compromised. There exists

two approaches for the revocation and verification of the certificates namely: CRL

which provides a list of revoked certificates that are received less frequently and

OCSP which provides a real time revocation process about the certificates for the

issuing authority (Figure 4.5). OCSP method has been adopted in this architecture

where the broker acts as a responder and the process is as follows:

1. User sends a Revocation Certificate Request which includes the sourceID and

the reason for the revocation to the broker.

2. The Service Broker sends the user’s certificate request to the CA after verifying

its identity in its repository. Once the verification is successful at the broker, it

forwards it to the CA by creating a Revocation Certificate message signed by

its private key.
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Figure 4.4: Certificate request process

3. CA verifies the broker signature. If user is valid, then the broker checks for

the request to get fulfilled by revoking the certificate. It sends the Revocation
Response to the requested broker which is forwarded to the user.

4. Once the broker receives the authority signature, it verifies the signature and

removes the certificates that were revocated from its list. Then the broker sends

a response to the user as Revocation Certificate Response signed by the bro-

kers private key as acknowledgement.

4.5.5.3 SONATE –Certificate Verification Process

Once the user gets the certificate by the above process (refer request process) the

user can use it for authentication before fetching the services from the provider of the

system/other broker of the network via a broker. OCSP process is used for checking

the status of the certificates. The authentication protocol provides a strong authen-

tication as specified in FIPS 196. Mutual authentication is performed between the

brokers and the providers of the network based on the digital signature and exchange

of certificates and one way authentication with the exchange of the keys and signing

of the certificates is performed between service user and service broker of the system

(Figure 4.6). The process is as follows:

1. The service consumer/user sends a service request message to the broker. The
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Figure 4.5: Certificate revocation process.

message contains the sessionID, sourceID and an indicator which identify the

message as an authenticated request.

2. The service broker verifies in its repository and decides to terminate or initi-

ate the session of the authentication process. If it decides to authenticate the

user, the broker generates a random number challenge R[b] and sends it with a

sessionID to the user of the system.

3. The consumer/user generates a random number challenge, R[user] and sends it

to the broker with the inclusion of the following data: R[b], sessionID, sourceID

and S[user](R[user],R[b])where S is a service request and S[x](M) describes the

signed message with “X’s” private key.

4. After receiving the service message, the broker verifies the entity’s certificate

by sending the verification Certificate Request which contains the users X.509

certificate to the AS. The CA of AS searches for the certificate based on X.509

and verifies the status using OCSP protocol. The CA sends an OCSP based

response after verification to the broker. CA of the PKI verifies the broker’s

signature using the public key of the broker which was pre-loaded at the ini-

tialisation phase. The verification result is returned to the broker in a signed

format as Verification Certificate Response along with the public key. CA of

AS verifies the public key of the broker using the public key which is loaded

at initial phase. It verifies R[b], as it was retained in step 2. If all verification is

successful, it means the broker has authenticated the user successfully or else
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a failure notification is sent to the user. Finally, the broker returns a message

along with the authentication result and it is R[b],R[user], and S[user](R[b],R[user]).

5. The broker verifies the provider who gets registered with the broker of the sys-

tem for offering the services using step 4 of the process. The user verifies the

broker by sending the request along with the public key. If all the verifications

are successful, it means the user is authenticated and using steps 3 and 4 the

brokers of the network get authenticated with each other for the exchange of

keys along with certificates.The brokers of the network of the proposed archi-

tecture of SONATE are mutually authenticated using the concept of hierarchi-

cal certification process with the integrated PKI concept.

6. After a successful authentication process between the entities of the architec-

ture they agree on and the keys are established for the encryption of the mes-

sages. The entities generate a message that consists of a session key and the

algorithm ID (RSA-1, MD5-2 etc.) sign and encrypt with the entities public

key and sends it to the broker of the system. After receiving this message, the

entity decrypts it with its private key and verifies the signature using the public

key of the sent entity. Once the verification and establishment of the session

are done, the provider entities encrypt all the services using the algorithm and

the key specified and forward it to the broker of the system, and these are

forwarded to the users by the brokers of the system.

4.5.6 Secure Communication Model for SONATE
Service Oriented Network Architecture (SONATE), the user will request for any ser-

vices. For this particular service broker or agent will generate workflow by using

service selection and composition process. The specific service requires the integra-

tion of BBs according to the sequence of BBs generated by workflow. In selecting

any services which are available in the form of BBs, the broker or agent will choose

the best possible services in the form of BBs. Now the next step is searching for BBs

will perform in the local repository. If BBs are not available on the local system, then

the request will be sent to another remote system for particular BBs. After getting the

requested BBs the local repository will be updated (Figure 4.7). For the successful

completion of the request, the broker first checks the consumer/user’s authentication

using the above- mentioned process.

4.5.7 Functional Overview
The operation of the service broker communication works in accordance with the

workflow of the information generated by the service consumers. A user requests a

service by sending a required information (Msg1) (Figure 4.7). The service broker

analyzes the request after checking its authentication and makes a list of BBs re-

quired for fulfilling the workflow. Then it checks for local availability. An XML list
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Figure 4.6: Certificate verification process.

of nonexisting BB’s on the local system is sent to Application BB (Msg2). The Ap-
plication BB frames the file name and the file data in bytes, corresponding to a type

in MessageList object (Msg3) along with the key and its ID. Network BB receives

the message (Msg3) and sends it to the other systems.The other system receives the

message (Msg3) from Network BB and transfers to the Application BB. The Appli-
cation BB extracts data and frames it to MessageList object (Msg4). This message

is sent to service broker for to check its availability on that system. If the requested

service is not available then the same message is passed to the next node and this

process continues until the request is successfully identified. After successfully lo-

cating the availability, the system will send the list of services that it can serve to

the Service Consumer system via the intermediate nodes from where it was queried.

The response will be in XML format (Msg5). The Application BB prepares the Mes-
sageList object and sends a message in encrypted form (Msg6) to Network BB via

authentication BB. This message is sent to the succeeding node. The received mes-

sage is sent to Application BB in this way all the required messages are collected in

encrypted form and checked for the possibility of completion of the user’s request.

If it fulfills then that service is executed successfully. The request is fulfilled when

the broker proves its identity or else the request is dropped by sending a negative

acknowledgement.
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Figure 4.7: Message Communication Process.

4.5.7.1 SONATE Packet Format

For the enhancement of Flexible Network architecture different level of phases are

identified and to make these phases compatible with each other the packet formats

required to be modified (Please refer to Chapter 2 for more details). To provide com-

patibility with existing networks as well as upcoming technological changes, differ-

ent phases are identified. Three different types of header formats are identified for

this purpose (Figure 4.8). In the initial phase of research work TCP/IP protocol is

used for networking to establish a communication link, and in the rest of the phases

TLV (Type, Length and Value) or a combination of TLV format is used in accordance

with the Phase need.

Type 1: It is the presently existing Internet packet format used in network communi-

cation.

Type 2: This type of packet format is used to provide compatibility between applica-

tion level and network level. It is used during Phase2 to 6 for the communi-

cation link establishment.

Type 3: This type of header format is used for Phase7 type of connection where es-

tablishment of a communication link is formed with the help of TLV packet

format. In this Phase, SONATE framework acts as a middleware and sup-

ports for establishing a network connectivity among all SONATE framework

equipped systems. This middleware has the capability to modify the packet

formats according to the need.

During Phase8, the above-mentioned types of packet formats are used for a smooth

information exchange among all interconnected systems and also provide a backward

compatibility with the legacy systems.
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Figure 4.8: SONATE packet formats.

Figure 4.9: Authentication Packet of SONATE.

The packet format for the proposed architecture is different. At the initiative level

Type1 packet format is used, i.e., the current Internet packet format. Type2 packet

format is used to provide compatibility at application level and the network level

for connection establishment. Type3 format is used where establishment for com-

munication is done with the help of TLV packet format (Figure 4.8). In this level,

SONATE framework acts as a middleware and supports for SONATE equipped sys-

tems to make network connectivity. This middleware has the capability to change the

packet format according to the need. Once the deployment of SONATE is done in

the communication path as well as in the systems the above mentioned formats are

used to provide backward compatibility with legacy systems which requires security

for the protection of services from breach.

A network contains a large number of principals who communicate and may

not have authoritative descriptions, and the purpose of the services for which they
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are being requested. For secure communication, principals are to be authenticated

which can be performed using various cryptographic techniques. There are many

authentication protocols available in the current Internet which are based on both the

conventional and public key encryption methods. These protocols are to be developed

in flexible and loosely coupled to suite the future Internet which makes it easy for

modification of protocols and yield better results or replace the old one with new

protocols with the emerging demands. Assigning numbers to the developed security

protocols allow easy to find out the required protocols with the provider. An example

for assigning numbers to the famous algorithms has been considered in (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Code Assigned Security Protocols

Security

Protocols

Assigned

No.

Code

DES 1 0000

AES 2 0001

MD5 3 0010

AES 4 0011

Digital

Signature

5 0100

RSA 6 0101

To avoid the attacks in this framework, the flexible protocols are developed and a

4-bit binary code is assigned to the respective security protocols as the packet format

use TLVs. And these TLVs use a binary format that makes the data smaller, easy

generation of XML for the human inspection of the data, can be easily searched

using the generalized parsing functions and these can be placed anywhere and in any

order inside the payload. The TLVs that were received from the older device (session

finish) will be ignored and the rest of the payload is considered [52]. SONATE uses

TLV along with the IP packet (Figure 4.9) which includes an authentication header

code where the authentication algorithm code is declared so that both the principals

can have mutual understanding of the algorithm and communicate for the usage of

authentication for encryption and decryption of the services with the help of the key.

Let us consider a case where an agent uses RSA algorithm then the code is declared as

0101 at the place of authentication code along with packet type and packet sequence

number if any as described in the packet. When layer concept becomes absolete then

the consideration of packet headers does not yield good results, so SONATE sends

its information using TLVs which are authenticated and encrypted with the key in

the form of bits and bytes over the network.

The size of the headers used in different phases of SONATE are Transport header

(T) = 20 bytes, Network header (N) = 20 bytes, and Maximum Transmission Unit

(MTU) = 1500 bytes, Maximum Segment Size (MSS) = (1500 - 20 - 20) = 1460

bytes, TLV = (Type = 32 bits for IPv4 and 128 bits for IPv6, Length = 32 bits for

IPv4 and 128 bits for IPv6, Value = It is variable of size). The allocation of binary

code for authentication is performed using 6 bits where 4 bit binary code is used in
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the current scenario and 2 bits for future use. And in cases where a conflict occurs

for the assignment of binary codes to the security protocols, a holistic approach is

followed where their will be a tradeoffs between bit and the security protocols. The

authentication protocol list is made available with all the brokers.

Figure 4.10: Flow of service.

The process of fulfilling a service request is shown in a generalized flowchart

(Figure 4.10) where, the request from the user is accepted by the broker. After re-

ceiving the request the broker checks in its repository for the availability of the ser-

vice, if the service is available in the list then it is forwarded to the provider to fetch

it for the fulfillment of the request. And if the requested service does not reside in

its repository then the request is forwarded to the network via network BB. The re-

quested services can be transferred over the distributed network. A simple example

of file transfer is explained (Algorithm 4.2) which is one of the basic services of the

distributed system. There are various services which incorporate functionality of file

transfer during the service, such as NFS; which is completely based on distributed

sytem. Before transfering a file from one system to another, the broker of one sys-

tem verifies the authentication of the system. Transferring a file in smaller chunks is

easier than transferring a larger file over the network. Therefore, a larger file is made
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into chunks of smaller sized messages and sent over the network in encrypted form.

At the destination side these encrypted chunks of messages are collected for decryp-

tion and reassembled to get the original message. The proposed framework supports

this type of operation. For the avoidance of permanent connection establishment be-

tween two brokers of the network a session control mechanism is introduced. Using

this mechanism the required authenication service can be made available for a defi-

nite period of time. As soon as the session completes the authentication BB becomes

obsolete such as the bank transaction session ends after a certain amount of time.

Algorithm 4.2
Secure file transfer code of available services

1. Get service name and its path

2. Send request to Application BB

3. Pass file name to Network BB

4. Provide authentication to broker

5. Get key for file authentication

6. If authentication type matches

7. Fragment the file with key

8. While fragmentation number �= 0

9. Send selected data fragments to network BB

10. Send file to another system

11. Repeat for all fragments

12. Decrypt the received file

13. Send acknowledgment of receiving

14. else

15. Get authentication mechanism

16. Repeat steps 7 to 13 untill the session completes
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4.6 Evaluation
It is important to evaluate any designed secure system, which helps to evaluate,

whether it can support the expected security services or not. This section deals with

the evaluation of the security proposed for SONATE architecture on the basis of

the threat model. A threat model was designed using the attacker based approach.

Then verified whether the proposed protocols can prevent the consequences or not.

Identity management system was analyzed from the attacker’s point of view, and

considered the following possible attacks: eavesdropping, replay attack, imperson-

ation and data tampering. Then analyses were performed whether these security ser-

vices are capable of solving these security issues. All messages are digitally signed

using the sender’s private key and encrypted with the receiver’s public key which

helps in preventing the interception and replay attack. Since a strong authentication

method was applied before each session, it solves the problem of an impersonation

attack. A simple file transfer can use simple cryptographic functions, such as hash

that can prevent only tampering attack. For the prevention of interception, replay

attack along with data tampering it is better to use the digital signature, which con-

sists of the sender’s private key and encrypted with the receiver’s public key. Before

each session, the entities who want to communicate perform a strong authentication

in order to establish a secure session. Until and unless the entities prove their iden-

tity and authenticate themselves the exchange of the services are not allowed. In the

certificate request phase, for each session, a sessionID is randomly generated which

avoids a replay attack. Each service transaction is based on the challenge response

mode and if an attack occurs, there is a possibility to cancel the transaction by the

broker of the system or network and send an acknowledgement to the sender system.

For the revocation process, the above-mentioned attacks can be prevented due to the

above-mentioned reasons. In addition to this, use of certificates provides integrity

and authentication for the services.

Table 4.2: Authentication Evaluation Results

Replay Attack Data Tam-

pering

Impersonation Eavesdropping

Identity Verifica-

tion

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Certificate Re-

quest

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Certificate Revo-

cation

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Certificate Verifi-

cation

Yes Yes Yes Yes

4.6.1 Performance Analysis
Hierarchical certification model has been developed and tested on a case study of Fu-

ture Internet architecture of SONATE. But a combination of hierarchical and cross-
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certification will be used in the future for the easy management of the cerificates.

After the PKI establishment a set of files was sent using encryption and hashing

techniques. The modules are developed on the concept on SOA to suite the architec-

ture of SONATE such as CRC, AES-256, MD5, Service Authentication Code [28],

digital signature, etc., were successfully incorporated in SONATE. The feasibility

by both standalone and distributed environment for TCP and UDP cases are consid-

ered using a real time scenario and both sending and receiving data was performed

successfully. The verification and validation of data is performed on the text file

sent over the systems. The experimental results of throughput and execution time on

standalone and distributed system is almost constant for both the cases of TCP and

UDP. A series of 38 files was sent for the comparision of the execution time and

throughput and the graphs obtained.

Figure 4.11: Comparison of execution time (milliseconds) of a secure file transfer in
SONATE and TCP/IP interface.

The graph (Figure 4.11) obtained shows the 8 series where first four series (above

series line) represent the execution time for SONATE and below series for TCP in-

terface. The throughput for TCP interface is more compared with SONATE (Fig-

ure 4.12). The first 4 above series shows the throughput of TCP and below shows

the SONATE interface output. We can conclude that the throughput is less and exe-

cution time is more for SONATE interface when compared with TCP interface. It is

observed that the security payload decreases and the throughput of the file increases
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of throughput (bytes/milliseconds) of a secure file transfer
in SONATE and TCP/IP interface.

which was tested by considering the 35 files of each 3568 bytes (Figure 4.13). The

service files were sent through the distributed network and these are encrypted us-

ing various authentication techniques. The execution time was noted in (Table 4.3)

and related comparison graph is obtained (Figure 4.14) for TCP/IP interface and

SONATE interface. Similarly, four encrypted files are sent and its throughput is (Ta-

ble 4.4) compared with TCP/IP and its related graph (Figure 4.15) is obtained in bytes

per milliseconds. We can conclude that the execution time is more and throughput

is less for SONATE. This is due to the selection and composition process for the

selection of best services from the available service repository.

Table 4.3: Comparison of Execution Time

Services TCP/IP Interface SONATE Interface

File 1 0.7321345 0.8132145

File 2 0.6777896 0.7522234

File 3 0.6500121 0.7221345

File 4 0.1400125 0.1556789

Table 4.4: Comparison of Throughput Time

Services TCP/IP Interface SONATE Interface

File 1 4.8743211 4.3890111

File 2 5.270017 4.7455221

File 3 5.4899999 4.9422222

File 4 27.03023323 24.2722333
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Figure 4.13: Security payload on SONATE.

4.7 Summary
Authentication of the entities is imperative for the satisfactory working of Future In-

ternet architectures and for avoidance of security vulnerabilities. The entities of the

architectures are independent, and require mutual authentication at the initiation of

every service request cycle for the avoidance of attacks. Thus, authentication is the

most important security measure. It allows smooth service provisioning without ex-

ternal threats like man in middle attack etc. In this a casestudy has been considered

and examined, a mechanism based on PKI is proposed for SONATE environment

due to the functional properties for the fulfillment of authentication in the networks.

In addition, security, usability and interoperability of the PKI solution must be taken

into account in the context of providing secure services. As the result, we a solution

is proposed based on the concept of PKI and its trusted authorities. The proposed

mechanism includes PKI server and CA Server and three services: certificate re-

quest service, certificate revocation service, and certificate verification service. This

solution not only solves the authentication issues, but also provides flexibility and

interoperability for its deployment. Finally, the evaluation of usability and security

is also given. Based on the evaluation results, it is concluded that the proposed PKI

solution is easy and secure to use. The performance analysis considered for both the

scenarios of TCP and SONATE which uses UDP for transferring the messages over

the network. It is observed that the execution time is more and throughput is less for

UDP when compared to TCP due to the service orchestration process for the delivery

of the best possible services by the architecture.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of Execution Time (secs).

Figure 4.15: Comparison of Throughput (bytes/milliseconds).





Appendix —4A

Internet Protocol of Current Architecture
An internet protocol (IP) provides the functionality for interconnecting end systems

across multiple networks. For this purpose, IP is implemented in each end system and

in routers, which are devices that provide connection between networks. Higher-level

data at a source end system are encapsulated in an IP protocol data unit (PDU) for

transmission. This PDU is then passed through one or more networks and connecting

routers to reach the destination end system. The router must be able to cope with a

variety of differences among networks, including:

Addressing schemes: The networks may use different schemes for assigning ad-

dresses to devices. For example, an IEEE 802 LAN uses either 16-bit or 48-bit

binary addresses for each attached device; an X.25 public packet-switching

network uses 12-digit decimal addresses (encoded as 4 bits per digit for a 48-

bit address). Some form of global network addressing must be provided, as

well as a directory service.

Maximum packet sizes: Packets from one network may have to be broken into

smaller pieces to be transmitted on another network, a process known as frag-

mentation. For example, Ethernet imposes a maximum packet size of 1500

bytes; a maximum packet size of 1000 bytes is common on X.25 networks. A

packet that is transmitted on an Ethernet system and picked up by a router for

retransmission on an X.25 network may have to fragment the incoming packet

into two smaller ones. Interfaces: The hardware and software interfaces to

various networks differ. The concept of a router must be independent of these

differences.

Reliability: Various network services may provide anything from a reliable end-to-

end virtual circuit to an unreliable service. The operation of the routers should

not depend on an assumption of network reliability.

147
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Figure 4.16: TCP/IP configuration example.

The operation of the router, as Figure 4.16 indicates, depends on an Internet pro-

tocol. In this example, the Internet Protocol (IP) of the TCP/IP protocol suite per-

forms that function. IP must be implemented in all end systems on all networks as

well as on the routers. In addition, each end system must have compatible protocols

above IP to communicate successfully.

Consider the transfer of a block of data from end system X to end system Y in

Figure 4.16. The IP layer at X receives blocks of data to be sent to Y from TCP in

X. The IP layer attaches a header that specifies the global Internet address of Y. That

address is in two parts: network identifier and end system identifier. Let us refer to

this block as the IP packet. Next, IP recognizes that the destination (Y) is on another

subnetwork. So the first step is to send the packet to a router, in this case router 1. To

accomplish this, IP hands its data unit down to LLC with the appropriate addressing

information. LLC creates an LLC PDU, which is handed down to the MAC layer. The

MAC layer constructs a MAC packet whose header contains the address of router 1.

Next, the packet travels through LAN to router 1. The router removes the packet

and LLC headers and trailers and analyzes the IP header to determine the ultimate

destination of the data, in this case Y. The router must now make a routing decision.

There are two possibilities:

1. The destination end system Y is connected directly to one of the subnetworks

to which the router is attached.

2. To reach the destination, one or more additional routers must be traversed.

In this example, the packet must be routed through router 2 before reaching the des-

tination. So router 1 passes the IP packet to router 2 via the intermediate network.

For this purpose, the protocols of that network are used. For example, if the inter-

mediate network is an X.25 network, the IP data unit is wrapped in an X.25 packet
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with appropriate addressing information to reach router 2. When this packet arrives

at router 2, the packet header is stripped off. The router determines that this IP packet

is destined for Y, which is connected directly to a subnetwork to which the router is

attached. The router therefore creates a packet with a destination address of Y and

sends it out onto the LAN. The data finally arrive at Y, where the packet, LLC, and

internet headers and trailers can be stripped off.

This service offered by IP is an unreliable one. That is, IP does not guarantee that

all data will be delivered or that the data that are delivered will arrive in the proper

order. It is the responsibility of the next higher layer, in this case TCP, to recover

from any errors that occur. This approach provides for a great deal of flexibility. Be-

cause delivery is not guaranteed, there is no particular reliability requirement on any

of the subnetworks. Thus, the protocol will work with any combination of subnet-

work types. Because the sequence of delivery is not guaranteed, successive packets

can follow different paths through the Internet. This allows the protocol to react to

congestion and failure in the Internet by changing routes.

IPv4
For decades, the keystone of the TCP/IP protocol architecture has been the Internet

Protocol (IP) version 4. Figure 4.17 shows the IP header format, which is a minimum

of 20 octets, or 160 bits. The fields are

� Version (4 bits): Indicates version number, to allow evolution of the protocol;

the value is 4.

� Internet Header Length (IHL) (4 bits): Length of header in 32-bit words. The

minimum value is five, for a minimum header length of 20 octets.

� DS/ECN (8 bits): Prior to the introduction of differentiated services, this field

was referred to as the Type of Service field and specified reliability, prece-

dence, delay, and throughput parameters. This interpretation has now been

superseded. The first 6 bits of the TOS field are now referred to as the DS

(Differentiated Services) field. The remaining 2 bits are reserved for an ECN

(Explicit Congestion Notification) field.

� Total Length (16 bits): Total IP packet length, in octets.

� Identification (16 bits): A sequence number that, together with the source ad-

dress, destination address, and user protocol, is intended to identify a packet

uniquely. Thus, this number should be unique for the packet’s source address,

destination address, and user protocol for the time during which the packet

will remain in the Internet.

� Flags (3 bits): Only two of the bits are currently defined. When a packet is

fragmented, the more bit indicates whether this is the last fragment in the

original packet. The don’t fragment bit prohibits fragmentation when set.
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This bit may be useful if it is known that the destination does not have the

capability to reassemble fragments. However, if this bit is set, the packet

will be discarded if it exceeds the maximum size of an en route subnetwork.

Therefore, if the bit is set, it may be advisable to use source routing to avoid

subnetworks with small maximum packet size.

� Fragment Offset (13 bits): Indicates where in the original packet this frag-

ment belongs, measured in 64-bit units. This implies that fragments other

than the last fragment must contain a data field that is a multiple of 64 bits in

length.

� Time to Live (8 bits): Specifies how long, in seconds, a packet is allowed to

remain in the Internet. Every router that processes a packet must decrease the

TTL by at least one, so the TTL is somewhat similar to a hop count.

� Protocol (8 bits): Indicates the next higher level protocol, which is to receive

the data field at the destination; thus, this field identifies the type of the next

header in the packet after the IP header.

� Header Checksum (16 bits): An error-detecting code applied to the header

only. Because some header fields may change during transit (e.g., time to

live, segmentation-related fields), this is reverified and recomputed at each

router. The checksum field is the 16-bit one’s complement addition of all 16-

bit words in the header. For purposes of computation, the checksum field is

itself initialized to a value of zero.

� Source Address (32 bits): Coded to allow a variable allocation of bits to spec-

ify the network and the end system attached to the specified network (7 and

24 bits, 14 and 16 bits, or 21 and 8 bits).

� Destination Address (32 bits): Same characteristics as source address.

� Options (variable): Encodes the options requested by the sending user; these

may include security label, source routing, record routing, and timestamping.

� Padding (variable): Used to ensure that the packet header is a multiple of 32

bits in length.

IPv6
In 1995, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which develops protocol stan-

dards for the Internet, issued a specification for a next-generation IP, known then

as IPng. This specification was turned into a standard in 1996 known as IPv6. IPv6

provides a number of functional enhancements over the existing IP (known as IPv4),

designed to accommodate the higher speeds of today’s networks and the mix of data

streams, including graphic and video, that are becoming more prevalent. But the
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Figure 4.17: IPv4 header.

driving force behind the development of the new protocol was the need for more

addresses. IPv4 uses a 32-bit address to specify a source or destination. With the ex-

plosive growth of the Internet and of private networks attached to the Internet, this

address length became insufficient to accommodate all systems needing addresses.

As Figure 4.18 shows, IPv6 includes 128-bit source and destination address fields.

Ultimately, all installations using TCP/IP are expected to migrate from the current IP

to IPv6, but this process will take many years, if not decades.

IPv6 Header The IPv6 header has a fixed length of 40 octets, consisting of the

following fields Figure 4.18:

� Version (4 bits): Internet Protocol version number; the value is 6.

� DS/ECN (8 bits): Prior to the introduction of differentiated services, this field

was referred to as the Traffic Class field and was reserved for use by origi-

nating nodes and/or forwarding routers to identify and distinguish between

different classes or priorities of IPv6 packets. The first six bits of the traffic

class field are now referred to as the DS (Differentiated Services) field. The

remaining 2 bits are reserved for an ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification)

field.

� Flow Label (20 bits): May be used by a host to label those packets for which

it is requesting special handling by routers within a network. Flow labeling

may assist resource reservation and real-time traffic processing.

� Payload Length (16 bits): Length of the remainder of the IPv6 packet follow-

ing the header, in octets. In other words, this is the total length of all of the

extension headers plus the transport-level PDU.

� Next Header (8 bits): Identifies the type of header immediately following the

IPv6 header; this will either be an IPv6 extension header or a higher-layer

header, such as TCP or UDP.

� Hop Limit (8 bits): The remaining number of allowable hops for this packet.

The hop limit is set to some desired maximum value by the source and decre-

mented by 1 by each node that forwards the packet. The packet is discarded

if hop limit is decremented to zero.
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� Source Address (128 bits): The address of the originator of the packet.

� Destination Address (128 bits): The address of the intended recipient of the

packet. This may not in fact be the intended ultimate destination if a routing

extension header is present, as explained later.

Although the IPv6 header is longer than the mandatory portion of the IPv4 header

(40 octets vs. 20 octets), it contains fewer fields (8 vs. 12). Thus, routers have less

processing to do per header, which should speed up routing.

Figure 4.18: IPv6 header.

IPv6 Extension Header: An IPv6 packet includes the IPv6 header, just discussed,

and zero or more extension headers. Outside of IPSec, the following extension

headers have been defined:

� Hop-by-Hop Options Header: Defines special options that require hop-

by-hop processing

� Routing Header: Provides extended routing, similar to IPv4 source rout-

ing

� Fragment Header: Contains fragmentation and reassembly information

� Authentication Header: Provides packet integrity and authentication

� Encapsulating Security Payload Header: Provides privacy

� Destination Options Header: Contains optional information to be exam-

ined by the destination node

The IPv6 standard recommends that, when multiple extension headers are

used, the IPv6 headers appear in the following order:

1. IPv6 header: Mandatory, must always appear first
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2. Hop-by-Hop Options header

3. Destination Options header: For options to be processed by the first desti-

nation that appears in the IPv6 Destination Address field plus subsequent

destinations listed in the routing header

4. Routing header

5. Fragment header

6. Authentication header

7. Encapsulating Security Payload header

8. Destination Options header: For options to be processed only by the final

destination of the packet

Figure 4.19: IPv6 Extension header.

Figure 4.19 shows an example of an IPv6 packet that includes an instance of each

nonsecurity header. Note that the IPv6 header and each extension header include a

next header field. This field identifies the type of the immediately following header.

If the next header is an extension header, then this field contains the type identifier

of that header. Otherwise, this field contains the protocol identifier of the upper-layer
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protocol using IPv6 (typically a transport-level protocol), using the same values as

the IPv4 protocol field. In the figure, the upper-layer protocol is TCP, so the upper-

layer data carried by the IPv6 packet consist of a TCP header followed by a block of

application data.

The hop-by-hop Options header carries optional information that, if present, must

be examined by every router along the path. The header consists of the following

fields:

� Next Header (8 bits): Identifies the type of header immediately following this

header.

� Header Extension Length (8 bits): Length of this header in 64-bit units, not

including the first 64 bits.

� Options: Contains one or more options. Each option consists of three sub-

fields: a tag, indicating the option type; a length, and a value.

Only one option has so far been defined: the jumbo payload option, used to send

IPv6 packets with payloads longer than 216 1 = 65,535 octets. The option data field

of this option is 32 bits long and gives the length of the packet in octets, excluding

the IPv6 header. For such packets, the payload length field in the IPv6 header must

be set to zero, and there must be no Fragment header. With this option, IPv6 supports

packet sizes up to more than 4 billion octets. This facilitates the transmission of large

video packets and enables IPv6 to make the best use of available capacity over any

transmission medium.

The Routing header contains a list of one or more intermediate nodes to be

visited on the way to a packet’s destination. All routing headers start with a 32-bit

block consisting of four 8-bit fields, followed by routing data specific to a given

routing type. The four 8-bit fields are Next Header, Header Extension Length, and

� Routing Type: Identifies a particular Routing header variant. If a router does

not recognize the Routing Type value, it must discard the packet.

� Segments Left: Number of explicitly listed intermediate nodes still to be vis-

ited before reaching the final destination.

In addition to this general header definition, the IPv6 specification defines the

Type 0 Routing header. When using the Type 0 Routing header, the source node does

not place the ultimate destination address in the IPv6 header. Instead, that address

is the last address listed in the Routing header, and the IPv6 header contains the

destination address of the first desired router on the path. The Routing header will not

be examined until the packet reaches the node identified in the IPv6 header. At that

point, the IPv6 and Routing header contents are updated and the packet is forwarded.

The update consists of placing the next address to be visited in the IPv6 header and

decrementing the Segments Left field in the Routing header.

IPv6 requires an IPv6 node to reverse routes in a packet it receives containing a

Routing header, to return a packet to the sender.

The Fragment header is used by a source when fragmentation is required. In
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IPv6, fragmentation may only be performed by source nodes, not by routers along

a packet’s delivery path. To take full advantage of the internetworking environment,

a node must perform a path discovery algorithm that enables it to learn the small-

est maximum transmission unit (MTU) supported by any subnetwork on the path.

In other words, the path discovery algorithm enables a node to learn the MTU of

the ”bottleneck” subnetwork on the path. With this knowledge, the source node will

fragment, as required, for each given destination address. Otherwise the source must

limit all packets to 1280 octets, which is the minimum MTU that must be supported

by each subnetwork. In addition to the Next Header field, the fragment header in-

cludes the following fields:

� Fragment Offset (13 bits): Indicates where in the original packet the payload

of this fragment belongs. It is measured in 64-bit units. This implies that

fragments (other than the last fragment) must contain a data field that is a

multiple of 64 bits long.

� Res (2 bits): Reserved for future use.

� M Flag (1 bit): 1 = more fragments; 0 = last fragment.

� Identification (32 bits): Intended to identify uniquely the original packet. The

identifier must be unique for the packet’s source address and destination ad-

dress for the time during which the packet will remain in the internet. All

fragments with the same identifier, source address, and destination address

are reassembled to form the original packet.

The Destination Options header carries optional information that, if present, is ex-

amined only by the packet’s destination node. The format of this header is the same

as that of the Hop-by-Hop Options header.

X.509 Authentication Service
ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardiza-

tion Sector) recommendation X.509 is a part of the X.500 series of recommendations

that define a directory service. The directory is a server or distributed set of servers

that maintains a database of information about users. The information includes a

mapping from user name to network address, as well as other attributes and informa-

tion about the users. X.509 defines a framework for the provision of authentication

services by the X.500 directory to its users. The directory may serve as a repository

of public-key certificates. Each certificate contains the public key of a user and is

signed with the private key of a trusted certification authority. X.509 defines alter-

native authentication protocols based on the use of public-key certificates. X.509 is

an important standard because the certificate structure and authentication protocols

defined in X.509 are used in variety of contexts (SSL, SET, etc.). A third version of

X.509 was issued in 1995 and revised in 2000.

Certificates The heart of X.509 scheme is the public-key certificate associated
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with each user. These user certificates are assumed to be created by some trusted

certificate authority (CA) and placed in the directory by the CA or by the user. The

directory itself is not responsible for the creation of public keys or for the certifi-

cation function; it merely provides an easily accessible location for users to obtain

certificates.

X.509 is based on the use of public-key cryptography and digital signatures. The

standard does not dictate the use of a specific algorithm but recommends RSA. The

digital signature scheme is assumed to require the use of a hash function. Again,

the standard does not dictate a specific hash algorithm. The 1988 recommendation

included the description of a recommended hash algorithm; this algorithm has since

been shown to be insecure and was dropped from the 1993 recommendation. Fig-

ure 4.20 illustrates the generation of a public-key certificate.

Figure 4.20: Public Key Cerificate Use.
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Figure 4.21 shows the general format of a certificate, which includes the follow-

ing elements:

Figure 4.21: X.509 Cerificate.

Version: Differentiates among successive versions of the certificate format: the de-

fault version is 1. If the Issuer Unique Identifier or Subject Unique Identifier

are present, the value must be version 2. If one or more extensions are present,

the version must be version 3.

Serial number: An integer value, unique within the issuing CA, that is unambigu-

ously associated with this certificate.

Signature algorithm identifier: The algorithm used to sign the certificate, together

with any associated parameters. Because this information is repeated in the

Signature field at the end of the certificate, this field has little, if any, utility.

Issuer name: X.500 name of the CA that created and signed this certificate.

Period of validity: Consists of two dates: the first and the last on which certificate

is valid.
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Subject name: The name of the user to whom this certificate refers. That is, this

certificate certifies the public key of the subject who holds the corresponding

private key.

Subject’s public key information: The public key of the subject, plus an identifier

of the algorithm for which this key is to be used, together with any associated

parameters.

Issuer unique identifier: An optional bit string field used to identify uniquely the

issuing CA in the event the X.500 name has been reused for different entities.

Subject unique identifier: An optional bit string used to identify uniquely the sub-

ject in the event the X.500 name has been reused for different entities.

Extensions: A set of one or more extension fields. Extensions were added in version

3 and are discussed later.

Signature: Covers all of the other fields of the certificate; it contains the hash code

of the other fields, encrypted with the CA’s private key. This field includes the

signature algorithm identifier.

The unique identifier fields were added in version 2 to handle the possible reuse

of subject and/or issuer names over time. These fields are rarely used. The standard

uses the following notation to define a certificate:

CA << A >>=CAV,SN,AI,CA,TA,A,Ap (4.1)

where

Y << X >>= certi f icateo f userXissuedbycerti f icationauthorityY (4.2)

YI= the signing of I by Y. It consists of I with an encrypted hash code appended The

CA signs the certificate with its private key. If the corresponding public key is known

to a user, then that user can verify that a certificate signed by the CA is valid.

Obtaining a User’s Certificate
User certificates generated by a CA have the following characteristics:

1. Any user with access to the public of the CA can verify the user public key

that was encrypted.

2. No party other than the CA can modify the certificate without this being de-

tected.

Because certificates are unforgeable, they can be placed in a directory without the

need for the directory to make special efforts to protect them.

If all users subscribe to the same CA, then there is a common trust of that CA.

All user certificates can be placed in the directory for access by all users. In addition,

a user can transmit his certificate directly to other users. In either case, once B is

in possession of A’s certificate, B has confidence that message it encrypts with A’s
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public key will be secure from eavesdropping and that messages signed with A’s

private key are unforgeable.

If there is a large community of users, it may not be practical for all users to sub-

scribe to the same CA. Because it is the CA that signs certificates, each participating

user must have a copy of the CA’s own public key to verify signatures. This public

key must be provided to each user in an absolutely secure (with respect to integrity

and authenticity) way so that the user has confidence in the associated certificates.

Thus, with many users, it may be more practical for there to be a number of CAs,

each of which securely provides its public key to some fraction of the users. Now

suppose that A has obtained a certificate from certification authority X1 and B has

obtained a certificate from CA X2. If A does not securely know the public key of X2,

then B’s certificate, issued by X2, is useless to A. A can read B’s certificate, but A

cannot verify the signature. However, if the two CAs have securely exchanged their

own public keys, the following procedure will enable A to obtain B’s public key:

1. A obtains from directory, the certificate of X2 signed by X1. Because A se-

curely knows X1’s public key, A can obtain X2’s public key from its certificate

and verify it by means of X1’s signature on the certificate

2. A then goes back to the directory and obtains the certificate of B signed by

X2. Because A now has a trusted copy of X2’s public key, A can verify the

signature and securely obtain B’s public key

A has used a chain of certificates to obtain B’s public key. In the notation of X.509,

this chain is expressed as

X1 << X2 >> X2 << B >> (4.3)

In the same fashion, B can obtain A’s public key with the chain:

X2 << X1 >> X1 << A >> (4.4)

This scheme need not be limited to a chain of two certificates. An arbitrarily long

path of CAs can be followed to produce a chain. A chain with N elements would be

expressed as

X1 << X2 >> X2 << X3 >> XN << B >> (4.5)

In this case, each pair of CAs in the chain (Xi, Xi+1) must have created certificates

for each other. All these certificates of CAs by CAs need to appear in the directory,

and the user needs to know how they are linked to follow a path to another user’s

public-key certificate. X.509 suggests that CAs are arranged in a hierarchy so that

navigation is straightforward. Figure 4.22, taken from X.509, is an example of such

a hierarchy. The connected circles indicate the hierarchical relationship among the

CAs; the associated boxes indicate certificates maintained in the directory for each

CA entry. The directory entry for each CA includes two types of certificates:

� Forward certificates: Certificates of X generated by other CAs.
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Figure 4.22: X.509 Certificate hierarchy.

� Reverse certificates: Certificates generated by X that are the certificates of

other CAs.

In this example, user A can acquire the following certificates from the directory

to establish a certification path to B:

X <<W >>W <<V >>V << Y >> Y << Z >> Z << B >> (4.6)

When A has obtained these certificates, it can unwrap the certification path in se-

quence to recover a trusted copy of B’s public key. Using this public key, A can send

encrypted messages to B. If A wishes to receive encrypted messages from B, or to

sign messages sent to B, then B will require A’s public key, which can be obtained

from the following certification path:

Z << Y >> Y <<V >>V <<W >>W << X >> X << A >> (4.7)

B can obtain this set of certificates from the directory, or A can provide them as part

of its initial message to B.

Revocation of Certificates: Recall from Figure 4.22 that each certificate in-

cludes a period of validity. Typically, a new certificate is issued before the expiration

of the old one. In addition, it may be desirable on occasion to revoke a certificate

before it expires, for one of the following reasons:

1. The user’s private key is assumed to be compromised.
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2. The user is no longer certified by this CA.

3. The CA’s certificate is assumed to be compromised.

Each CA must maintain a list consisting of all revoked but not expired certificates

issued by that CA, including both those issued to users and to other CAs. These lists

should be posted on the directory. Each certificate revocation list (CRL) posted to the

directory is signed by the issuer and includes Figure 4.21 the issuer’s name, the date

the list was created, the date the next CRL is scheduled to be issued, and an entry

for each revoked certificate. Each entry consists of the serial number of a certificate

and revocation date for that certificate. Because serial numbers are unique within a

CA, the serial number is sufficient to identify the certificate. When a user receives a

certificate in a message, the user must determine whether the certificate has been re-

voked. The user could check the directory each time a certificate is received. To avoid

the delays (and possible costs) associated with directory searches, it is likely that the

user would maintain a local cache of certificates and lists of revoked certificates.

Authentication Procedures: X.509 also includes three alternative authentication

procedures Figure 4.23 that are intended for use across a variety of applica-

tions. All these procedures make use of public-key signatures. It is assumed

that the two parties know each other’s public key, either by obtaining each

other’s certificates from the directory or because the certificate is included in

the initial message from each side. These procedures are treated as strong con-

trary to simple authentication procedures in which a client is authenticated to

a server by sending him its identifier and password in clear or hashed together

with a timestamp and nonce.

One-Way Authentication: One-way authentication involves a single transfer

of information from one user (A) to another (B), and establishes the following:

1. The identity of A and that the message was generated by A.

2. That the message was intended for B.

3. The integrity and originality (it has not been sent multiple times) of the

message.

Note that only the identity of the initiating entity is verified in this pro-

cess, not that of the responding entity. At minimum, the message includes

a timestamp, a nonce and the identity of B and is signed with A’s private

key. The timestamp consists of an optional generation time and an expi-

ration time. This prevents delayed delivery of messages. The nonce can

be used to detect replay attacks. The nonce value must be unique within

the expiration time of the message. Thus, B can store the nonce until it

expires and reject any new messages with the same nonce. For pure au-

thentication, the message is used simply to present credentials to B. The

message may also include information to be conveyed. This information,

sgnData, is included within the scope of the signature, guaranteeing its

authenticity and integrity. The message may also be used to convey a

session key to B, encrypted with B’s public key.
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Two-Way Authentication: In addition to the three elements just listed,

two-way authentication establishes the following elements:

4. The identity of B and that the reply message was generated by B.

5. That the message was intended for A.

6. The integrity and originality of the reply. The reply message includes

the nonce from A, to validate the reply. It also includes a timestamp and

nonce generated by B. As before, the message may include signed addi-

tional information and a session key encrypted with A’s public key.

Three-Way Authentication: Here, a final message from A to B is included,

which contains a signed copy of the nonce. The intent of this design is that

timestamps need not be checked: Because both nonces are echoed back by the

other side, each side can check the returned nonce to detect replay attack. This

approach is needed when synchronized clocks are not available. It is not shown

in Figure 4.23, but the response from A also includes B to counter meet-in-the

middle attack when opponent C intercepts messages between A and B

Figure 4.23: X.509 Authentication procedures.
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MD5 Message Digest Algorithm
MD5 was developed by Ron Rivest at MIT in 1991. Until 1996, when a flaw was

found in it, MD5 was the most widely used secure hash algorithm. In description, we

follow Stallings Cryptography and Network Security textbook.

MD5 Logic: The algorithm takes as input a message of arbitrary length and pro-

duces as output a 128-bit message digest. The input is processed in 512-bit blocks.

Figure 4.24 depicts the overall processing of a message to produce a digest. The

processing consists of the following steps:

1. Append padding bits: The message is padded so that its length in bits is

congruent to 448 modulo 512

(length≡ 448mod512) (4.8)

. That is, the length of the padded message is 64 bits less than an integer mul-

tiple of 512 bits. Padding is always added, even if the message is already of

the desired length. For example, if the message is 448 bits long, it is padded

with 512 bits to a length of 960 bits. Thus, the number of padding bits is in

the range of 1 to 512. The padding consists of a single 1-bit followed by the

necessary number of 0-bits.

2. Append length: A 64-bit representation of the length in bits of the original

message (before the padding) is appended to the result of Step 1 (least signif-

icant byte first). If the original length is greater than 264, then only the lower-

order 64 bits of the length are used. Thus, the field contains the length of the

original message, modulo 264 . The outcome of the first two steps yields a

message that is an integer multiple of 512 bits in length. In Figure 4.24 the

expanded message is represented as the sequence of 512-bit blocks , so that

the total length of the expanded message is bits. Equivalently, the result is a

multiple of 16 32-bit words. Let M[0..N-1] denote the words of the resulting

message with N an integer multiple of 16. Thus, N= L*16.

3. Initialize MD buffer: A 128-bit buffer is used to hold intermediate and final

results of the hash function. The buffer can be represented as four 32-bit regis-

ters (A,B,C,D). These registers are initialized to the following 32-bit integers

(hexadecimal values):

A=67452301 B=EFCDAB89 C=98BADCFE D=10325476

These values are stored in little-endian format, which is the least-significant

byte of a word in the low-address byte position. As 32-bit strings, the initial-

ization values (in hexadecimal format) appear as follows: Word A: 01 23 45

67 Word B: 89 AB CD EF Word C: FE DC BA 98 Word D: 76 54 32 10

4. Process message in 512-bit (16-word) blocks: The heart of the algorithm

is a compression function that consists of four “rounds” of processing; this

module is labeled in Figure 4.24, and its logic is illustrated in Figure 4.25. The
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Figure 4.24: Message Digest Generation using MD5.

four rounds have a similar structure, but each uses a different primitive logical

function, referred to as F, G, H, and I in the specification.

Each round takes as input the current 512-bit block being processed (Yq ) and

the 128-bit buffer value ABCD and updates the contents of the buffer. Each

round also makes use of one-fourth of a 64-element table T[1..64], constructed

from the sine function. The i-th element of T, denoted T[i], has the value

equal to the integer part of 232 ∗ abs(sin(i)), where i is in radians. Because

abs(sin(i)) ∈ [0,1] , each element of T is an integer that can be represented in

32 bits. The table provides a “randomized” set of 32-bit patterns, which should

eliminate any regularities in the input data. The output of the fourth round is

added to the input to the first round (CVq ) to produce (CVq+1) . The addition

is done independently for each of the four words in the buffer with each of the

corresponding words in CVq , using addition modulo 232 .

5. Output: After all L 512-bit blocks have been processed, the output from the

L-th stage is the 128-bit message digest.

We can summarize the behavior of MD5 as follows:

CV0 = IVCVq+1 = SUM32(CVq,RFI(Yq,RFH(Yq,RFG(Yq,RFF (Yq,CVq)))))MD =CVL−1

(4.9)

Where IV- initial value of the ABCD buffer, defined in Step 3 Yq - the q-th 512-bit

block of the message L the number of blocks in the message (including padding and
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Figure 4.25: MD5 Processing of a Single 512 bit Block.

length fields) CVq - chaining variable processed with the q-th block of the message

RFx - round function using primitive logic function x MD - final message digest value

SUM32 - addition modulo performed separately on each word of the pair of inputs

MD5 Compression Function Let’s look in more detail at the logic of the four

rounds of the processing of one 512-bit block. Each round consists of a sequence of

16 steps operating on the buffer ABCD Figure 4.26. Each step is of the form

a← b+((a+g(b,c,d)+X [k]+T [i])<< lS) (4.10)

Where a,b,c,d the four words of the buffer, in a specified order that varies across

steps g one of the primitive functions F,G,H,I ¡¡l S circular left shift (rotation) of

the 32-bit argument by s bits X[k] M[q *16+k] k-th 32-bit word in the q-th 512-bit

of the message T[i] the i-th 32-bit word in matrix T + - addition modulo232
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Figure 4.26: Elementary MD5 operation (single step).

The order in which the four words (a,b,c,d) are used produces a word-level cir-

cular right shift for each step. One of the four primitive logical functions is used for

each of the four rounds of the algorithm. Each primitive function takes three 32-bit

words as input and produces a 32-bit output. Each function performs a set of logical

operations; that is, the n-th bit of the output is a function of the three inputs. The

functions can be summarized as follows:

Table 4.5: MD5 Function

Round Primitive Function

(g)

g(b,c,d)

1 F(b,c,d) (b∧c) ∨(b∧d)
2 G(b.c,d) (b∧c)∨(c∧d)
3 H(b,c,d) b⊕c⊕d
4 I(b,c,d) c ⊕(b∨d)

The array of 32-bit words X[0..15] holds the value of the current 512-bit input
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block being processed. Within a round, each of the 16 words of X[i] is used exactly

once, during one step; the order in which these words are used varies from round to

round. In the first round, they are used in the original order. The following permuta-

tions are defined for rounds 2 through 4:

ρ2(i) = (1+5i)mod16 (4.11)

ρ3(i) = (5+3i)mod16 (4.12)

ρ4(i) = 7imod16 (4.13)

considerpermutationρ2 (4.14)

Table 4.6: Permutation ρ2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 6 11 0 5 10 15 4 9 14 3 8 13 2 7 12

Each of the 64 32-bit word elements of T is used exactly once, during one step

of one round. Also, note that for each step, only one of the 4 bytes of the ABCD

buffer is updated. Hence, each byte of the buffer is updated four times during the

round and then a final time at the end to produce the final output of this block. Fi-

nally, note that four different circular left shift amounts are used each round and

are different from round to round. The point of all this complexity is to make

it very difficult to generate collisions (two 512-bit blocks that produce the same

output).

Public-Key Infrastructure
RFC 2822 (Internet Security Glossary) defines public-key infrastructure (PKI) as the

set of hardware, software, people, policies, and procedures needed to create, man-

age, store, distribute, and revoke digital certificates based on asymmetric cryptogra-

phy. The principal objective for developing a PKI is to enable secure, convenient,

and efficient acquisition of public keys. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

Public Key Infrastructure X.509 (PKIX) working group has been the driving force

behind setting up a formal (and generic) model based on X.509 that is suitable for

deploying a certificate-based architecture on the Internet. This section describes the

PKIX model. Figure 4.27 shows the interrelationship among the key elements of the

PKIX model. These elements are
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� End entity: A generic term used to denote end users, devices (e.g., servers,

routers), or any other entity that can be identified in the subject field of a

public key certificate. End entities typically consume and/or support PKI-

related services.

� Certification authority (CA): The issuer of certificates and (usually) certifi-

cate revocation lists (CRLs). It may also support a variety of administrative

functions, although these are often delegated to one or more registration au-

thorities.

� Registration authority (RA): An optional component that can assume a num-

ber of administrative functions from the CA. The RA is often associated with

the end entity registration process, but can assist in a number of other areas

as well.

� CRL issuer: An optional component that a CA can delegate to publish CRLs.

� Repository: A generic term used to denote any method for storing certificates

and CRLs so that they can be retrieved by end entities.

PKIX Management Functions PKIX identifies a number of management func-

tions that potentially need to be supported by management protocols. These are indi-

cated in Figure 4.27 and include the following:

� Registration: This is the process whereby a user first makes itself known

to a CA (directly, or through an RA), prior to that CA issuing a certificate

or certificates for that user. Registration begins the process of enrolling in

a PKI. Registration usually involves some offline or online procedure for

mutual authentication. Typically, the end entity is issued one or more shared

secret keys used for subsequent authentication.

� Initialization: Before a client system can operate securely, it is necessary to

install key materials that have the appropriate relationship with keys stored

elsewhere in the infrastructure. For example, the client needs to be securely

initialized with the public key and other assured information of the trusted

CA(s), to be used in validating certificate paths.

� Certification: This is the process in which a CA issues a certificate for a user’s

public key, and returns that certificate to the user’s client system and/or posts

that certificate in a repository.

� Key pair recovery: Key pairs can be used to support digital signature creation

and verification, encryption and decryption, or both. When a key pair is used

for encryption/decryption, it is important to provide a mechanism to recover

the necessary decryption keys when normal access to the keying material is

no longer possible, otherwise it will not be possible to recover the encrypted

data. Loss of access to the decryption key can result from forgotten pass-

words/PINs, corrupted disk drives, damage to hardware tokens, and so on.
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Figure 4.27: PKIX Architectural Model.

Key pair recovery allows end entities to restore their encryption/decryption

key pair from an authorized key backup facility (typically, the CA that issued

the end entity’s certificate).

� Key pair update: All key pairs need to be updated regularly (i.e., replaced

with a new key pair) and new certificates issued. Update is required when the

certificate lifetime expires and as a result of certificate revocation.

� Revocation request: An authorized person advises a CA of an abnormal situ-

ation requiring certificate revocation. Reasons for revocation include private

key compromise, change in affiliation, and name change.

� Cross certification: Two CAs exchange information used in establishing a

cross-certificate. A cross-certificate is a certificate issued by one CA to an-

other CA that contains a CA signature key used for issuing certificates.

PKIX Management Protocols: The PKIX working group has defined two alterna-
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tive management protocols between PKIX entities that support the manage-

ment functions listed in the preceding subsection. RFC 2510 defines the cer-

tificate management protocols (CMP). Within CMP, each of the management

functions is explicitly identified by specific protocol exchanges. CMP is de-

signed to be a flexible protocol able to accommodate a variety of technical,

operational, and business models.

RFC 2797 defines certificate management messages over CMS (CMC), where

CMS refers to RFC 2630, cryptographic message syntax. CMC is built on

earlier work and is intended to leverage existing implementations. Although

all of the PKIX functions are supported, the functions do not all map into

specific protocol exchanges.

The most commonly used PKI management protocols are

� PKCS#10

� PKCS#7

� Certificate Management Protocol (CMP)

� Certificate Management using CMS (CMC)

� Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP)

PKCS#10 and PKC#7 protocols are a part of the Public Key Cryptographic Standards

(PKCS) that define various standards for PKI cryptography. Some of the standards

that are part of PKCS are

� PKCS#2: This standard has now been incorporated into PKCS#1

� PKCS#3: Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement Standard

� PKCS#4: This standard has now been incorporated into PKCS#1

� PKCS#5: Password-Based Cryptography Standard

� PKCS#6: Extended-Certificate Syntax Standard

� PKCS#7: Cryptographic Message Syntax Standard

� PKCS#8: Private Key Information Syntax Standard

� PKCS#9: Selected Attribute Types

� PKCS#10: Certification Request Syntax Standard

� PKCS#11: Cryptographic Token Interface Standard

� PKCS#12: Personal Information Exchange Syntax Standard

� PKCS#13: Elliptic Curve Cryptography Standard
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� PKCS#14: Pseudorandom Number Generation Standard

� PKCS#15: Cryptographic Token Information Format Standard

Before discussing each of the PKI management protocols in detail, let us first look

at a basic criterion for evaluating these protocols. These evaluation criteria should be

kept in mind while implementing these protocols and can also be used to compare

different protocols.

The evaluation criteria for PKI Management protocols are listed below:

� These protocols must support the creation and publication of certificates and

CRLs. In other words, they should allow entities to make certificate and re-

vocation requests.

� These protocols should be extensible, so that they can be used over disparate

systems. They should also be able to address the needs of the organizations

local network.

� They should support both two-party and three-party transactions. The design

of the protocol should facilitate the use of a single protocol by the entities

irrespective of whether they are interacting with a CA or an RA.

� These protocols should be algorithm-independent. Since organizations might

need to use different algorithms for their key pairs, these protocols should

have the ability to recognize the type of algorithm that is used. Some of the

common algorithms that are used in cryptography are MD5, RSA, and DSA.

� PKI management protocols must support different transport mechanisms,

such as HTTP, FTP, and TCP/IP.

Having looked at the evaluation criteria, let us now look at each of the PKI manage-

ment protocols in detail.

PKCS#10: PKCS#10, or Certificate Request Syntax Standard, defines the syntax for

certificate requests. According to the PKCS#10 standard, a certificate request

comprises the following three elements:

� Certificate request information

� A signature algorithm identifier

� A digital signature on the certification request information

The certificate request information is composed of the Distinguished Name

(DN) of the entity, the public key of the entity, and some other attributes that

are optional. These attributes contain additional information about the entity,

such as the postal address to which the signed certificate should be returned if

electronic mail is not available. These attributes may also contain a challenge

password which the entity can use when requesting for the revocation of the

certificate at a later stage. Suppose a user requests the AllSolv CA for a certifi-

cate. Now to request for a certificate according to PKCS#10, the user needs to

perform the following steps:
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1. Generate a CertificateRequestInfo value as per the PKCS#10 specifica-

tion from his public key and user name. As already discussed, this Cer-

tificateRequestInfo value consists of the distinguished name of the entity,

in this case Bob, and the public key of the entity.

2. After generating the CertificateRequestInfo value, Bob needs to sign this

value with his private key.

3. Finally, Bob needs to generate a CertifcateRequest value as per PKCS#10

from the CertificateRequestInfo value and his signature.

CertificateRequestInfo comprises the following components:

� Version: Represents the version number so that it is compatible with any

future modifications. As can be seen from the preceding example, the

version number is 0.

� Subject: Represents the distinguished name of the subject of the certifi-

cate.

� SubjectPublicKeyInfo: Represents the public key information of the sub-

ject of the certificate, which is to be certified.

� Attributes: Represents additional information about the subject of the

certificate such as the subject’s common name and the organization

name.

PKCS#10 is the most common standard for certificate requests. Since most

of the PKI applications have become Web-enabled, certificate requests can be

made online. However, PKCS#10 does not support HTTP protocols. When a

certificate request is made over the Web by using HTTP, the CA is unable to

authenticate the entity. Therefore, PKCS#10 is used most commonly with the

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for making certificate requests.

Generally, PKCS#10 and SSL are used in a three-party transaction; in which

an RA authenticates the request after an entity has submitted it to the CA. The

following process takes place in a third-party transaction when PKCS#10 is

used with SSL:

1. An SSL connection is established between the client and the CA.

2. The client submits a PKCS#10 request to the CA.

3. The CA sends the request to the RA for verification.

4. An SSL session is established between the RA and the CA.

5. Based on the verification of the information, the RA processes the re-

quest. The RA can approve or deny the request.

6. If the RA approves the request, the CA issues a certificate.

Note: The request for comments for this protocol are in RFC 2314. Although

PKCS#10 is the most widely used certificate format, it suffers from some in-

herent limitations.

Limitations of PKCS#10- A few limitations of PKCS#10 are:
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� PKCS#10 is not algorithm-independent. Just like an RSA algorithm, it

also assumes that the private key might be used for creating the digital

signature.

� The digital signature on a PKCS#10 request does not provide all the

information that a CA needs to authenticate the users. In addition, there

is no well-defined mechanism to ensure that a certificate request has not

been altered during its transit.

� PKCS#10 defines the syntax for only one message type, which is a cer-

tificate request, and not for the complete protocol. It does not specify the

syntax and protocol for any other types of messages such as certificate

revocation requests. Hence, messages other than certificate requests have

to be implemented by using other protocols, such as HTTP.

Consequently, PKCS#10 is considered the industry standard for certificate re-

quests.

PKCS#7: PKCS#7 or cryptographic message syntax standard defines the syntax for

cryptographic data, such as digital signatures. PKCS allows for authentication

of attribute information in addition to authenticating the content of the mes-

sages. Some of the important uses of PKCS#7 are

� The CAs use the PKCS#7 standard as a response to the entity requesting

a certificate.

� It is used to authenticate the certificate messages sent to an entity.

� It provides complete information to the CA for processing certificate

requests.

� It is used by many protocols such as S/MIME for providing security.

PKCS#7 stipulates that the format of a message must consist of two fields:

� Content type

� Content

Let us look at each of these fields in detail.

Content Type The content type field outlines the specifications for the format

of the content and is referred to as an object identifier. The six content types

defined by PKCS#7 are

� Data

� Signed data

� Enveloped data

� Signed and enveloped data

� Digested data

� Encrypted data
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� Content types can also be classified into two classes

� Enhanced: The content types other than the data content type fall in this

class.

We will discuss only the signed data content type because it is used most com-

monly for PKI cryptography.

Signed Data: The fields that are included in the signed data content type are:

� Version: It is the version number of the content.

� Digest algorithms: These are the encrypted message digest algorithms of

the content.

� Content Info: It is the digitally signed content.

� Certificates: These are the set of X.509 certificates and/or PKCS#6 cer-

tificates. This is an optional field.

� CRLs: This is also an optional field and contains a set of CRLs.

� Signer Info: The signer info field contains the following information:

[�]The version of the certificate

[�] The issuer and serial number

[�]Authenticated attributes

[�] Digital signature algorithm

[�] Digital signature

[�] Unauthenticated attributes

The following steps take place for creating a signed data content type:

1. A message digest for each user is calculated based on a signer-specific

message digest algorithm.

2. The user’s private key encrypts this message digest and the associated

information. The encrypted message digest and other signer-specific in-

formation together form the signer info value.

3. After the signer info value has been generated, certificates and CRLs are

collected.

4. Finally, for all of the users, the signer info values, certificates, CRLs, and

message digest algorithms are collated to form the signed data content

type.

In the previous section where we discussed PKCS#10, we looked at how Bob

obtained a certificate by using PKCS#10. Let us now look at how Bob can use

PKCS#7 to create a digitally signed message by using PKCS#7. Bob needs

to perform the following steps to create a digitally signed message by using

PKCS#7:

1. Encode a value of type ContentInfo as per PKCS#7 for the data that he

wants to sign.
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2. Digest the data to be signed as per PKCS#7.

3. Encode a value of type DigestInfo as per PKCS#7 from the message

digest.

4. Encrypt the encoded DigestInfo with his private key.

5. Encode a SignedData type value as per PKCS#7 from the first Con-

tentInfo value, the encrypted message digest, and other information such

as his certificate and the message digest algorithm identifier.

6. Encode another ContentInfo type value from the SignedData value as per

PKCS#7.

Limitations of PKCS#7 Similar to PKCS#10, PKCS#7 does not define any

syntax for certificate revocation messages. However, combining PKCS#7 with

PKCS#10 results in the formation of a complete and secure transaction model.

Both of these protocols can be implemented easily since their formats are sup-

ported by most systems. PKCS#7 is highly extensible. Any information can be

added to the format by using the authenticated and unauthenticated attributes.

Two other protocols that are also often discussed are PKCS#11 and PKCS#12.

Let us look at a brief description of these protocols. Note: The request for

comments for PKCS#10 is included in RFC 2315.

PKCS#11: PKCS#11 was introduced to implement cryptography with the use of

portable computing devices such as smart cards, PCMCIA cards, and smart

diskettes as they provide a way to store the private key component of a public

key/private key pair securely, under the control of a single user. In this proto-

col, the cryptographic application utilizes the device to perform the operations

rather than performing cryptographic operations so that sensitive information

such as private keys are never revealed. As more applications are developed

for public key cryptography, a standard programming interface for these de-

vices becomes increasingly valuable. This standard is used for a lower-level

programming interface that abstracts the details of the devices and presents a

common model of the cryptographic device to the application. These crypto-

graphic devices are known as cryptographic token. There are different kinds of

tokens, namely:

� Signing tokens: These tokens consist of a signing certificate and are used

for signing objects, messages, and for SSL authentication.

� External key distribution tokens: These are used for distributing private

keys.

� Signing and decryption tokens: Signing tokens do not support encrypted

S/MIME, as they cannot decrypt messages. Hence, signing and decryp-

tion tokens are used for encrypted messages over the Internet.

� Multipurpose tokens: These tokens can perform several cryptographic

functions and are similar to cryptographic accelerator cards.
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PKCS#11 can be used for the resource sharing if needed and is also termed as

a cryptoki.

PKCS#12: This is a standard, which describes the syntax for the transfer of personal

identity information, including private keys, certificates, miscellaneous secrets,

and extensions. Applications, browsers, and machines that support PKCS#12

allow users to import, export, and exercise a single set of personal identity

information through them. This standard supports direct transfer of personal

information under several privacy and integrity modes. There are four combi-

nations of privacy modes and integrity modes. The privacy modes use encryp-

tion to protect personal information from exposure, and the integrity modes

protect personal information from tampering. The privacy modes are

� Public key privacy mode: Personal information is enveloped on the

source platform by using a trusted encryption public key of a known des-

tination platform. The envelope is opened with the corresponding private

key.

� Password privacy mode: Personal information is encrypted with a sym-

metric key derived from a user name and a privacy password. If password

integrity mode is used as well, the privacy password and the integrity

password may or may not be the same.

The integrity modes are

� Public key integrity mode: Integrity is guaranteed through a digital sig-

nature on the contents of the PFX Protocol Data Unit (PDU), which is

produced using the source platforms private signature key. The signature

is verified on the destination platform by using the corresponding public

key.

� Password integrity mode: Integrity is guaranteed through a Message Au-

thentication Code (MAC) derived from a secret integrity password. If

the password privacy mode is used as well, the privacy password and the

integrity password may or may not be the same.

Note: The most secure of the privacy and integrity modes require the source

and destination platforms to have trusted public/private key pairs usable for

digital signatures and encryption, respectively. PKCS#12 also supports lower-

security, password-based privacy and integrity modes for those cases in which

trusted public/private key pairs are not available.

RSA Algorithm
It is known by the initials of the three discoverers (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman): RSA.

It has survived all attempts to break it for more than 30 years and is considered very

strong. Much practical security is based on it. For this reason, Rivest, Shamir and
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Adleman were given the 2002 ACM Turing Award. Its major disadvantage is that it

requires keys of at least 1024 bits for good security (vs. 128 bits for symmetric-key

algorithms), which makes it quite slow. The RSA method is based on some principles

from number theory. We will now summarize how to use the method:

1. Choose two large primes, p and q (typically 1024 bits).

2. Compute n = p q and z = (p 1) (q 1).

3. Choose a number relatively prime to z and call it d.

4. Find e such that e d = 1 mod z.

With these parameters computed in advance, we are ready to begin encryption.

Divide the plaintext (regarded as a bit string) into blocks, so that each plaintext mes-

sage, P, falls in the interval 0 P ¡ n. Do that by grouping the plaintext into blocks of

k bits, where k is the largest integer for which 2k ¡ n is true.

To encrypt a message, P, compute C =Pe(mod n). To decrypt C, compute P = Cd

(mod n). It can be proven that for all P in the specified range, the encryption and

decryption functions are inverses. To perform the encryption, you need e and n. To

perform the decryption, you need d and n. Therefore, the public key consists of the

pair (e, n) and the private key consists of (d, n).

The security of the method is based on the difficulty of factoring large numbers.

If the cryptanalyst could factor the (publicly known) n, he could then find p and q,

and from these z. Equipped with knowledge of z and e, d can be found using Euclid’s

algorithm. Fortunately, mathematicians have been trying to factor large numbers for

at least 300 years, and the accumulated evidence suggests that it is an exceedingly

difficult problem.

According to Rivest and colleagues, factoring a 500-digit number would require

1025 years using brute force. In both cases, they assumed the best known algorithm

and a computer with a 1-μsec instruction time. With a million chips running in par-

allel, each with an instruction time of 1 nsec, it would still take 1016 years. Even

if computers continue to get faster by an order of magnitude per decade, it will be

many years before factoring a 500-digit number becomes feasible, at which time our

descendants can simply choose p and q still larger.

A trivial pedagogical example of how the RSA algorithm works is given in Fig-

ure 4.28. For this example, we have chosen p = 3 and q = 11, giving n = 33 and z

= 20. A suitable value for d is d = 7, since 7 and 20 have no common factors. With

these choices, e can be found by solving the equation 7e = 1 (mod 20), which yields

e = 3. The ciphertext, C, corresponding to a plaintext message, P, is given by C =

P3(mod33). The ciphertext is decrypted by the receiver by making use of the rule P

= C7(mod33). The figure shows the encryption of the plaintext “SUZANNE” as an

example.

Because the primes chosen for this example are so small, P must be less than 33,

so each plaintext block can contain only a single character. The result is a monoal-

phabetic substitution cipher, not very impressive. If instead we had chosen p and
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Figure 4.28: An example of RSA algorithm.

q ≈ 2512, we would have n ≈ 21024, so each block could be up to 1024 bits or 128

eight-bit characters, versus 8 characters for DES and 16 characters for AES.

It should be pointed out that using RSA as we have described is similar to using

a symmetric algorithm in ECB mode–the same input block gives the same output

block. Therefore, some form of chaining is needed for data encryption. However,

in practice, most RSA-based systems use public-key cryptography primarily for dis-

tributing one-time session keys for use with some symmetric-key algorithm such as

AES or triple DES. RSA is too slow for actually encrypting large volumes of data

but is widely used for key distribution.
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12.1  Need for Cyber Resilience
Contemporary organizations have been investing heavily in information technol-
ogy (IT) to gain strategic advantage, to bring in operational excellence, or just to 
survive in the changing business ecosystem (O’Brien and Marakas 2008). This mad 
rush to procure, upgrade, and maintain IT at its optimal level is evident in the global 
IT spending figure. Latest industry studies suggest that the global IT spending is 
close to 3.5 trillion dollars and is expected to grow over the next 5 years (Stamford 
2017). Organizations are also becoming more dependent on IT for their function-
ing, and any disruption to these IT assets has a significant disruptive impact. The 
IT infrastructure has thus become a vital asset that needs to be safeguarded.

The role of cybersecurity in safeguarding of IT assets from unexpected disrup-
tions is enormous. The organizations have spent billions of dollars to protect their 
information and IT assets (Pathak 2005). Organizations spend a majority of the 
cybersecurity budget on the methods that primarily aim to “bulletproof” their IT 
assets, i.e., make their infrastructure impenetrable. Yet, we have seen many orga-
nizations falling prey to some form of cybercrime (Clark and Harrell 2013; S á, 
Carmo, and Machado 2017). Forbes contributor Morgan (2016) predicted that 
the global cost of cybercrime will reach the two trillion mark by 2019. The cost of 
cybercrime study published by Accenture has thrown up the following interesting 
statistics (Accenture and Ponemon Institute LLC 2017 ):

1. 27.4 percentage increase in average annual number of security breaches
2. 22.7 percentage increase in the cost of cybersecurity in a year
3. 50 days is the average time to resolve a malicious insider attack
4. 23 days is the average time to resolve a ransomware attack

These findings depict a dire picture with regard to the cybersecurity levels of contem-
porary organizations. Even with increased spending, there is an increase in cyberat-
tacks, and organizations are spending a significant amount of resources to fight these 
attacks. Additionally, the evolution of IT has been mirrored by the evolution of what 
the Information Security Forum has coined “Malspace,” i.e., the infrastructure that 
supports cybercrime (De Crespigny 2012). From IP spoofers to artificial intelligence 
(AI)-controlled bots, there is a whole array of tools that are available to a cyber crimi-
nal (Hoque, Bhattacharyya, and Kalita 2015; Lemieux 2015).

Disruption to the IT infrastructure is not limited to those caused by cybercrime 
alone. Disruptions caused by factors such as natural disasters, internal disturbance, or 
component failure must also be considered. Organizations are starting to understand 
that there is not much they can do to stop these cyber disruptions. A recently conducted 
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study by Ernst and Young has found that 87% of the senior management believe that 
their organizations may be attacked at any time (Ernst and Young 2017). In this study, 
the authors also point out that the industry experts are now looking to augment the 
IT infrastructure in a way such that it may not be immune to attacks but is designed 
to recover once attacked. This change in thinking is the core premise of this chapter.

This chapter introduces the readers to the idea of cyber resilience as a natural 
progression to the cybersecurity mechanisms that the majority of organizations use. 
Section 12.2 deliberates on the evolution of cyber resilience. Section 12.3 is dedi-
cated to the discussion on components of cyber resilience. Section 12.4 provides a 
suggestive list metrics for measuring the cyber resilience.

12.2  Evolution of Cyber Resilience
Before we start the discussion on the evolution of cyber resilience, let us consider 
two recent events that have hit the news. In December 2016, Yahoo reported that, in 
August 2013, they were hit and a billion of their user accounts were compromised. 
In September 2017, the company changed its position to state that three billion was 
the actual count, i.e., every single account at that time (Newman 2017a). The sec-
ond news story was even more bizarre. The US credit reporting agency Equifax was 
hacked in mid-May 2017, exposing 145 million of their customers (i.e., half of the 
US population) to potential identity fraud (Newman 2017b). In both the cases, the 
hacks were detected much later and caught the companies off guard. Additionally, 
there are three reasons why these cases are of particular interest:

 1. Even well-established organizations are potential targets that could be hit.
 2. Ramifications of any attack extend beyond the boundaries of the organization.
 3. Companies have a hard time figuring out the right response to any attack.

The aforementioned incidents show us the importance of having a resilient IT 
infrastructure that is able to detect, manage, and respond to a security incident 
(Clark and Harrell 2013; Kuru and Bayraktar 2017). Before deliberating on the 
evolution of cyber resilience, it is important to have a discussion regarding the 
fundamentals of security.

The ISO 27001 standard defines the term “information security” as the preserva-
tion of confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) (International Organization 
for Standardization 2016). Confidentiality is the property that ensures the informa-
tion is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or pro-
cesses. Integrity is the property of accuracy and completeness of data. Availability 
is the property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity. 
The typical information security management system (ISMS) in an organization 
revolves around identifying and managing the risks that may influence CIA of the 
information processing facilities. Thus, information security has its roots in risk 
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management. Even the ISO 27001 standard that outlines the implementation of 
ISMS has a formal, quantified risk assessment stage (Eling and Schnell 2016).

The starting point of the implementation of ISMS is conducting a risk assess-
ment wherein the assets are defined, threats and vulnerabilities are identified, and 
risk levels are determined. Based on the risk levels, a risk treatment plan is created, 
and therefore, additional corrective and preventive controls are implemented. This 
process is incorporated into the plan–do–check–act cycle to continuously improve 
the information security level (Atoum, Otoom, and Abu Ali 2014; Collier et al. 
2014; Katsumata, Hemenway, and Gavins 2010; Pathak 2005). These risk manage-
ment activities are incorporated in almost all of the information security standards.

12.2.1  Rationale for Investing in Data-Intensive 
Information Systems

While understanding the influence of risk management in security, it is important to 
recognize the paradigm shift in modern organizations. Organizations have understood 
that for an effective information system to exist, procurement of technology components 
is not the only prerequisite. The components of the modern-day information system 
extend beyond the technology into people and process as well (O’Brien and Marakas 
2008). Contemporary organizations have established data-intensive  information pro-
cessing systems that collect a multitude of information (Laudon and Laudon 2016).

Let us take an example of two companies that have established a reputation for 
using IT systems effectively. First, Walmart, the global retailing giant, has estab-
lished a collaborative supply chain system with their suppliers that is mostly auto-
mated. Walmart depends on its IT system to collect data from its over 11,000 stores 
so as to ensure smooth operations on a daily basis (O’Brien and Marakas 2008). 
With this collaborative supply chain, Walmart has established a mechanism to 
keep its stores well stocked for the next shopping cycle.

Second, Netflix, the entertainment company, has established itself as the global 
leader for generation and distribution of paid digital content. One of Netflix’s many 
success stories is the hit series House of Cards, which came about as a result of the 
data analytics infrastructure at Netflix (David 2013). Both these examples show 
that organizations are becoming data driven, and this dependence is not only at the 
operational level but has also extended to tactical and strategic levels.

The creation of data-intensive systems has been propelled by two major fac-
tors: the explosive growth in the methods and tools for data collection and the 
infrastructure for data collection and processing which is becoming much more 
affordable. Be it Netflix using the online behavior of its viewers to determine what 
will be the next big hit, or be it Amazon using algorithms to determine its dynamic 
pricing, the avenues for data collection and processing are endless in the digital 
market place.

Additionally, the growing investment into Internet of things is opening up the 
opportunity of digitizing the real world that will provide the data scientists access 
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to an enormous dataset (Ernst and Young 2017). There is also a rise in companies 
that are willing to invest their IT infrastructure to tap the potential gold mine of 
big data (Ning, Liu, and Yang 2013). The combination of the aforementioned fac-
tors clearly shows why contemporary organizations are looking at data-intensive 
systems for their continued strategic advantage.

However, this data-intensive IT infrastructure is a security nightmare (Choo 
2011) and raises the following questions:

 1. How to keep the IT systems protected when there are external players who 
require access to the same?

 2. Has the interplay between these technology components been explored to 
ensure that there are no gaps in the security infrastructure?

 3. Have we considered about the protection of data in transit as well as data at rest?

12.2.2  Interplay between Threat, Vulnerability, 
and Risk Management

The aforementioned questions are compounded by the fact that the cyber threat 
matrix is mutating at a rapid pace (Brewer 2015; Schnell 2016). For most of the 
general public, the security threat is limited to hacking and other malicious acts 
that are aimed at stealing information. This view is far too limited while consid-
ering the potential threats and vulnerabilities of the contemporary data-intensive 
systems.

Threat is an external event or entity that has the potential to influence security 
of an organization, and vulnerability is the weakness that can be exploited by the 
threat to harm the organization (International Organization for Standardization 
2016; Wolden, Valverde, and Talla 2015). So even natural disasters, employee 
strikes, pandemic outbreaks, and power outages have the potential to disrupt the 
normal functioning of an organization (Agarwal et al. 2010; Goldman and Smith 
2016; Greenberg 2017a, 2017b; Martins et al. 2015; Matthews 2015; Pidd 2012). 
The existence of threats doesn’t necessarily lead to a disruption, as there must be an 
internal weakness that the threat could exploit (Renaud 2016).

The vulnerabilities may exist in three domains: people, process, or technology, 
and these vulnerabilities could be utilized to create disruption. Hence, a risk only 
exists when threat is able to exploit a vulnerability to cause disruption. Once the 
risk has been identified, the next logical stage is to deal with the risk.

The risk management literature divides the risk management approaches into 
four categories that are commonly referred to as the 4Ts of risk management: treat, 
transfer, terminate, and tolerate (Borum et al. 2015; Meland, Tondel, and Solhaug 
2015; Vlacheas et al. 2013). Treat approach is the most popular and most com-
mon approach. It revolves around dealing with risk, either by limiting its chance of 
occurrence or by reducing the impact or combination of both. This approach can 
be further subdivided into 4Ds, namely, deny, delay, deter, and detect.
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This interplay between threat, vulnerability, and risk is evident from the 
Equifax breach that was discussed in Section 12.2. In the case of Equifax, the hack-
ers gained access to the customer information through the vulnerability in a web 
application software. There was a bug that was discovered in the software during 
March 2017, and the company that supplied the software had requested its custom-
ers to apply a patch to prevent any exploitation. Equifax later admitted that there 
was a delay in applying the patch, and many security experts felt that this delay was 
the reason for the data breach (Newman 2017b).

The treat in this case is clear; the external malicious act of hacking is the threat. 
The vulnerability is not that clear from the information that is available in the pub-
lic domain; however, we can make some educated assumptions. We can notice that 
the vulnerability is spread across the three domains: people, process, and pechnol-
ogy. First, the security gap was in the technology domain. However, the solution 
was updated with a patch to plug the security gap. Later, the relevant partners were 
apprised about the security gap and the importance of updating the patch. Second, 
it is safe to assume that like any organization that uses commercial of-the-shelf soft-
ware, Equifax also would have established a process of updating patches on their 
critical IT assets. However, the delay in updating the patch shows that that there 
was a failure in the process. Third, the people were also to blame since there was a 
process that was not followed.

Thus, it is evident that the combination of hacking threat and the vulnerability 
spread across the three domains has caused a failure at Equifax. In the Equifax 
example, the best possible tactic was to use the treat approach specifically using the 
deny approach and plug the security gap by applying the patch at an appropriate 
time (Figure 12.1).
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Figure 12.1 Relationship between threat, vulnerability, risk, and risk management.
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In the earlier discussion, Equifax dealt with only one risk caused by one threat. 
However, if we consider the entire gamut of threats and their associated vulnerabili-
ties, the level of risk may be completely different. The earlier depicted relationship 
is explained in detail in Table 12.1.

Hence, organizations use this interplay between threat, vulnerability, and 
risk management as a guiding principle behind their ISMS implementation. 
Organizations routinely conduct risk assessments and therefore identify the best way 

Table 12.1 Risk Management Methodology

Threats Natural disasters Natural events such as earthquake, 
hurricane, flood, solar flares, and 
pandemic outbreaks

External malicious 
acts

Attacks instigated by actors outside 
the organization such as malware, 
vandalism, sabotage, and dumpster 
diving

Employee 
disruption

Disruptions caused by employees 
such as union strikes, labor actions, 
fraud, theft, and human error

Infrastructure 
failure

Failure of supporting infrastructure 
components such as network failure, 
air conditioning failure, and power 
failure

Government and 
legal

Events such as cyberwarfare, terrorism, 
change in regulations, and espionage

Vulnerability Process Gaps in the processes of the 
organization such as lack of access 
control policy, nonsegregation of 
duties, and inadequate or irregular 
backup

People Gaps created by people such as 
inadequate supervision of vendors 
and inadequate training of employees

Technology Issues that create security gaps such as 
default passwords not changed, 
equipment sensitivity to changes in 
voltage, equipment sensitivity to 
moisture and contaminants, and 
equipment sensitivity to temperature

(Continued)
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to manage the identified risk. In certain conditions, additional preventive and cor-
rective measures are taken to reduce the threshold risk levels (Dwivedi, Tebben, and 
Harshavardhana 2010). This method of information security management has been 
practiced in many organizations (Atoum, Otoom, and Abu Ali 2014; Collier et al. 
2014; Katsumata, Hemenway, and Gavins 2010; Martins et al. 2015; Pathak 2005).

12.2.3  Shifting from Security to Resilience

Previously discussed risk-based ISMS methodology has its definite advantages, but 
there are two fundamental assumptions that have always caused it to be less effec-
tive in the modern dynamic security environment. The first assumption is that 
there is a perfect knowledge of all threats and associated vulnerabilities that impact 
IT assets (Rezvani et al. 2015). In the real world, this assumption fails because the 
level unknown-unknowns far exceeds the known-knowns, known-unknowns, or 
unknown-knowns, in the case of information security (Sharkov 2016). A brief over-
view of these types of risks is depicted in Figure 12.2.

Second, the methodology also assumes that a threat–vulnerability combina-
tion acts independently; however, it is known from experience that this is not the 
case. When one threat exploits a vulnerability, chances are that there are other 

Table 12.1 (Continued) Risk Management Methodology

Risk 
Management

Treat Reduce the impact and/or chance of 
occurrence of risk

Deter Create a deterrence to 
reduce the chance of 
occurrence of risk

Deny Deny the chance of 
occurrence of risk to create 
an impact

Delay Create a mechanism to delay 
the impact

Detect Create a mechanism that will 
detect the risk providing 
you the ability to launch 
countermeasures

Terminate Eliminate the risk

Transfer Transfer the impact of the risk to a 
third party, e.g., insurance

Tolerate Do nothing
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threat–vulnerability combinations that may impact an organization. These broad 
threat–vulnerability matrix events are more likely to happen, and many organiza-
tions are not prepared for it (Dowdy et al. 2010; Florio 2017; Goldman, McQuaid, 
and Picciotto 2011; Herrington and Aldrich 2013; Masys et al. 2014; Yan, He, and 
Sun 2014). The lessons that we see from cyber warfare suggest that any organiza-
tion or country will be hit by multiple simultaneous attacks (Greenberg 2017c; Hsu 
2017; Karabacak, Yildirim, and Baykal 2016; Simonite 2017; Symantec Corporation 
2016; Waters, Ball, and Dudgeon 2008; Wilson 2014).

The two assumptions stated earlier have a far-reaching impact on the method 
and tools used to protect the organization’s IT assets. Even though the risk-based 
approach is essential to ensure that the IT assets are appropriately protected, there 
is a need to look at the security problem from a different perspective (Collier et al. 
2014). Information security deals with the known-knowns, whereas cyber resilience 
provides the organization the ability to deal with unknown-unknowns (Figure 12.3).

The perspective depicted in Figure 12.3 is simple, since we can’t identify all the 
threats and their corresponding vulnerabilities. The best approach will be to protect 
ourselves with appropriate methods and additionally create an environment that 
will enable the IT infrastructure to detect, manage, and recover from an attack 
without too much of an impact (Acheson and Dagli 2016; Cheese 2016; Dacus 
and Yannakogeorgos 2016; Ferdinand 2015; Khaitan and McCalley 2015; Khan, 
Al-shaer, and Rauf 2015).

This is essentially the focus of cyber resilience, i.e., prepare for the unknown 
and recover when you are hit (Goldman, McQuaid, and Picciotto 2011). Cyber 
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resilience builds on the existing infrastructure of cybersecurity to develop a set of 
tools and processes that are aimed at creating an IT infrastructure that is resilient. 
Key differences between cybersecurity and cyber resilience are the flexibility of 
the tools and the level of involvement of external parties (Herrington and Aldrich 
2013; Tran et al. 2016; Vlacheas et al. 2013).

12.3  Components of Cyber Resilience
In this section, we will be exploring the various components of cyber resilience 
(Figure 12.4). Based on the literature, the components have been categorized into 
the following categories:

 1. Sense: The ability of the organization to predict and detect disruptions
 2. Resist: The ability of the organization to defend against disruptions
 3. Recover: The ability of the organization to recuperate from disruptions

12.3.1  Sense

As pointed out earlier, the “sense” deals with the ability to predict and detect poten-
tial attacks. Sense is the first line of defense when it comes to cyber resilience as it 
provides the organization with the ability to identify potential disruptions before 
they occur. The ability of sense can be subdivided into two parts:

 1. Monitoring and detection: The tools that enable the organization to scan 
their IT assets for any anomalies

 2. Collaboration: The mechanisms that allow the organization to remain vigi-
lant about the potential threats and vulnerabilities
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Monitoring and detection tools can be further classified as active tools and passive 
tools. Active tools are the methods that keep track of anomalies as they happen and 
are often embedded in the IT infrastructure. Supervisory control and data acquisi-
tion (SCADA) system (Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. 2012) and intrusion detec-
tion system (IDS) are good examples of such active monitoring methods (Alcaraz, 
Lopez, and Choo 2017; Brewer 2015; Kosek 2016; Nazir, Patel, and Patel 2017; 
Vollmer, Manic, and Linda 2014). Passive tools are as important as active tools as 
they are able to provide insights into the potential vulnerabilities that may not occur 
during routine operations. Threat hunting and use of ethical hackers are some of 
the passive tools (Anguluri, Gupta, and Pasqualetti 2016; Mansfield-Devine 2017). 
Collaboration may sound weird as a tool for cyber resilience; however, in a contem-
porary cyber risk environment, it is important to learn from our mistakes as well 
as learn from others’ mistakes. Hence, it is imperative that the organizations learn 
the best security practices and share their best practices with their partners so that 
there is no weak link in the chain (Comizio, Dayanim, and Bain 2016; Kshetri 
and Murugesan 2013; Nykänen and Kärkkäinen 2016; Shackelford 2016; Sharkov 
2016; World Economic Forum 2014). A representative set of “sense” tools accord-
ing to the literature is provided in Table 12.2.

12.3.2  Resist

As discussed in the Section 12.3, “resist” deals with the organization’s ability to 
defend itself from an attack. The majority of organizations spend their entire secu-
rity budget on procuring and maintaining these security apparatus. The “resist” 
strategies can be further classified into three categories:

 1. Defense in depth: The multilayered security techniques that provide protec-
tion from disruptions
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Figure 12.4 Components of cyber resilience.
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Table 12.2 Sense Tools

“Sense” Category Tools Description

Monitoring and 
detection

SCADA Monitors the critical infrastructure

IDS Helps to detect network penetrations

AI-based 
anomaly 
detection

Detects anomalies in the IT 
infrastructure parameters, such as 
power consumption, network traffic, 
number of active connections and 
CPU utilization

Staged attacks Perform routine drills under 
simulated circumstances to 
determine potential disruptions in an 
IT infrastructure

Threat hunting Also referred to as vulnerability 
assessment; deals with conducting 
routine security checks to seek out 
the weaknesses in the security 
apparatus

Desktop 
simulations

Review the response strategies of 
key personnel under simulated 
situations

White hat 
hacking 

Allows ethical hackers to penetrate 
the infrastructure so that they can 
point out the gaps

Collaboration Knowledge 
management

Creates an internal knowledge 
repositories for security-related 
issues

Institutionalize 
security

Involves security in the day-to-day 
activities 

Emergency 
response team

To be set up with relevant 
stakeholders 

Training Develops internal skill set to meet the 
global standards

Industry 
partnerships

Develops industry partnerships 
to share information and best 
practices
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 2. Proactive defense: The architectural and inherent strategies that exist before 
an attack

 3. Reactive defense: The techniques that are invoked during the time of attack.

The defense in depth strategy is the founding principle behind the information 
security. The core idea is to maintain CIA by implementing multiple complemen-
tary and supplementary controls. For example, the access of information can be 
restricted by implementing a complex password requirement. Additionally, we 
could also have a policy of access based on the need-to-know principle, thereby 
adding another layer of protection. This methodology is based on the fundamental 
idea that the multiple layers will plug the gaps of the proceeding layer. Figure 12.5 
depicts the various layers in defense in depth from data (lowest level) to policy 
(highest level).

Proactive and reactive strategies are extensions to the defense in depth strate-
gies. The aim of these strategies is to effectively counter the attacks by deceiving 
the attackers. The strategies include methods such as deception, moving target, and 
segmentation (Carvalho et al. 2013; Lam, Skiles, and Grisham 2013; Pradhan et al. 
2016; Thebeau et al. 2014). There may be some overlaps across the three strategies; 
however, an organization requires all three to effectively resist attacks (Chaves et 
al. 2017; Cook et al. 2017; Goldman, McQuaid, and Picciotto 2011; Miraglia and 
Casenove 2016; Ning, Liu, and Yang 2013). A representative list of strategies for 
“resist” tools from the literature is provided in Table 12.3.
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Table 12.3 Resist Strategies

“Resist” 
category Strategy Description

Defense in 
depth

Policy Provides management direction and support 
for information security in accordance with 
business requirements and relevant laws 
and regulations

Human resource 
security

Ensures that employees understand their 
responsibilities and are suitable for the roles 
for which they are considered

Ensures that employees are aware of and 
fulfil their information security 
responsibilities

Physical and 
environmental 
security

Prevents unauthorized physical access, 
damage, and interference to the 
organization’s information and information 
processing facilities

Network access 
security

Ensures authorized user access and prevents 
unauthorized access to systems and services

Ensures the protection of information in 
networks and its supporting information 
processing facilities

Device-level 
security

Ensures correct and secure operations of 
information processing facilities

Proactive 
techniques

Segmentation Segregates the IT assets based on their 
exposure and criticality

Unpredictability Makes changes in the IT infrastructure 
frequently and randomly

Diversity Use of varied set of technologies 
including hardware, software, firmware, and 
protocols

Moving target Moves a service from server to server

Nonpersistence Disallows continuous access to data, 
applications, and connectivity

Substantiated 
integrity

Maintains integrity across data stores

(Continued)
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12.3.3  Recover

Now let us consider the third part of the cyber resilience triad. Recover strate-
gies focus on the organization’s ability to resume its operations post an incident. 
To understand the recovery methodology, we need to understand the anatomy 
of a disaster. In Figure 12.6, an incident and recovery metrics such as recovery 
time objective (RTO), recovery point objective (RPO), and maximum tolerable 
period of disruption are portrayed. The core premise of any recovery method-
ology is that there will always be some impact due to disruption. The faster 
RTO and RPO will mean that the organization will recover with minimum 
impact on its  business operations. Additionally, there is also another metric that 
is relevant with regard to complex distributed systems, which is recovery con-
sistency  objective (RCO). RCO is expressed as a percentage of data lost during 
disaster. This is important to maintain synchronous data across various systems 
(Figure 12.6).

Based on the literature, the recovery strategies can be classified into two major 
categories:

 1. Redundancy: The maintenance of redundant technology and infrastructure 
to enable smooth recovery

 2. Continuity: The procedures and plans that help an organization to manage 
its recovery effort

Redundancy in the organizations can be implemented at many levels such as loca-
tion, device, component, people, and process levels (Benameur, Evans, and Elder 
2013; Sano et al. 2016). Redundancy also removes the single point for failure from 
the IT infrastructure. Redundancies allow the organizations to switch over in case 

Table 12.3 (Continued) Resist Strategies

“Resist” 
category Strategy Description

Reactive 
techniques

Deception Uses obfuscation and misdirection to 
confuse the attackers

Dynamic 
positioning

Dynamic relocation of IT assets

Dynamic 
composition

Dynamically changes the composition via 
virtual machines, cloud computing 
services, etc.

Adaptive 
response

Takes actions in response to indications that 
an attack is under way based on attack 
characteristics
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of failure and therefore reduce their RTO. Additionally, with improved connectiv-
ity, it is also possible to have redundancy at the data level by using cloud computing 
and mirroring sites. This strategy, when implemented, will also improve the RPO 
and RCO levels. The continuity strategy is basically the extension of the ISO 22301 
standard for business continuity. In the standard, the organizations are recom-
mended to create a recover plan that is based on the risks identified. The continuity 
plan is a simple, executable set of instructions that are independent of the people, 
process, or technology limitations (St-Germain et al. 2016). A representative list of 
tools that are part of the recover strategy identified from literature is provided in 
Table 12.4.

The Sections 12.3.1, 12.3.2 and12.3.3 have detailed the tools available for any 
organization that is planning to achieve cyber resilience. To achieve true resil-
ience, an organization should have mature sense, resist, and recover capabilities. 
It is important to note that implementation of all tools may not be a realistic 
option, since each of them requires a substantial investment of the organization’s 
resources. Hence, some parity has to be established with regard to what capabil-
ity needs to be developed at what stage. Hult and Sivanesan (2013) and Peter 
(2017) in their works were able to categorize the success factors for cyber resilience 
implementation.

On the basis of contemporary literature, the authors have identified four cat-
egories of success factors for cyber resilience implementation: people, process, 
technology, and management support. The people category of success factors 
directly deals with having the right people with the right skill set. The process 
category deals with having a mature, well-defined process for cybersecurity. 
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The  technology success factor deals with having the appropriate technological 
interventions to bring about resilience. Lastly, all contemporary researchers agree 
that cyber resilience requires extensive management support to thrive. Table 12.5 
depicts the relationship between the tools of cyber resilience and the four catego-
ries of success factors.

Table 12.4 Recover Tools

“Recovery”
Category Tools Description

Redundancy Device Has redundant devices ready for quick 
switchover

Network Has multiple Internet Service Provider 
connections

People Trains people to take over each other’s 
responsibilities

Process Enables the process to execute differently 
in the event of a disruption

Data Mirrors data storage in different locations 
using cloud computing

Continuity Incident 
response plan

Creates a plan on how to respond to an 
incident

Transportation 
plan

Creates a plan to transport the 
employees and equipment to the 
recovery site

Site recovery 
plan

Plans to move the operations to cold site, 
warm site, or hot site

Communication 
plan

Plans to ensure that communication 
happens effectively without creating 
panic

Technology 
recovery plan

Plans to recover the technology 
components after an attack

Testing and 
drills

Schedule frequent testing of the plans 
and record the results

Review and 
update

Review and update plans based on 
testing results and change in the 
risk levels
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12.4  Metrics of Resilience
In Section 12.3, we deliberated on various components that help organizations to 
develop cyber resilience. As part of the discussion, it is important to have a method 
to measure the resilience in an organization. Bodeau et al. (2014) identified the 
measurements of the proactive and reactive techniques for cyber resilience. They 
also created metrics to measure the flexibility of the architecture to accommodate 
a resilience technique.

Khan, Al-shaer, and Rauf (2015) and Zhang et al. (2016) focused on develop-
ing metrics to measure network resilience in the event network penetration attacks. 
Peter (2017) was able to bring in the cyber resilience angle to national security 
preparedness. His work is significant in establishing the need for collaboration for 
cyber resilience. Additionally, Linkov et al. (2013) provided a more comprehen-
sive metric covering four categories, namely, physical, information, cognitive, and 
social across the various stages of a cyberattack. The metrics were spanned across 
four stages: plan, absorb, recover, and adapt. Their work provided great insights 
into the broad nature of tools that enable cyber resilience.

Ferdinand (2015) clearly identified five levels of cyber resilience maturity and 
was able to cross-reference the techniques that were needed to be implemented to 
reach each level of maturity. Hult and Sivanesan (2013) in their work were able to 
create an executive checklist for checking the cyber resilience implementation in an 
organization. The aforementioned literature was invaluable for the authors in creat-
ing the comprehensive metrics for cyber resilience listed in Table 12.6.

Table 12.5 Cyber Resilience Implementation Success Factors

Cyber 
Resilience 
Components Category

Impact of the Success Factor

People Process Technology
Management 

Support

Sense Monitoring 
and detection

Low Medium High Medium

Collaboration High High Medium High

Resist Defense in 
depth

Low High High Medium

Proactive 
defense

Low Medium High Medium

Reactive 
defense

Low Medium High Medium

Recover Redundancy Medium High High Low

Continuity Medium Medium Medium High
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Table 12.6 Resilience Metrics

 Rate your organization’s implementation of the following cyber resilience 
tools using the below-mentioned scale:

 1. Not implemented
 2. Implemented on a trial basis
 3. Implemented only for critical assets
 4. Implemented for all assets
 5. Implemented for all assets with periodic review

Sense

Monitoring and Detection

1. Device-level monitoring

2. Network monitoring

3. Anomaly detection

4. SCADA

5. IDS

6. Staged attacks

7. Threat hunting

8. Desktop simulations

9. White hat hacking

10. System logs

Total score/10

Collaboration

1. Knowledge management

2. Leadership for security

3. Institutionalization of security

4. Emergency response teams

5. Training

6. Industry partnerships

7. Delegate all assets and services to particular employees 

8. Identify external system dependencies

9. Loop back from incident management

Total score/9

(Continued)
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Table 12.6 (Continued) Resilience Metrics

Resist

Defense in Depth

1. Risk assessment

2. Policies for information security

3. Segregation of duties

4. Mobile device policy

5. Background verification

6. Inventory of assets

7. Acceptable use of assets

8. Return of assets

9. Classification and labeling of information

10. Management of removable media

11. Disposal of media

12. Access control policy

13. Physical security perimeter

14. Physical entry controls

15. Cabling security

16. Clear desk and clear screen policy

17. Capacity management

18. Protection of log information

19. Securing application services on public networks

20. Change management process

21. User registration and deregistration

22. Secure log-on procedures

(Continued)
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Table 12.6 (Continued) Resilience Metrics

Resist

23. Secure development policy

24. User acceptance testing

25. Information security policy for supplier

26. Security incident management

27. Information security continuity

28. Independent review of information security

29. Identification of applicable legislation and contractual requirements

30. Privacy and protection of personally identifiable information

Total score/30

Proactive Defense

1. Segmentation

2. Unpredictability

3. Diversity

4. Moving target

5. Nonpersistence

6. Substantiated integrity

Total score/6

Reactive Defense

1. Deception

2. Dynamic positioning

3. Dynamic composition

4. Adaptive response

Total score/4

Recover

Redundancy

1. Device

(Continued)
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Table 12.6 (Continued) Resilience Metrics

Recover

2. Network

3. People

4. Process

5. Data

Total score/5

Continuity

1. Incident response plan

2. Transportation plan

3. Site recovery plan

4. Communication plan

5. Technology recovery plan

6. Testing and drills

7. Review and update

8. Risk assessment

9. Business impact analysis

Total score/9

Cyber Resilience Maturity

Nonexistent Immature Basic Reactive
Fully 

Mature

Monitoring and 
detection

1 1–2 2–3 3–4 >4

Collaboration 1 1–2 2–3 3–4 >4

Defense in depth 1 1–2 2–3 3–4 >4

Proactive defense 1 1–2 2–3 3–4 >4

Reactive defense 1 1–2 2–3 3–4 >4

Redundancy 1 1–2 2–3 3–4 >4

Continuity 1 1–2 2–3 3–4 >4

(Continued)
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12.5  Conclusion
The changing importance of information systems necessitates the organizations 
to shift their focus from bulletproofing to recovery. Cyber resilience is a necessary 
evolution of cybersecurity that enables the organization to recover from disruptions 
with minimal impact. The contemporary treat–vulnerability matrix is evolving at 
a rapid pace, and this is forcing the organizations to transform their IT security 
infrastructure as well. Organizations have to focus on all the three components to 
effectively develop cyber resilience. Additionally, there are a wide variety of strat-
egies and tools that will empower the organization. However, the organizations 
have to implement these strategies carefully and diligently; else, they may end up 
creating more gaps in their shield. It is also important to understand that the strat-
egies and tools are not limited to technology solutions alone, rather they require 
the support of well-trained and vigilant stakeholders along with a robust process 
as well. The metrics discussed in this chapter provide organizations the ability to 
evaluate their cyber resilience levels. Literature points out that most organizations 
have reached only the first three levels of maturity.

While implementing cyber resilience, it is important to understand that the pro-
gression in the levels of maturity has to happen across all seven subcategories: monitor-
ing and detection, collaboration, defense in depth, proactive defense, reactive defense, 

Table 12.6 (Continued) Resilience Metrics

Cyber Resilience Maturity

Monitoring and detection

Continuity

Redundancy

Reactive defence Proactive defence

Defence in depth

Collaboration
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redundancy, and continuity. However, the progression in each subcategory can be 
independent of each other. Implementation of cyber resilience requires a structured 
approach with stringent timeline and appropriate resource allocation. Also the role 
of senior business and IT leaders will evolve with the progression of cyber resilience.

As a future research scope, the cyber resilience angle of national security pre-
paredness could be explored. The cyber preparedness levels across various countries 
could also be explored. Researchers can also compare the cyber resilience aware-
ness levels across industries to explore the differences among them. Also, the cyber 
resilience metrics could also incorporate the security requirements outlined in stan-
dards such as ISO 27001, ISO 22301, PCIDSS, and HIPPA.
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